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Abstract 
 

My experiences as a teacher, student, and co-facilitator of critical dialogue among men 

arrested for using violence against women tell me teachers who feel entitled to compliance from 

students share fundamental beliefs with men who feel entitled to compliance from women and 

with white people who feel entitled to compliance from people of color and indigenous people. 

White supremacy entitles white people to dominance, patriarchy entitles men to it, and teacher 

preeminence entitles teachers. Teacher preeminence resembles white supremacy and patriarchy in 

four habits of mind: obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness. Doing autoethnography – 

understanding cultural experience by analyzing personal experience – creates opportunities to 

problematize teacher preeminence while challenging dominant epistemological notions of what 

and whose knowledge is of most worth: my intention was not to affect objectivity or 

authoritativeness; it was to practice rigorous subjectivity. My inquiry – conducted by reading 

personal essays I wrote between 1991 and 2017 and considering them on their own, cumulatively, 

and in relation to Chapter 2 theory about white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence – 

confirmed I have enacted white supremacy since I was very young. It exposed that I have done it 

far more subconsciously and constantly than I realized, which leads me to believe I have also 

relied on entitlements to dominance as a teacher – I have often believed I am teaching from a 

place of openness when I am really just seeking compliance and trying to enforce it despite 

sincerely opposing dominance as a teachers’ entitlement. It also suggested most other teachers 

would find a lot they don’t want to see if they interrogate their methods and intentions for 

evidence of entitlements that allow us all — that often require us — to think about and treat 

students almost exclusively according to whether or not they comply with what we want.   
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Chapter 1 
 
Emotionless, passionless, abstract, intellectual, academic research is a goddamn lie, it does not 
exist. It is a lie to ourselves and a lie to other people. Humans—feeling, living, breathing, 
thinking humans—do research. When we try to cut ourselves off at the neck and pretend an 
objectivity that does not exist in the human world, we become dangerous to ourselves first, and 
then to the people around us. (Hampton, 1995, p. 52) 
 
Although most individuals have little difficulty identifying their own victimization within some 
major system of oppression—whether it be by race, social class, religion, physical ability, sexual 
orientation, ethnicity, age or gender—they typically fail to see how their thoughts and actions 
uphold someone else’s subordination. (Hill Collins, 2000, p. 287) 
 
When whiteness is so seeped into your being, might giving it up necessitate a threat to one’s 
safety and existence? (Rigby & Ziyad, 2016, para. 18) 
 
Any attempt to impose your will on another is an act of violence. (Gandhi, quoted in Pence & 
Paymar, 1983, p. 96) 
 
I either write the true shit / or feel my life is useless. (Newman 2004) 
 
Because if I am not what I’ve been told I am, then it means that you’re not what you thought you 
were either! (Baldwin, 1998b, p. 682) 
 

—— 
 
“But this is all just in your head,” an audience member chided with smiling contempt 

during comments after my presentation at the March 2015 Summit on Equity, Race, and 

Multiculturalism on the university campus where I teach. “There could be something to some of 

it, but overall you’re making a big deal out of nothing.” Another white woman at the same table, 

arms crossed and face tight with grinning Midwestern spite, emphatically shook her head yes, 

yes, yes. 

I was a couple months away from finishing coursework for my Ed.D. in teaching and 

learning. The presentation, Meeting Students Where They Are (Not Where We Are) (Not Where 

We Think They Ought to Be), was a chance to workshop an early version of a confrontational 

claim this dissertation expresses: teachers who feel entitled to compliance from students share 

fundamental beliefs with men who feel entitled to compliance from women, and with white 

people who feel entitled to compliance from people of color and indigenous people; teacher 
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authoritarianism in some ways resembles patriarchy and white supremacy. The claim comes from 

insight I’ve gathered through 40 years of being a student or teacher, 20 years of teaching writing 

and first-year-seminar courses, seven years of co-facilitating critical-dialogue groups among men 

arrested for using violence against women, and four years of doctoral inquiry into intersections 

among patriarchy, white supremacy, and teacher preeminence (my term for teachers’ often-

unexamined entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance from students). 

Since long before starting the doctoral program I have frequently and sometimes 

obsessively pondered normative dominance and reflected on where I sit in various cultural and 

institutional hierarchies. (I didn’t pick up a lot of that vocabulary until I started working with men 

who batter women.) Once in the program I added scholarly inquiry to all that pondering and 

reflecting. I also created as many opportunities as I could for defying dominant, dominance-based 

academic norms from within a system designed to perpetuate them. Seeking those opportunities 

came naturally, because it’s what I have always tried to do as a teacher and what I always have 

done as a student. Since elementary school, while “immersed in a culture which supports 

relationships of dominance” (Pence and Paymar, 2011, p. 16), I have resisted expectations to 

dominate and submit. That “cultural acceptance of dominance” say Pence and Paymar (2011), “is 

rooted in the assumption that, based on differences, some people have the legitimate right to 

master others” (p. 16). In colleges and universities, institutional station and specialized 

knowledge are differences that give teachers the right to master students. And not in a good way. 

I didn’t know the term “epistemology” before starting Ed.D. work, but I had learned a lot 

about how some men use patriarchal, supposedly immutable definitions of knowledge to 

dominate women and I had been exploring how that tactic connects with a tendency among 

teachers to use epistemological dogma—self-serving ideas about what and whose knowledge is of 

most worth—to justify dominating students. Before starting the program I was curious about 

studying that connection between patriarchy and what I thought of as teacher authoritarianism. I 
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grew more curious the more I learned, and with prompting from bell hooks (1994) I started 

exploring connections among those hierarchies and white supremacy. During research for 

coursework and this dissertation I found literature about white supremacy; patriarchy; 

intersections among those and other oppressive hierarchies; and ways in which dominant U.S. 

education curricula and intentions at all levels normalize white supremacy, patriarchy, 

authoritarian teaching, and general conformity to established order. I found nothing that names 

teacher preeminence (by that or any other term) or discusses how in some ways it resembles 

white supremacy and patriarchy.  

At the Summit I told the audience of about 100 local educators that my teaching and 

dissertation intentions are based in theories that problematize dominant social and academic 

norms: feminist theory that says men’s violence against women is a symptom of patriarchal 

entitlement to enforce dominance over and submission from women; Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of 

the Oppressed (2010) philosophies about education as a collaborative process of inquiry instead 

of a dominant-to-compliant information bequest; work by James Baldwin (1998a), bell hooks 

(1989, 1992, 1994, 1997) and other authors of color and indigenous authors who name the United 

States as definitively white-supremacist and patriarchal; indigenous epistemologies that expose 

limitations in dominant (patriarchal, white-supremacist, and colonialist) academic notions about 

what defines knowledge, truth, credibility, intelligence, and “evidence.” 

During the presentation I worked hard to embody changes toward compassion and 

accountability I wish to see among men, white people, and teachers. I always try to do that and I 

feel as though I seldom succeed. I tried to describe why I feel like a fraud if I claim to oppose 

patriarchal and white-supremacist dominance over women and people of color but fail to 

interrogate my sense of entitlement to enforce students’ compliance. Many folks in the audience 

nodded affirmatively, kept consistent eye contact, and smiled throughout the presentation. Some 

gave insightful feedback and asked interesting questions, but I assume the women who dismissed 
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my presentation weren’t alone. I still feel grateful for their candor. I’d have felt skeptical and a bit 

let down if politeness were the only reaction. Pushback let me know I was onto something. 

—— 

In summer 2010 I began co-facilitating critical-dialogue groups in a program designed to 

help men arrested for battering women develop insight about why they use violence and how to 

stop. The work has given me insight about how entitlement to compliance works among men, 

white people, teachers, and anyone else for whom dominant authority is considered “normal.” 

Radical-feminist women who created the program believed, after spending hundreds of 

hours in dialogue with women trying to survive men’s violence, that battering is a gendered social 

problem solvable only by eliminating the patriarchy and violence it enables. They designed men’s 

groups not as anger management, counseling, therapy, or treatment — responses to legitimate 

problems that may exacerbate patriarchal violence but don’t cause it — but as compassionate, 

problem-posing dialogue facilitated according to Freire’s (2010) admonition that “at the point of 

encounter there are neither utter ignoramuses nor perfect sages, there are only people, together, 

trying to learn more than they now know” (p. 90). 

When we co-facilitate dialogue — always in (cisgender) man-woman pairs — we’re not 

trying to convert men to feminism or our other beliefs. We are trying to problematize dominant-

culture notions that “some people have the legitimate right to master others” (Pence & Paymar 

2011, p. 17) and patriarchal norms that entitle men to dominate and enforce compliance from 

women. We try to help the men see how our (men’s) beliefs about women and relationships affect 

what we expect, do, and say as boyfriends and husbands. As co-facilitators we name examples of 

how women must constantly, at their own expense, adjust to men’s unexamined entitlements. We 

co-facilitate from the belief that “when relationships of dominance become the norm in a culture, 

then all individuals within it are socialized to internalize those values or exist on the fringe of 
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society” (Pence & Paymar, 2011, p. 19), and we ask a lot of questions about what happens to men 

and women who resist patriarchy’s mandate that men dominate and women comply. 

During my initial three-day co-facilitation training in late May 2010 I felt self-impressed 

and noble; certain violent guys would benefit from my insight about how to live the right kind of 

life. My only worry was that I would struggle, as a man who had never used violence against any 

woman, to earn credibility and form connections. Barely 30 minutes into the first group I 

observed as preparation for co-facilitating, I started realizing how abusively I had always treated 

girls and women in relationships since high school — how entitled I had felt to punish girlfriends 

and the woman I’m married to for displeasing me — and how my main tactic for keeping that 

truth from myself had been believing and saying, “I may be a jerk sometimes, but I’m not like 

those guys.” 

I spent the next year-and-a-half co-facilitating one 90-minute group per week and 

observing then becoming a full participant in two others. Since mid-2012 I’ve co-facilitated at 

least once weekly. Here’s some of what all that dialogue time has helped me come to believe: 

even though I’ve never tried to physically hurt a woman, I have intimidated many women I dated 

and the woman I am married to without being conscious of what it means for them that I am 6’2” 

and 220 pounds — much larger than all of them — and stronger than I realize; I have often felt 

contempt toward women for displeasing me in intimate relationships, and I have brutally 

conveyed it by using my eyes, facial expressions, body language, and tone of voice with cruel 

intentions I would never have toward anyone in a casual relationship; I have habitually tried to 

hurt girlfriends and the woman I’m married to in gendered ways I believe are uniquely available 

to men who want to inflict pain upon women who don’t comply; I have often used my facility 

with written and spoken words to coerce, shame, instruct, patronize, dismiss, gaslight, and punish 

every woman I’ve been with; I have justified treating friends, acquaintances, and strangers with 

much more kindness and patience than I have shown to women I claim to love; I have tried to 
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enforce compliance from women I considered mine without realizing that’s what I was doing or 

feeling; even though I have always sincerely liked women and taken them seriously in general, 

for a long time my thinking and behavior toward women in dating relationships and marriage 

included abusive intents, impacts, meanings, and patterns. I know many “non-violent” men for 

whom different versions of all those same things are true. 

Before I saw any of that on my own, a few girlfriends and the woman I’m married to 

accurately described how relentless I could be about “proving” them wrong or myself right. They 

said part of what made those times feel especially painful and confusing was that I also often 

treated them kindly, and the constantly conflicting messages eroded their confidence and trust. I 

aggressively disagreed with it all. Mansplained why they were wrong about what they believed 

they were experiencing. Suggested they take a look in the mirror. Told them about guys I knew 

who were actually mean to their girlfriends and wives. I sometimes gently and sometimes 

caustically told them they had no idea what they were talking about and I believed what I was 

saying and I had “facts” to convince myself it was true: I listen to Ani DiFranco and I feel what 

she sings; I am still moved by everything I learned in Introduction to Women’s Studies my first 

year of college; I understand how the men in Glaspell’s Trifles (1996) are too clueless to grasp 

what Mrs. Wright’s life with her husband must have been like, and I grieve for the woman in 

Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper (1996) and Edna in Chopin’s The Awakening (1996); I advocate 

for radical feminism, sometimes more strongly than women around me; I dated assertive, 

physically strong, non-deferential women, then married one; I have always felt more comfortable 

around women than around men; I truly, platonically like women, and women have told me it’s 

obvious — they’ve told me I feel safe to be around, and that they can talk to me about things 

other men have no interest in or patience for. 

“If you actually think I’m mean,” I’d tell women who dared to criticize me, “that’s on 

you.” 
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“If this chick actually thinks I’m mean,” I’d tell myself, “that’s on her.” 

Which is exactly what a lot of men who use violence against women tell women and 

themselves. Some of those men get arrested. Most don’t. As a 46-year-old cis-hetero white man 

raised in the U.S. I have more than 40 years of internalized lessons about who does and doesn’t 

deserve to be taken seriously, who’s entitled to dominate and obliged to comply, and who 

punishes and gets punished when those rules are broken. I have decades of experience among 

men who talk and behave according to those lessons, and who constantly police each other’s 

compliance with them. 

Many men ordered to attend groups see themselves and each other as good, struggling 

guys who did nothing violent or maybe did do some stuff they shouldn’t have done, but either 

way don’t deserve to get labeled as abusers or be forced to sit through a bunch of man-hating 

feminist bullshit. I’ve never believed feminism is bullshit, but if my formative experience with 

the group had included feeling like I was sent there to get punished for being a man, I probably — 

based on what I know about my thinking until I was in my late 30s — would have shared a 

version of the perspective a lot of guys enter group with: we’re not the problem, the problem is 

these women. Not all women. Just the difficult ones. The ball-busters. The shrews. The 

emasculators and the spoiled brats who think they deserve to get everything they want. The 

feminists. 

As a boy and younger man my most obvious enactment of patriarchal entitlement wasn’t 

in failing to see that boys and men get some privileges at girls’ and women’s expense. I saw the 

basic inequity clearly even if I had a lot to learn about its subtleties. My entitlement showed itself 

most powerfully in how strongly I believed my own thinking and behavior transcended that 

inequity. I thought I was enlightened enough to be above the problem. That’s a dangerous thing 

for someone who uses violence to believe. 
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I’m not saying patriarchy imbues every young man with my version of mean and dense. 

I’m not saying normative gender and culture hierarchies are the only forces that have wreaked 

havoc in my brain since I was a boy. I am saying I believe normative patriarchy, which teaches all 

women and men to take everything about men more seriously than we take anything about 

women, had a lot to do with why and how consistently I treated girls and women as if their 

greatest value in relationships was doing what I wanted.  

For a long time I inhabited an “intersection between overconfidence and cluelessness” 

(Solnit, 2012, para. 3) I’ve come to believe is common in unique but related ways among men, 

white people, and teachers. Many men — I actually believe most of us — are ignorant to our 

ignorance about how constantly women must adjust to and account for our patriarchal privilege, 

and we’re sometimes most clueless when we think we’re being most understanding and aware. 

White people and teachers are often similarly clueless about how our entitlements to dominance 

damage the people of color and students whose compliance we expect. 

I’m certain that had I been court-ordered to participate in the men’s group I co-facilitate I 

would have understood why it exists, why it’s based in radical feminism instead of gender-

neutrality, and why the other guys were there. I probably would have agreed with patriarchy-

based explanations for men’s violence against women. And I would have had trouble seeing how 

any of it applied to me. “Look, I understand the reason for this group,” I can hear myself saying 

on my first night. “I know I shouldn’t have done what I did. I get all that. But I’m not like the rest 

of these guys. I don’t have a problem with women. I believe in equality, and I treat everyone with 

equal respect.” 

A lot of people believe men who haven’t been arrested for abusing women are just better 

human beings than guys who have. In the past I may have agreed. I now believe that even guys 

who haven’t directly used physical or emotional violence against women are almost always 

colluding with it. We’re enabling it by not actively trying to stop men who do use it. We are 
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complicit. Constantly. Please don’t misunderstand: I have no time for dangerous false 

equivalencies that minimize men’s intentional physical or emotional violence against women. I 

am, though, unreservedly saying that most men who consider ourselves nonviolent don’t care to 

acknowledge or cede the same entitlement that enables all forms of patriarchal violence against 

women. I agree with Jimmy Carter (2015): “The average man might say, ‘I’m against the abuse 

of women and girls’ while quietly accepting the privileged position that we occupy.” I am also 

saying, with equal intensity, that most white people and teachers quietly accept — and sometimes 

vocally defend — entitled positions that protect us at the expense of people of color and students. 

I expect many people to disagree. Maybe most people. I dismissed those same ideas about 

patriarchy and white supremacy for a long time after first hearing them. But now I have to admit 

that even though I know a lot of men who have never used overt physical violence against 

women, I know very few men — in fact I don’t believe I know any — who avoid benefiting from 

our patriarchal entitlement and obligation to dominate women or from women’s patriarchal duty 

to please men. The same is true, experience and inquiry tell me, about how white people accept 

our entitlements to dominate and just be more valued than people of color. And it’s true of how 

teachers deal with our entitlements to dominate students. 

Expectations driven by normalized patriarchy, white supremacy, and teacher preeminence 

imbue everything about how men, white folks, and teachers experience ourselves and women, 

people of color, and students. Watch what happens to folks who challenge those norms. Defy the 

norms and see how people — even ostensibly liberal, progressive, woke people — respond. Or 

pay attention to how folks invested in feeling morally and intellectually superior respond when 

called out for their entitled, unexamined complicity with any normative hierarchy.  

But I’m being pedantic and assuming my experiences are universal, even though I know it 

took a long time for my perspective to get where it is. I have very often acted from entitlements 

based in white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence, then missed or denied doing it. I 
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still — despite working hard enough at avoiding a sense of entitlement that I occasionally make 

choices that threaten my own social and professional existence (Rigby and Ziyad, 2016) — catch 

myself acting on beliefs based in feeling entitled to deference, compliance, or submission. And I 

am also vulnerable. Throughout nearly 20 years of steady adjunct, instructor-level teaching work 

(jobs I always feel grateful for), institutions and individuals have constantly put me in my place. I 

generally get single-year contracts that include raises and benefits, but for eight years in a row I 

taught up to five courses per semester on sixteen-week contracts without health insurance, 

retirement contributions, or any form of institutional security. I make more money than some 

people will ever see and so little that some of the same union leaders who remind instructors we 

should feel thankful for what they worked so hard to get us (and who frequently remind each 

other how their salaries, some twice most instructors’, are a crime compared to what 

administrators make) have trouble hiding their disregard for our status. I show respect to many 

tenured, Ph.D.-holding professors who will not consider me a colleague when I am Dr. Godsey 

because I will have done autoethnography to earn an Ed.D. in teaching and learning from a 

program and department they dismiss at the state school (where they teach!) from which I already 

have a B.A. and an M.A. in English. I have been fired for challenging dictated department 

orthodoxy, blocked from offered appointments, bullied while appointed, sexually harassed by 

another department’s head, lied about behind my back, and insulted to my face, all by tenured or 

tenure-track professors, many of whom I have watched form exclusionary cabals for asserting 

primacy amid opportunities to enact theories they teach and declare solidarity with staff members, 

students, and vulnerable instructors. I have taught at colleges and universities since 1996, and for 

all those reasons listed above  and others I have never felt like a full, legitimate member of any 

faculty. I take a lot of responsibility for feeling that way. I also blame teacher preeminence — its 

influence on the ways faculty of high rank perceive and treat subordinate faculty — for the reality 

behind those feelings.  
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—— 

As frequently as possible, I used Ed.D. coursework to explore the idea I workshopped in 

the Summit presentation: teachers who enforce compliance from students share fundamental 

beliefs about authority-based entitlement to dominance with men who enforce compliance from 

women. Nothing I found makes the same connection so directly, but hooks (1992) and Yancy 

(2014) both write about teacher preeminence without using the term, and hooks’ (1989, 1992, 

1994, 1997) description of the United States as a “white supremacist capitalist patriarchy,” which 

Yancy (2012, 2014) draws on frequently, is part of what led me to use white supremacy and 

patriarchy as dissertation tools for interrogating teacher preeminence. In future works, I hope to 

expand my scope of inquiry to include exploring how teacher preeminence intersects with 

hierarchies based in income, family socioeconomic background, and perhaps other 

characteristics. I am especially drawn to interrogating hierarchies that subordinate Turtle Island 

(North American) indigenous epistemologies. For now, hooks (1989, 1992, 1994, 1997), Yancy 

(2012, 2014), Baldwin (1998a), Cook-Lynn (1996), Deloria (1999), and many more writers who 

are women, indigenous people, and people of color, along with Freire (2010) and Rogers (1969), 

inspire me to interrogate teacher preeminence by comparing it to patriarchy and white supremacy. 

Ignoring our ugly entitlements as teachers puts us in company with people whose violence we 

claim to deplore.  

—— 

In the United States, says hooks (1989), “Black people and white people can socialize in 

a friendly manner, be racially integrated, while deeply ingrained notions of white supremacy 

remain intact” (p. 115). By “white supremacy” she and like-minded writers mean something 

much more banal than neo-Nazis, Stormfront.org, the Ku Klux Klan, or the “alt-right.” They 

mean whiteness. 
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Sarah Ahmed writes, “It has become commonplace for whiteness to be represented as 

invisible, as the unseen or the unmarked, as non-colour, the absent presence or hidden referent, 

against which all other colours are measured as forms of deviance.” According to George Lipsitz, 

“Whiteness is everywhere in U.S. culture, but it is very hard to see.” He goes on to say, “As the 

unmarked category against which difference is constructed, whiteness never has to speak its 

name, never has to acknowledge its rule as an organizing principle in social and cultural 

relations.” Richard Dyer writes, “In fact, for most of the time white people speak about nothing 

but white people, it’s just that we couch it in terms of ‘people’ in general.” Finally, as Terrance 

MacMullan sees it, “White people remain ignorant of white privilege because of the fact that all 

aspects of our lives — our institutions, practices, ideals, and laws — were defined and tailored to 

fit the needs, wants, and concerns of white folk.” (Yancy, 2014, pp. 6-7) 

Echoing other black and indigenous authors, hooks (1997) says most white people simply 

“do not imagine that the way whiteness makes its presence felt in black life, most often as 

terrorizing imposition, a power that wounds, hurts, tortures, is a reality that disrupts the fantasy of 

whiteness as representing goodness” (p. 341). She doesn’t mean just overtly “racist” white 

people, and neither do Ziyad and Rigby (2016), who say, “Whiteness is upheld by all white 

people. White people cannot escape upholding it” (para. 2), then continue, “White people should 

move comfortably in neither Black spaces nor white spaces. Even those who are well-meaning 

should drive themselves into the ground trying to figure out how to occupy a positive whiteness 

— because it is impossible” (para 8). 

Yancy (2014) says, “Being neither a ‘good’ white person nor a liberal white person will 

get you off the proverbial hook” for normative white supremacy, which Ahmed (2004), Baldwin 

(1998a), Cook-Lynn (1995), Deloria (1998), hooks (1989, 1992, 1997), and Yancy (2012, 2014) 

equate with the basic belief that, “whiteness represents goodness and all that is benign and non-

threatening” (hooks, 1997, p. 169). Even many sincerely anti-racist white people have no idea 
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how deeply we assume everyone else wants and needs our physical, intellectual, cultural, and 

moral characteristics (Baldwin, 1998c; Cook-Lynn, 1995; Deloria, 1998; Wilder, 2013). That’s 

one way white supremacy resembles patriarchy and teacher preeminence: the assumption that 

Others would be a lot happier and easier to deal with if they were just more like us. 

hooks says: 

It is the very small but highly visible liberal movement away from the 

perpetuation of overtly racist discrimination, exploitation, and oppression of 

black people which often masks how all-pervasive white supremacy is in [U.S.] 

society, both as ideology and as behavior. When liberal whites fail to understand 

how they can and/or do embody white-supremacist values and beliefs even 

though they may not embrace racism as prejudice or domination (especially 

domination that involves coercive control), they cannot recognize the ways their 

actions support and affirm the very structure of racist domination and oppression 

that they profess to wish to see eradicated. (1989, p. 113) 

Cook-Lynn (1996, 1997) and Deloria (1998) illustrate “all-pervasive white supremacy” 

(hooks, 1989, p. 113) in higher education (Wilder, 2013) by using examples from literature, 

science, Native American studies, and other disciplines to show how white scholars often dismiss 

or misappropriate indigenous knowledge. Absolon (2010), Barnhardt & Kawagley (2005), Hester 

and Chaney (2001), Hoffman (2013), Kovach (2010), Lavallée (2009), Rahman (2013), Tuhiwai 

Smith (2005), Weber-Pillwax (2004), and Wilson (2000) say white-supremacist epistemological 

entitlement is based in a fundamental assumption that white truth and knowledge are universal. 

Wilder (2013) bluntly shows how white men designed U.S. colleges and universities to sustain 

white supremacy and patriarchy and destroy people of color and indigenous people. That all 

makes sense based on Baldwin’s admonition to teachers that “the whole process of education 
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occurs within a social framework and is designed to perpetuate the aims of society” (1998b, p. 

43). 

Experience and inquiry tell me a primary aim of U.S. society has always been to maintain 

systems based in the foundational belief that “some people have the legitimate right to master 

others” (Pence & Paymar 2011, p. 17). Dialogue and self-reflection about men’s violence against 

women show me that another societal aim is to protect patriarchy. Learning about whiteness from 

people of color and indigenous people, and through self-reflection, helps me see that another aim 

is to maintain white supremacy. Existing forty years as a student and teacher, and paying 

attention to most teachers’ core intentions, tell me academic society exists to perpetuate teacher 

preeminence. 

—— 

I’m typing this in a coffee shop near two college campuses on the Monday after Fall 

Semester Finals Week. DJ Shadow is pumping through my noise-canceling headphones much too 

loudly because within distracting earshot at least three tables of teachers are talking each other 

through the agony of resolving point percentages with perceptions of students’ performance. As 

often happens when teachers commiserate, they’re speaking of students as adversaries and 

problems instead of as fellow human beings who deserve compassion: this kid only submitted 

two pages when the major assignment demanded five; that one did all the work impeccably but 

missed a bunch of days; another girl constantly asked questions the syllabus clearly answers; a 

few just wanted to be told exactly what to do; some seemed like they didn’t. even. care. (which 

always elicits the most angry or funereal or woe-begotten responses). “I’m just tired of caring 

about their grades more than they do!” they say occasionally. “It’s like they just saw the class as 

an obligation instead of an opportunity. I. gave. them. so many opportunities!” Of course, none of 

that apparent laziness, apathy, or lack of appreciation can stand. Points must be deducted because 

doing that somehow suggests “rigor.” 
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Occasionally one of the teachers gushes something like, “Oohhh I loved this kid, 

though,” then tells a story replete with directions followed, grades cared about, and authority 

respected — a fairytale of perfect compliance. Those tales often ends with, “Why can’t they all 

be like this?”  

Not once has any of the teachers wondered aloud about whether “their” students learned 

anything. No one stops to ask, “I mean . . . what if all these rules and policies and expectations 

I’ve been enforcing are ultimately arbitrary? What if ‘good’ grades indicate nothing more than 

complying with my ultimately random rules? What if all an A tells me about a kid is that they 

brilliantly played a game I started then judged them for playing differently from how I expected 

them to play it? What if we’ve been believing stories about ourselves, and about teaching and 

learning, that simply aren’t true?” 

Quick quiz! 
Which of these groups often uses the phrases listed below? 

Group A. Men assigned to critical-dialogue groups after being arrested for using 
violence against women. 
Group B. White people on social media discussing recent protests around the U.S. led by 
indigenous folks and Black Lives Matter. 
Group C. College and university teachers talking about students. 
Group D. All the groups above. 

 
Phrases 
Somebody has to be in control. They’re constantly looking for ways to take advantage of us. Are 
we supposed to just let them get away with it? You go ahead and show some vulnerability and see 
how it works out. We’ll give them respect as soon as they start giving it to us. All they care about 
is themselves. But we’re right. But they’re wrong. The system favors them. They know how 
vulnerable we are to them. They want us to control them, and I’ve heard some of them say so. 
They don’t know what to do on their own, so they need us to decide for them. Ever seen what 
happens when we give them freedom to make their own decisions? I don’t think they’re smart 
enough for us take them seriously. Some of them just won’t ever get it no matter how many times 
we sit them down, clearly explain it, and make them repeat it back to us. Maybe if we _____ we 
can get them to _____. What’s wrong with them? Why do they have to make it so hard? It’s their 
sense of entitlement that really pisses me off. They just want everything handed to them. We have 
what we have because we worked for it; why should they get to expect anything different? This is 
what happens when you just give things to people for so long that they forget how to work hard. 
If everyone went back to knowing their roles there wouldn’t be all this conflict. Those people just 
don’t know how to behave. It’s tough to take them seriously when the things they believe are 
important are so stupid and misguided. If they act stupid we’re going to treat them like they’re 
stupid. They know exactly how to push our buttons, then we get criticized for protecting 
ourselves. It’s like saying anything honest about them has become a crime. Not to stereotype, but 
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why do they all _____? This PC culture has just gotten to where we can’t even open our mouths 
because we know we’ll get in trouble for what we say. This whole place is set up just for them, 
and we’re sick of it. They just want to turn the tables. Sometimes they just need to do what the 
people in charge tell them to do. We know more about what’s good for them than they do. We 
shouldn’t have to tell them; they should just know. It’s not our fault if they don’t know how to 
work hard. It’s not our fault if they’re stupid. It’s not our fault if they’re lazy. It’s not our fault if 
they have no common sense. Why can’t they just follow the example we set? 
 
Answer: Pretty sure you know by now. 
 

Teacher preeminence enables and depends on what Freire (2010) calls “the banking 

concept of education,” in which “knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves 

knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing” (p. 72). It assumes definitive 

teacher superiority and student inferiority—tells us we have a legitimate right to master students 

(Pence & Paymar 2011, p. 17). Much like patriarchy and white supremacy, it justifies clueless 

and conscious patronization, condescension, and dehumanization. It leads to syllabi and 

assignment descriptions focused on punishments for granular infractions unrelated to actual 

learning. It uses dominance and compliance as evidence of “good” teaching and learning. 

“Projecting an absolute ignorance onto others, a characteristic of the ideology of oppression, 

negates education and knowledge as processes of inquiry. The teacher presents himself [sic] to 

his students as their necessary opposite; by considering their ignorance absolute, he justifies his 

own existence” (Freire, 2010, p. 72). By believing seductive stories about the basis of our 

institutional entitlement to dominate students, we justify enforcing compliance and calling it 

“learning.” 

Experience, inquiry, and Freire (2005) also tell me another way is possible:  

Through dialogue, the teacher-of-the-students and the students-of-the-teacher cease to 

exist and a new term emerges: teacher-student with students-teachers. The teacher is no 

longer merely the-one-who-teaches, but one who is himself taught in dialogue with the 

students, who in turn while being taught also teach. They become jointly responsible for a 

process in which all grow. (p. 80)  
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—— 

Or maybe those women who dismissed my presentation were right. Maybe this is all just 

in my head, and I’m making a big deal out of nothing. Maybe patriarchy, white supremacy, and 

teacher preeminence don’t resemble each other. Maybe those supposed hierarchies don’t even 

exist. Maybe I ought to have found a better, more-rigorous dissertation idea based on real facts 

instead of feelings.  

But I don’t think so. 

I believe everything this chapter says, and I agree with Eber Hampton (1995):  

Emotionless, passionless, abstract, intellectual, academic research is a goddamn lie, it 

does not exist. It is a lie to ourselves and a lie to other people. Humans—feeling, living, 

breathing, thinking humans—do research. When we try to cut ourselves off at the neck 

and pretend an objectivity that does not exist in the human world, we become dangerous 

to ourselves first, and then to the people around us. (p. 52) 

I’m not interested in bracketing or detaching or affecting objectivity or doing anything 

other than vigorously telling the truth as I see it. Experience tells me I’m able to do that best by 

doing autoethnography, and don’t plan to shut up about teacher preeminence. 

Those dismissive comments from a couple years ago aren’t outliers. They get echoed all 

the time by men, white people, and teachers who can’t or won’t acknowledge the damage we 

inflict by demanding compliance from people we claim to care about. In ways unique and 

intersecting, white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence entitle white people, men, and 

teachers to impose ourselves upon people of color, women, and students based on the seductive 

story that we have things they need to be more complete. More human. We see our experiences 

and values as universal, representative, and aspirational (Baldwin, 1998a; Freire, 2005; Yancy, 

2014). Without noticing it, we believe our skin color, gender identity, or institutional position 

represents what Ahmed (2004, quoting Audre Lorde) calls a “mythical norm” that authorizes and 
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impels us to enforce compliance, deference, and submission from fellow human beings, then to 

patronize or punish any person courageous enough to accurately name our unjustified dominance; 

instead of feeling grateful for those opportunities to problematize our beliefs and intentions, and 

the behavior they support, we usually feel indignant about having to defend ourselves against 

supposed abuse or insolence from people who question our and their places in dominant orders. 

From within so many layers of entitled self-delusion, white people, men, and teachers can often 

comfortably deal with people of color, women, and students as symbols — as subordinate types 

including victims, naïfs, protégés, incompetents, brats, or sycophants — but we also often have 

no real sense of people beneath us in hierarchies as fellow human beings (Baldwin 1998c, p. 

320).  

I embodied passivity in response to dominance for far too long, and I’ll abide it no 

longer. By doing autoethnography for a dissertation about unjustified dominance, I intend to 

create danger for myself and other men, white people, and teachers in the spirit of Yancy (2014): 

“By ‘dangerous’ I mean threatening to a white self and a white social system predicated on a 

vicious lie that white is right — morally, epistemologically, and otherwise.” I intend to answer 

“yes” to Rigby and Ziyad’s (2016) question, “When whiteness [or patriarchy or teacher 

preeminence] is so seeped into your being, might giving it up necessitate a threat to one’s safety 

and existence?” (para. 18) I intend to heed Rigby and Ziyad’s (2016, para. 8) admonition by 

driving myself into the ground trying to figure out how to occupy a positive whiteness, 

patriarchy, and teacher preeminence. 

Some professors and instructors may always want to foster teacher-dominant and student-

compliant beliefs and behavior among themselves and “their” students. Those of us fighting for 

teaching-and-learning settings in which “the subordination of students to teachers becomes 

impossible” (Freire, 2005, p. 77) must identify, eliminate, and remain vigilant about perpetuating 

any sense of entitlement to superiority and control over fellow human beings. Teacher 
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preeminence tells us seductive stories about our entitlement to dominate students. We need more 

stories to challenge those norms. And that — in homage to Zinn (1995, p. 11) — being as blunt as 

I can, is my rationale for using this critical-autoethnographic dissertation to name and 

problematize teacher preeminence as an analogue to white supremacy and patriarchy. 
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Chapter 2 
 
This autoethnographic dissertation combines literature, narrative, and analysis to tell a 

story that shows how teacher preeminence — my term for teachers’ usually generally 

unexamined entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance from students — in some ways 

resembles white supremacy and patriarchy as they’re defined in this chapter. It intentionally puts 

teachers in what Yancy (2012) calls unsafe space: a place where our entitlement to dominate and 

enforce compliance is named as a problem, not ignored, and not justified as how teaching and 

learning are supposedly supposed to work. This chapter reviews literature about white supremacy, 

patriarchy, and teaching that has contributed to my perspective about teacher preeminence. It also 

reviews sources that explain autoethnography and why I chose it for this dissertation.  

This study assumes, based on examples and insights from authors including Baldwin 

(1998), Freire (2005), Hill Collins (1990), hooks (Media Education Foundation, 2006), Pence and 

Paymar (2011), and Yancy (2012), that interrogating white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher 

preeminence alongside each other can be helpful in learning about unique and intersecting 

characteristics among those and other hierarchical cultures. In Creating a Process of Change for 

Men Who Batter, their feminism-based curriculum for facilitating critical dialogue among men 

arrested in the United States for using violence against women, Pence and Paymar (2011) say 

men who batter women in the U.S. are reflecting and conforming to a general culture that 

normalizes dominance and punishes people who resist expectations to use or endure it. Self-

described feminist authors including Adichie (2014), hooks (1989), and McIntosh (1988) agree. 

The curriculum (Pence and Paymar 2012) says many (and perhaps most) men who batter are 

acting within patriarchy, a normative hierarchy — a hierarchy so pervasive it goes unnoticed 

except to be perceived as “normal” — that entitles and obliges men to enforce dominance over 

and compliance from women. The curriculum also says men who dominate women often do so 

because they hold beliefs and use tactics similar to ones held and used by people who employ 
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force to protect positions of power in systematically enforced hierarchies based in socioeconomic 

class, skin color, gender identity and expression, age, culture, sexual preference, education level, 

and many more characteristics. White supremacy, which entitles white people to expect 

compliance from people of color (Baldwin 1998; Yancy 2012; hooks 1997; and others) is one of 

those hierarchies. Teacher preeminence, in which teachers are entitled to dominate students 

(Freire 2005; hooks 1994; Kohn 1997, 1999; and more) is another. Authors including Hill Collins 

(1990) say every person holds positions within distinct hierarchies that intersect in shifting and 

sometimes conflicting ways. Our degrees of entitlement to dominance and obligation to 

compliance, those writers say, depend those shifting intersections. None of us is exclusively 

obliged dominate or comply, but some of us occupy single or combined positions of such 

overpowering entitlement to dominate that we can easily assume our primacy is innate instead of 

systematically enforced (Ahmed 2004; Baldwin 1998; Freire 2005; Yancy 2012; and others).   

The next sections of this review discuss four characteristics that seem common, based on 

literature, among people entitled to dominate and enforce compliance within white supremacy, 

patriarchy, and teacher preeminence:  

• Obliviousness: the predictability with which white people, men, and teachers simply 

have no idea how wholly we assume and enforce our primacy at the expense of fellow 

human beings. 

• Denial: the consistency with which we simply refuse to acknowledge how wholly we 

assume and enforce our primacy and how dangerous our assumptions, enforcement, and 

refusal are for fellow human beings. 

• Ignorance: the dependability with which we show how little we know about how dense 

we are about people of color, women, and students and about how much they know about 

us, have to know about us, and must do to placate us, and how much they are forced to 

take on or go without because we assume and enforce our primacy at their expense. 
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• Smugness: the obtuseness with which we believe we merit primacy and “other” people 

deserve us to perceive and treat them — with kindness, of course, if we decide they have 

earned it — as deficient. 

White Supremacy 

White supremacy (which I often find helpful to think of as white primacy) takes many 

forms more subtle than neo-Nazi swastikas, Ku Klux Klan hoods and burning crosses, and white-

separatist, white-nationalist propaganda that hyper-aggressively declares white people to be 

physically, morally, intellectually, and in all other ways superior to people those groups define as 

not white (Souther Poverty Law Center). This dissertation and the sources it draws on, including 

work by Ahmed (2004), Baldwin (1998a), Cook-Lynn (1995), Deloria (1998), hooks (1989, 

1992, 1997), Yancy (2012, 2015), equate white supremacy in the United States with normative 

whiteness — the often unconscious sense among many people, and especially among white 

people, including educated liberals, that “whiteness represents goodness and all that is benign and 

non-threatening” (hooks, 1997, p. 169) or that “white person” and “normal human being” mean 

the same thing. White supremacy (or white primacy) in its whiteness-as-normal-and-good sense 

could actually be seen not so much as the belief that white people are supreme among human 

beings, but that we are uniquely human, living among “others” who happen to have some 

deficient versions of our ideal characteristics.   

 Many white people, including (and in some ways especially) those of us who believe we 

live in conscientious anti-racism alliance with people of color, are oblivious to normative white 

supremacy and how it entitles us to never, even when asked (and especially when asked by 

someone who is not white), to think about how fundamentally we take for granted our primacy 

and fellow human beings’ subordinacy (Ahmed, 2004; Baldwin, 1998d, 1998e; hooks, 1989, 

1992; McIntosh, 1988; and others). White liberals consciously committed to ending racism and 

its effects on people of color often fail to notice our profound assumptions of owning physical, 
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intellectual, cultural, and moral characteristics people of color lack and want (Baldwin, 1998c; 

Cook-Lynn, 1995; Deloria, 1998; Wilder, 2013; and more). Even when a kind, careful writer like 

Yancy (2015), who is black, describes his experiences with white supremacy and directly asks 

white people in the U.S., including liberals and progressives, to sit with what he’s saying for long 

enough to actually feel it, instead of immediately minimizing or denying the problem, or blaming 

it on him and anyone else who “plays the race card,” many of us deflect culpability by 

immediately distancing ourselves from those white people: the racists — probably conservatives 

or Trump supporters, we usually tell ourselves and each other — he’s talking about. But “being 

neither a ‘good’ white person nor a liberal white person will get you off the proverbial hook,” 

Yancy says (2015).  

Indigenous and black authors among this study’s sources write about smug ignorance 

many educated white liberals display regarding non-dominant epistemologies (often while 

convinced that we not only know exactly what we’re talking about, but that we know more about 

people of color and indigenous people than they know about themselves). Cook-Lynn (1996, 

1997), Deloria (1998) and many more indigenous scholars use examples from literature, science, 

Native American studies, and other disciplines to illustrate how white, liberal scholars in higher 

education often dismiss or appropriate indigenous epistemologies, ontologies, and traditions 

without understanding what we are dismissing or appropriating, how what we are doing 

constitutes dismissiveness or appropriation, or how disrespectfully we treat indigenous people 

who name and try to help us understand our ignorance. Much of our ignorance — about what we 

don’t know and what people of color and indigenous people do know; about ourselves; about 

black and indigenous people; about the world beyond our experiences in general; and about our 

smug inability to even consider we know less than people whose ways of knowing we either 

claim as our own dismiss — seems related to just generally assuming not only that we are 

definitively normal and good, but that our knowledge and truth constitute Knowledge and Truth. 
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Many indigenous scholars — including Absolon (2010), Barnhardt & Kawagley (2005), Hester 

and Chaney (2001), Hoffman (2013), Kovach (2010), Lavallée (2009), Rahman (2013), Tuhiwai 

Smith (2005), Weber-Pillwax (2004), and Wilson (2000) — say white-supremacist 

epistemological entitlement leads to a definitive assumption, especially among white academics, 

that white ideas about truth and knowledge constitute universal human truth and knowledge. 

Their position complements Baldwin’s (1998b) comment that, “The whole process of education 

occurs within a social framework and is designed to perpetuate the aims of society” (p. 43), and 

the aims of U.S. society are to protect white supremacy. Wilder (2013) bluntly says U.S. colleges 

and universities were intentionally created to enhance white supremacy and destroy people who 

are indigenous and of color. 

Many white people “do not imagine,” says Richard Dyer, quoted in hooks (1997), 

echoing and complementing many black and indigenous authors, “that the way whiteness makes 

its presence felt in black life, most often as terrorizing imposition, a power that wounds, hurts, 

tortures, is a reality that disrupts the fantasy of whiteness as representing goodness” (p. 341). 

Patriarchy 

Adichie (2014), hooks (1992), Humm (1990), McIntosh (1988), and more women who 

write about patriarchy say men are often as oblivious to our normative entitlement to dominance 

over women as white people usually are to our entitlement to dominate people of color. We most 

often simply don’t see it — not even when we believe a man’s testimony about developing 

gender-privilege consciousness but doubt any woman who shows in precise detail how 

negotiating men’s clueless entitlement to enforcing women’s compliance affects her choices all 

day every day.  

Patriarchy does frequently function stereotypically: men do try to control women with 

overt physical and emotional violence in relationships; individuals, institutions, and systems do 

openly punish girls and women who defy prescribed behavior and appearance standards based in 
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narrow definitions of femininity; mass media and popular culture do traffic in seductive stories 

that define men and boys by our authority and strength over each other and women and girls and 

women by being desirable and available to men. But as Adichie (2014), hooks (1989), Pence and 

Paymar (2011), Rhode (1987), and others say, part of helping men transcend obliviousness to and 

denial of patriarchy is helping us see subtleties based in its normativity — in constant 

expectations of stereotypical masculinity as inherently authoritative.  

According to Adichie (2014), hooks (1989), McIntosh (1988), Pence (1987), Pence and 

Paymar (2011), Pope and Ferraro (2004), Rich (1986), Tarrant (2009), and others, girls and 

women understand men’s dominance and its effects on women in ways most men do not. 

McIntosh (1988) writes, “Denials that amount to taboos surround the subject of advantages that 

men gain from women's disadvantages. These denials protect male privilege from being fully 

recognized [or] acknowledged,” especially by men. She continues, “After I realized, through 

faculty development work in Women's Studies, the extent to which men work from a base of 

unacknowledged privilege, I understood that much of their oppressiveness was unconscious.” 

Adichie (2014) says a friend of hers, “a brilliant, progressive man” (p. 14), would tell her, “‘I 

don’t see what you mean by things being different and harder for women. Maybe it was so in the 

past, but not now. Everything is fine now for women’” (p. 14). And Rich (1986) says, “Profound 

skepticism, caution, and righteous paranoia about men may indeed be part of any healthy 

woman's response to the misogyny of male-dominated culture, to the forms assumed by 'normal' 

male sexuality, and to the failure even of ‘sensitive’ or ‘political’ men to perceive or find these 

troubling” (p. 140). 

In a particularly compelling excerpt, hooks (1989) shows how she learned girls and 

women must always subordinate their knowledge, voices, and human selves to protect boys and 

men from being held accountable for expecting and enforcing control. She says, 
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Within patriarchal society, silence has been for women a gesture of submission and 

complicity, especially silence about men. Women have faithfully kept male secrets, have 

passionately refused to speak on the subject of men — who they are, how they think, how 

they behave, how they dominate. This silence is often learned when we are young female 

children. Many of us were taught that our fathers, because they were men, were not to be 

spoken to or about, unless they wished to speak with us, and they were never to be 

addressed critically. (p. 128) 

She says she and other girls witnessed grandmothers, mothers, and aunts “speak with 

force and power in sex-segregated spaces, then retreat into a realm of silence” — conform to 

deference and submission prescribed by patriarchy — “in the presence of men” (p. 128), but a 

particular grandmother who “talked endlessly, rapidly, harshly” (p. 128) exemplified behavior 

girls and women should avoid. “Somehow,” hooks says, “her mere love of words, of speech, her 

willingness to fight back, talk back, had stolen male privilege from my grandfather. She had made 

him less, she had become less” (p. 128). Work referenced in this section, hundreds of critical-

dialogue conversations among men who batter, and a lifetime of personal experiences have led 

me to believe a lot of men’s violence against women is deeply connected to the belief that even if 

a man acknowledges he is wrong and a woman is right, she should never show she knows it. “It is 

as though the very act of speech,” hooks (1989) says, “wherein a woman talks to a man, carries 

embedded in that gesture a challenge, a threat to male domination” (p. 128). 

Freire (2005), hooks (1994 and in Media Education Foundation, 2006), Pence and 

Paymar (2011), Yancy (2012) and others show patriarchy, white supremacy, and other normative 

hierarchies, including teacher preeminence, depend on similar systems of entitlement for people 

in dominant positions and vulnerability for people in subordinated positions. Pence and Paymar 

(2011) say within all dominance-based hierarchies, people entitled to dominate use similar tactics 

for enforcing subordination from people obliged to comply. “All of these tactics,” they say, 
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“begin with beliefs in entitlement and result in having power and control over people’s lives,” (p. 

16). 

White supremacy and patriarchy function uniquely, but they resemble each other in 

drawing on what Tarrant (2009) calls, “tacitly sanctioned practices of domination that . . . deeply 

affect how we understand our world, our emotions, and our relations with others” (p. 108). They 

also intersect. Pharr (1988) says, “It is virtually impossible to view one oppression . . . in isolation 

because they are all connected. They are linked by . . . common methods of limiting, controlling, 

and destroying lives” (p. 53). Pharr (1988) also says that understanding how oppressive systems 

intersect requires understanding common elements among them, including defined norms or 

“standards of rightness and often righteousness” (p. 53) against which all human beings are 

judged, and that “must be backed up with institutional power, economic power, and both 

institutional and individual violence” (p. 53).   

Teacher Preeminence 

This dissertation depends on a few basic beliefs developed through life experience and 

academic inquiry: 

• systems of dominance function uniquely and resemble each other; 

• systems of dominance and intersections among of them affect people uniquely 

and in ways that resemble each other; 

• people who have trouble seeing their problematic privilege within one system 

of dominance might become conscious of it by seeing how that system resembles 

systems they claim to oppose; 

• white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence function uniquely from 

and resemble each other; 
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• teachers who have trouble seeing their problematic privilege within teacher 

preeminence might develop consciousness by seeing how teacher preeminence 

resembles white supremacy and patriarchy. 

In teacher preeminence, institutional credentials and notions of content expertise justify 

teachers dominating and enforcing compliance from students. Many of us — many teachers — 

are oblivious to our sense of entitlement to control, deny we have it, are ignorant to what we don’t 

know and what students do know, and smugly believe we merit primacy and “our” students 

deserve us to perceive and treat them — with kindness, of course, if we decide they have earned it 

— as deficient. Teacher preeminence entitles (and obliges) us to dominate students, enforce their 

compliance, ignore how our entitlement damages students, each other, and the teaching-and-

learning processes, and punish each other for resisting those norms.  

I have taught at colleges and universities since 1996. During that time I have heard 

myself and many colleagues, including those of us who identify as anti-oppression educators, talk 

about students and ourselves in teacher-preeminent ways that justify, deny, or just miss how 

much we feel entitled to dominance and compliance. We use tactics similar to three Rhode (1997) 

names in her writing about how patriarchy works. The three tactics can, with some adjustment, be 

applied to other systems of dominance including teacher preeminence. Rhode (1997) says people 

who justify, deny, or don’t see patriarchy maintain it by 

1. failing “to recognize the extent of problems facing women” (p. 3); 

2. rationalizing “women’s inequality as the result of women’s own choices and 

capabilities” (p. 3);  

3. believing “that whatever inequality exists, they [patriarchy’s deniers] personally are 

neither part of the problem nor part of the solution” (p. 3).  

Experience and inquiry tell me that people who deny teacher preeminence 1. fail to 

recognize the extent of dominance-and-compliance-based problems facing students; 2. rationalize 
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teachers’ dominance of students as an effect of students’ own choices and capabilities; and 3. 

seem to believe that whatever teacher dominance of students does exist, teachers personally are 

neither part of the problem nor part of the solution. I have also come to believe that many people 

who do acknowledge a system of teacher dominance and student compliance defend it as just part 

of how school is supposed to work.  

Even people who acknowledge a certain amount of problematic authoritarianism among 

teachers may struggle to see us as oppressors, especially if it requires believing students (and 

maybe especially college students) are actually oppressed. And even people who acknowledge 

white supremacy and patriarchy as normative forces might see big problems with the suggestion 

that students experience violence that resembles what people of color, indigenous people, and 

women negotiate daily to survive. Who, other than a white man putting on intellectualized social-

justice airs and engaging in some serious virtue signaling, would use academic inquiry to play 

word games that not only trivialize real human suffering but also create a phony term that 

portrays privileged, entitled, coddled students as victims? That would all be truly disgusting. 

It’s also true that Yancy (2012) and hooks (1994), along with many more authors of color 

and indigenous authors, write about teacher authoritarianism and connect it directly to white 

supremacy, patriarchy, and what Yancy (2012) and Pence and Paymar (2011) say is a U.S. 

culture defined by either participating in or being marginalized by systems of dominance and 

compliance. Freire (according to Shaull in Freire, 2005) says education is never neutral; it always 

fosters conformity with or resistance to prescribed norms — either imposes or problematizes 

dominant epistemologies, ontologies, and pedagogies. In the U.S. those dominant norms include 

white supremacy, patriarchy, and an authoritarian perspective that equates teaching with 

enforcing conformity to dominant order (as opposed to fostering critical consciousness of it). 

Many authors drawn on for this dissertation show that education designed to perpetuate dominant 

norms requires teachers to embody dominance and reward students who comply. Those authors 
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include Abu el-Haj (2010), Bagley (1938), (Baldwin, 1998a), Bergenhenegouwen (1987), 

Bourdieu (1974), Bowles and Gintis (2001), Hutchins (1967), Briscoe, (2012) Freire (2005), 

hooks (1994, 1997), Noddings (1995), Rahman (2013), Rogers (1969), Wilder (2013), and Yancy 

(2012). 

Freire (2005) advocates for education as a process in which students and teachers 

collaboratively develop consciousness required “to perceive social, political, and economic 

contradictions, and to take action against the oppressive elements of reality” (p. 35). His primary 

method for developing that consciousness is critical dialogue that undermines what he calls the 

banking concept of education, in which “knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider 

themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing” (p. 72). The 

banking concept depends on teachers seeing students as deficient “Projecting an absolute 

ignorance onto others,” he says, “a characteristic of the ideology of oppression, negates education 

and knowledge as processes of inquiry” (p. 72). He says an ideal outcome of student-teacher 

dialogue is reciprocal trust and learning. 

For Yancy (2012) and hooks (1994), student-teacher dialogue requires mutual disclosure 

and vulnerability. It can’t really happen, they say, if teachers model dominance and stay 

invulnerable while students comply, disclose, and remain vulnerable. hooks (1994) says college 

and university teachers who cede dominance and share vulnerability with students “are most 

often the individuals willing to take the risks that engaged pedagogy requires and to make their 

teaching practices a site of resistance (p. 21). Freire (2005) says in true dialogue, “there are 

neither utter ignoramuses nor perfect sages; there are only people who are attempting, together, to 

learn more than they now know” (p. 90). He says no teacher who feels entitled to primacy or tries 

to enforce compliance can truly dialogue with students. 

According to Abu el-Haj (2010), Baldwin (1998a), Bergenhenegouwen (1987), Briscoe 

(2012), Freire (2005), Noddings (1995), Rahman (2013), and Wilder (2013), U.S. schools 
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including colleges and universities are designed to protect white people and boys and men at the 

expense of people of color, indigenous people, and girls and women. They do that through 

dominance-driven, white-supremacist, patriarchal, authoritarian norms that entitle and oblige 

teachers to enforce student compliance. Briscoe (2012) says her education professors and 

teaching mentors told her if she didn’t control students they would not learn and she would get 

fired. “I didn’t like the idea that I had to control other human beings,” she says. “I think that came 

with my own dislike of being controlled by my husband” (pp. 46-47). Danowitz and Tuitt (2011) 

say in a higher-ed-administration Ph.D. program based on engaged pedagogy (hooks 1994), they 

tried to model and present alternatives for expressing academic authority as authoritarianism; they 

tried to show that not only can professors and administrators “resist the temptation to present 

themselves as the all powerful and all knowing; and that they and only they have control over the 

learning process” (p. 50), but that, “they must genuinely value everyone’s presence” (p. 50).  

Rogers (1959, 1969) advocates significant learning, which is similar to hooks’ (1994) 

engaged learning and Freire’s (2005) dialogue based learning and requires a teacher to foster “an 

atmosphere which simply demonstrates ‘I care’; not ‘I care for you if you behave thus and so’” 

(Rogers, 1959, p. 234).   

Autoethnography 

Anderson (2006), Boylorn and Orbe (2014), Denzin (2006), Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 

(2011), and many more authors describe autoethnography as a methodology, method (Cram, 

2013), and process of using emotionally and intellectually evocative narratives and sometimes 

theory to help writers and readers make sense of cultural experiences. This autoethnographic 

dissertation combines literature, narrative, and analysis to tell a story that shows how teacher 

preeminence — my term for teachers’ usually generally unexamined entitlement to dominate and 

enforce compliance from students — in some ways resembles white supremacy and patriarchy as 

they’re defined in this chapter. It intentionally puts teachers in what Yancy (2012) calls unsafe 
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space: a place where our entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance is named as a problem, 

not ignored, and not justified as how teaching and learning are supposedly supposed to work. The 

story also asks what it costs for teachers to comply with and resist what teacher-preeminence 

culture tell us we are supposed to believe and do.  

Those same authors, along with Briscoe (2012), Custer (2014), Rennels (2014a, 2014b), 

Webber, and Wall (2008), say autoethnography challenges some of the same norms about 

credibility, objectivity, dominance, and compliance I hope to challenge by naming teacher 

preeminence as a problem. Echoing many other autoethnography scholars, Ellis et al (2011) say 

autoethnographers “retrospectively and selectively write about epiphanies that stem from, or are 

made possible by, being part of a culture and/or by possessing a particular cultural identity.” 

Doing autoethnography well demands writing skillful enough to demonstrate credibility and 

foster connection, which Ellis et al (2011) say, “may be able to reach wider and more diverse 

mass audiences that traditional research usually disregards, a move that can make personal and 

social change possible for more people.”  

This dissertation is intended to help readers see possibilities for making changes that, as 

Rennels (2014a) says, defy and deconstruct dominant social order and power systems, including 

those within academia that dismiss the personal and subjective. According to Webber and many 

more authors, autoethnography intentionally privileges individual perception of reality and treats 

bias and subjectivity as characteristics to be valued rather than “forcibly and artificially 

removed.” Instead of seeking to achieve dominant academic notions of generalizability, 

reliability, and validity, autoethnographers engage in a process that challenges “canonical ways of 

doing research . . . and treats research as a political, socially just and socially conscious act” 

(Ellis, et al, 2011) done by real, live human beings who make no pretense of objectivity. 

Briscoe (2012) and Custer (2014) approach their own autoethnographic work from 

perspectives that complement Hampton’s (1995) admonishment that 
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Emotionless, passionless, abstract, intellectual, academic research is a goddamn lie, it 

does not exist. It is a lie to ourselves and a lie to other people. Humans—feeling, living, 

breathing, thinking humans—do research. When we try to cut ourselves off at the neck 

and pretend an objectivity that does not exist in the human world, we become dangerous 

to ourselves first, and then to the people around us. (p. 52)  

Custer (2014), matching Hampton’s directness, says doing autoethnography often 

requires, “reaching deep down into the soul and pulling up trash and scum. It is a dirty job” (p. 4). 

He continues, saying a credible autoethnographer  

connects their own life experiences with those of onlookers in a way that transforms 

preconceived ideas and biases. My own writing evolved into a dialogue with a potential, 

and as yet unseen, readership. I exposed deeply held secrets and shadows from my life in 

order to place the readers in a comfortable voyeuristic position that might enable them to 

look at their own. (p. 5) 

That’s exactly what I intend to do.  
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Chapter 3 
 

At no point in this dissertation or the process of creating it will I intentionally do these 

things:  

• bracket my real self (allege I can—or should—use a mental force field to 
protect the purity of my scholarly pursuits from my actual human beliefs and 
lived experiences); 
• categorize and code data; 
• pretend I’m doing any sort of science;  
• claim expertise; 
• feign objectivity; 
• avoid subjectivity; 
• attempt to convince anyone of anything; 
• believe I’m creating knowledge; 
• affect authoritativeness; 
• purport to have reached definitive conclusions. 

 
Scholars who need or want to do any of that certainly should. I am skeptical enough of it 

all — I have so much trouble agreeing with its intentions and believing in its supposed benefits 

— that I would feel and sound like a dilettante at best and a fraud at worst if I tried to do any of it 

credibly. I’m also just not interested in any of it. I am uninterested in pretending to be 

disinterested. I aspire to a different sort of rigor from what those disinterest-based practices seem 

designed to achieve. I also believe my aspirations, intentions, and practices deserve just as much 

skepticism as any others.  

This dissertation tells a story about how teacher preeminence—my term for teachers’ 

usually unexamined entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance from students—resembles 

white supremacy and patriarchy as they’re defined in Chapter 2. The story is built from a 

combination of literature, narratives, and analyses. Its overarching purpose will be to 

problematize how teacher preeminence in some ways resembles white supremacy and patriarchy. 

It is intended to evoke critical thinking and action. 

The narrative-based approach I used to conduct the study is often called 

autoethnography: “an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically 

analyze personal experience in order to understand cultural experience” (Ellis, Adams, & 
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Bochner, 2011).  The culture I’m studying—that I’ve been studying for multiple decades by 

living many versions of it (Boylorn & Orbe, p. 15)—is teaching and learning, especially in higher 

education. 

Custer (2014) defines autoethnography as “a style of autobiographical writing and 

qualitative research that explores an individual’s unique life experiences in relationship to social 

and cultural institutions” (p. 2). Holt (2003) says people who do autoethnography “draw on their 

own experiences to extend understanding of a particular discipline or culture” (p. 2). According 

to Pace (2012), “Autoethnographers reflexively explore their personal experiences and their 

interactions with others as a way of achieving wider cultural, political or social understanding” 

(p. 2). And Berry (2013) says it’s about “breaching social customs; revealing and examining 

experiences of power [to] see who we are and are willing to become” (pp. 222-223).  Using 

narratives to challenge dominance as a teaching norm fits within critical autoethnography, which 

Boylorn and Orbe (2014) say connects “evocative narrative to cultural criticism” (p. 9) and 

encourages writers and readers to “interrogate our own perceptions” (p. 10). 

By combining literature, narratives, and analyses (of how the literature and narratives 

explicate each other), I’ll be composing what Ronai (1995) calls a layered account, and I’ll do it 

with the intentions and for the reasons she names: 

The traditional narrative form in science force-feeds the reader a particular understanding 

of the world masquerading as the understanding of the world. The layered account offers 

an impressionistic sketch, handing readers layers of experience so they may fill in the 

spaces and construct an interpretation of the writer's narrative. The readers reconstruct the 

subject, thus projecting more of themselves into it, and taking more away from it. (p. 

396) 

So: if everything goes according to plan, this dissertation will use layers of literature, 

narrative, and analysis to problematize teacher preeminence and question whether it’s productive 
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or safe for me (from a privileged and vulnerable professional position) to keep telling 

administrators and colleagues (many of whom don’t see me as one) we damage our intellectual 

and ethical credibility by enforcing our dominance and students’ compliance. 

Autoethnography 

Descriptions of autoethnography, examinations of its underlying philosophies, analyses 

of autoethnographic works, and actual autoethnographies show how approaches to the method 

exist along a continuum: from so expressive that even permissive scholars might deny its 

credibility as scholarship to so based in dominant notions of reliability and validity that even 

strictly conventional scholars might accept it credibility without concern. While I plan for my 

approach to both evoke subjective human responses and provide literature-based analysis, my 

formative autoethnographic influences, and those whose perspectives I most trust and admire, 

advocate for an approach that “does not privilege traditional analysis and generalisation” (Pace, 

2012, p. 2). Rigor in that supposedly non-traditional approach, says Boyd (2008), comes from 

writing “a creatively engaging narrative that conveys meanings with the ring of truth to the reader 

that does not necessarily require explanation” (p. 215).  

Bochner (2000 and 2001) and Ellis (2006; 2000 with Bochner) may be the most well-

known proponents of social-science-writing approaches in which connecting with readers and 

asking them to form their own conclusions takes precedence over telling them what and how to 

think about what they’ve read. In Ellis (2006), Bochner says, “Autoethnography wants the reader 

to care, to feel, to empathize, and to do something, to act. It needs the researcher to be vulnerable 

and intimate. Intimacy is a way of being, a mode of caring, and it shouldn’t be used as a vehicle 

to produce distanced theorizing” (p. 433). Their writing models inquiry that privileges subjective 

human experience instead of pretending to achieve objectivity through supposedly systematic 

attempts to separate the writer’s actual and academic selves. Ellis, Bochner, and the scholars they 

influence often say they want to produce and read work that evokes emotion, feelings, 
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connections, and other visceral human responses instead of dictating and reporting, 

acknowledges ambiguity instead of affecting mastery, and maintains a collaborative writer-reader 

relationship instead of excluding readers.  

Wall (2006) says, “Traditional scientific approaches, still very much at play today, 

require researchers to minimize their selves, viewing self as a contaminant and attempting to 

transcend and deny it. The researcher ostensibly puts bias and subjectivity aside in the scientific 

research process by denying his or her identity…. Ways of inquiry that connect with real people, 

their lives, and their issues are seen as soft and fluffy and, although nice, not valuable in the 

scientific community” (p. 2). Autoethnography, she says, “challenges traditional writing 

conventions that attempt to validate empirical science and uphold the power that accompanies 

scientific knowledge. In the traditional paradigm, research that has been conducted according to 

established methods must also be reported in a standardized format…. What I see as most 

significant is that traditional research and writing conventions create only the illusion that the 

knowledge produced is more legitimate” (p. 4).  

I am under no illusions about what an autoethnographic dissertation can and can’t do, or 

about who will or won’t see my study as a legitimate scholarly process or product. I’m not trying 

to impress or compete. I am trying to tell a story that helps readers see some things differently 

from how they may have been seeing them. 

Narratives 

As a doctoral candidate I maybe shouldn’t admit this: I still have no idea (especially in 

terms of doing autoethnography) how “data” and “information” are different from each other, and 

I’m mostly unconcerned about the actual difference and my lack of understanding. Part of what I 

do know is that if I think about gathering, analyzing, and making conclusions about “data” I feel 

disingenuous and glum, but if I think about sharing information and insight in an attempt to teach 

and learn I feel excited and genuine. That’s just where I am, and that place is partially defined by 
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a deep instinct, since childhood, to challenge conventional epistemology—conventional ideas 

about what real knowledge is, how it’s most credibly shown, who has it, and who gets to decide. 

This dissertation challenges dominant (and dominance-based) epistemological conventions that 

entitle teachers at the expense of students, and I can’t see trying to challenge those conventions 

with methods that privilege them. I didn’t accidentally choose a method a lot of scholars still 

believe is unconventional. Half of why I very intentionally chose it is that a lot of scholars still 

believe it’s unconventional. The other half is that it’s the only research method I can fathom 

practicing while staying true to what I value about teaching, learning, and being human. I might 

still have a lot to learn. 

A few paragraphs above I said I am writing a dissertation that tells a story about how 

teacher preeminence—teachers’ entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance from 

students—resembles white supremacy and patriarchy. I also said I’ll build the story from 

literature, narratives, and analyses that problematize teacher preeminence and elicit critical 

thought and action. Chapter 1 introduces teacher preeminence and its resemblance to white 

supremacy and patriarchy. Chapter 2 reviews literature that shows exactly what I mean when I 

say “white supremacy,” “patriarchy,” “teacher preeminence,” and “resemblance.” This chapter 

declares my plan for studying resemblances among those hierarchies;. Chapter 4 comprises of 

narratives about experiences that have contributed to my knowledge and perspective about white 

supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence. Chapter 5 analyzes Chapter 4 on its own and in 

relation to Chapter 2.  

Between my junior undergrad year (1991-1992) and 2013, when I started the Ed.D. 

program, I wrote a fair number of student-newspaper, alt-newsweekly, and local magazine 

articles, columns, and essays presented verbatim in Chapter 4. In late 2015 I accepted an offer to 

contribute occasional essays to the local website Perfect Duluth Day, and since January 2016 I 

have written a thick handful of those, always with the intention of using as many as possible for 
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the dissertation. The individual pieces’ shared and cumulative characteristic is that they make me 

vulnerable. They disclose a lot of regretful experiences, actions, intentions, beliefs, and 

subconscious entitlements. None of it is meant as self-flagellation or therapy. I am trying (too 

hard, perhaps) to use self-exposure as an invitation for other teachers to look at difficult aspects 

of their own actions, beliefs, and intentions.   

I agree with Bochner, Ellis, and others who say narrative can be its own analysis—that if 

done well (or maybe even if not), “storytelling reveals meaning without committing the error of 

defining it” (Arendt 1973, 107, quoted in Ellis, 2006). “A key to effective autoethnography,” says 

Boyd (2008), “is the ability to write a creatively engaging narrative that conveys meanings with 

the ring of truth to the reader that does not necessarily require explanation” (p. 215). If I fill 

Chapter 4 with stories written as well as experience tells me I can write them, it will be an 

anthology of rich “cultural analysis through personal narrative” (Boylorn and Orbe, 2014, p. 17). 

It will, with just its narrative content, engage readers in emotional, intellectual, and experiential 

truth about teacher preeminence. No one who reads the whole dissertation will come to the same 

conclusions I or other readers reach, and that’s part of autoethnography’s point. The dissertation 

isn’t intended to produce and declare generalizable facts; it’s intended to tell intellectually honest 

and emotionally rigorous stories that invite (and perhaps demand) readers to form their own 

conclusions.  

Literature and Analysis 

I also value some forms of intentionally analyzing stories to explore insights the process 

might reveal. Chapter 5 of this dissertation does that by discussing what Chapter 4 says on its 

own and in relation to Chapter 2 about how teacher preeminence resembles white supremacy and 

patriarchy. The intentional (if not systematic) process I value most and will use is an undefined 

combination of discussing, reimagining, criticising, writing, listening, reading and re-reading, 

comparing, admitting confusion, and pondering deeply. I intend for the dissertation’s layered 
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account (Ronai, 1995)—a combination of literature, narratives, and analysis about how the 

literature and narratives help explain each other—to show readers a few different ways of 

thinking about teacher preeminence then leave them alone to work out their own perspectives. 

Among both academics and normal people, “Not everybody will get what I am creating and the 

ways in which I am contributing” (Forber-Pratt, 215, p. 822), and that’s fine by me. I am 

accustomed to being looked at and spoken to as if my perspectives make very little sense. That 

happens a lot to people who go out of their way to challenge convention, make the familiar 

strange, and mock dominance. I’m not saying it’s wise or admirable. I’m saying it’s what I do and 

what happens when I do it.  
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Chapter 4 
 
This dissertation tells a story with purpose. The story is about how teacher 

preeminence—teachers’ generally unexamined entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance 

from students—resembles white supremacy and patriarchy as they’re defined in Chapter 2. It 

intentionally puts teachers in what Yancy (2012) calls unsafe space: a place where our entitlement 

to dominate and enforce compliance is named as a problem, not just ignored or justified as how 

teaching and learning are supposedly supposed to work. More subtly, the story asks what it costs 

me, from my simultaneously privileged and vulnerable places in cultures of white supremacy, 

patriarchy, and teacher preeminence, to comply and resist.  

I am telling the story with a method often called autoethnography: “an approach to 

research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyze personal experience in 

order to understand cultural experience” (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011). This chapter is made 

up of first-person essays and other pieces I wrote between 1991 and 2017; they are all attempts to 

describe and make sense of personal experiences I lived from age 20 to 46. While writing them I 

didn’t always know I was analyzing and trying to understand culture, but I now believe I always 

was. Individually and as a group (and maybe especially for folks who have read Chapter 2), the 

pieces have potential to indirectly illustrate at least as much as they directly describe; their 

content, publication venues, appearance, and other characteristics constitute theory useful for 

understanding resemblances among cultures of white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher 

preeminence. Although the pieces’ analytic relevance does not depend on me imposing theory 

upon them, in Chapter 5 I will do that: I’ll apply theory from Chapter 2 to this chapter’s content 

in an attempt to understand my cultural experiences of teacher preeminence, how it resembles 

cultures of white supremacy and patriarchy, and what it costs me as a white person, a man, and a 

teacher to comply with and resist those cultures.  
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I have not consciously withheld any pieces, but I am surely forgetting some. I can’t find 

two or three I’d like to include. I don’t intend for the pieces that are here to comprise a unified 

story. They’re in chronological order and as most of them originally appeared because that feels 

to me like the simplest way of arranging them.  

Almost everything I write — almost every first-person piece I have ever written — is 

intended to practice and evoke productive self-critique. I most often write, especially as I get 

older, to confess and question and problematize with the intention of helping myself and readers, 

especially those of us who have unexamined senses of entitlement to primacy and deference, see 

where we can be more honest about ourselves. Sometimes I type something insightful. 

Sometimes my attempts at sounding wise show what a fool I am. I never consciously try to 

convince readers of my anything; I do try very hard to use personal transparency as exhortation 

for readers to question who and what they think they are, and why they think those things.  

This dissertation is no different. In it, I am trying to use and analyze my personal 

experiences in ways that help me and readers understand the culture of teacher preeminence and 

how it resembles white supremacy and patriarchy. The pieces in this chapter are here to show 

some of what I have experienced between the ages of 20 and 46 and how I have responded to and 

tried to make sense of those experiences. The pieces expose me in many ways. I mean for them 

to. I also mean for them to expose readers — to uncover some perhaps unexamined aspects of 

readers’ thinking and behavior — by way of seeing themselves in my stories and noticing how 

they respond to what they see about me and themselves. That will all be different for every 

reader. 
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November 11, 1993 (created by Statesman staff) 
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September 20, 2000 
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September 20, 2000, continued 
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The Heroin Ivy Itch, Part 1 | date unknown 
	
 When the head of my penis disappeared, I became concerned. I knew where it was — it 

hadn’t fallen off or vanished, Harry Potter-style — I just didn’t like where it had gone. 

 (A brief cautionary note: this story only gets more graphic. If you’re already offended, stop 

reading. But if you can tolerate tales of bodily function gone vile, if anecdotes about other 

people’s mistakes boost your self-esteem, or if you simply gravitate toward any piece of writing 

that includes the phrases “agonizing rash,” “massaging one’s ass-and-genital region,” and 

“weeping through my khaki cutoffs,” carry on.) 

 It all started on an August Thursday not too long ago, when Guy, Hansi, Hex and I went for a 

Minnesota Point jog. We started at the Duluth Rowing Club boathouse and headed toward Sky 

Harbor Airport, where we left blacktop for a sandy trail that winds through towering pines and 

occasional clearings filled with low, scrubby foliage. 

 “This is sweet,” I said after a few minutes. “I’ve never been back here.” 

 “Stay on the trail,” said Hex. “All those plants on either side of the trail are poison ivy.” 

 Almost a couple miles in, close to the old Minnesota Point lighthouse, the trail passes a 

concrete ruin that was once a U.S. Lighthouse Board buoy depot. We stopped. Guy and Hex 

poked around, venturing far into the cavernous room, toward a pie plate-sized hole in the opposite 

wall. Soon, they crept back toward us, eyes wide and faces red. In a whispered scream, guy 

squeaked out, “Holy shit! You guys have to look through that hole!” 

 But I digress. That incident is truly another story — the Heroin Ivy Itch Part 2.  

  

 We kept running till we reached the Superior entry to St. Louis Bay. While we wandered 

along the pier, I suddenly realized I needed to…uh…see, my stomach...I mean…I had to take a 

dump. (I’ve written about this need before; it’s tough to articulate with grace. But again, I 
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digress.) 

 Like I said, I had work to do. Immediately. I notified the other guys, then jogged back down 

the pier, up the trail a few strides, and into the bushes. I did my business, grabbed some leaves 

from the one plant that didn’t look like poison ivy, and emerged just as the fellas were starting 

back. Guy found a crisp, folded $20 bill. We parked at the Tot Lot and cooled off in The Lake. 

Guy treated us to Bulldog pizza with his windfall. Everyone went home. 

 Friday, my ass was a little itchy. Nothing outside my many leaves-as-toilet-paper 

experiences, but I had a lot of trouble sitting still. By Saturday morning, a raging, red, agonizing 

rash covered every inch — every inch — of skin from just below my belly button to a couple 

inches below my bum. If I had shorts on, it was invisible; if I was naked, it looked like I was 

wearing rash-colored hot pants. Next to my pasty white skin, it was garish and fiery, mottled hues 

of magenta, rose, and crimson, swollen, bumpy like an avocado, hard as a good Braeburn apple. 

Late in the day, I unzipped to take a leak and found that my rash-ridden penis, swollen to the 

circumference of a cucumber, had engulfed its own head. It looked stubby and uncircumcised and 

bloated, and had no idea how to scratch it. I think I shrieked. 

 From 5:00 a.m. Saturday till mid-morning Monday, I visited Walgreen’s half a dozen times, 

desperately trying every anti-itch potion they sell. I slathered myself with cream and ointment 

speedballs and gobbled pills like they were Skittles. No relief. I hovered in the YMCA swimming 

pool, because chlorine had killed my last miserable case of poison ivy, circa 1980. Cool water 

suspension calmed me, but I had to leave because no one else was in the pool, and the teenage 

lifeguard girl seemed to be creeped out by the dude who just floated, moaned, and looked like he 

might start crying. While sitting a chair side-saddle or standing, I surfed the Web for home 

remedies, but only learned how to prevent a rash after brushing up against (or massaging one’s 

ass-and-genital region with) the plant, not about how to put out the fire. The whole time, I knew a 

doctor could prescribe quick-fix steroids, but I was broke, between jobs, and without health 
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insurance. 

 During an itch-delirious sleepless night, I took a worthless oatmeal bath, then gobbed on a 

few layers of cream and lotion, left my shorts at my knees, kneeled by the bedside, and laid my 

torso down. If I could just let the rash air out, and if there were no pressure on it, I thought, I’d be 

fine. I wasn’t.  

 And always, I had to scratch. 

 Only the itch existed. Tantalizing fits of scratching and rubbing would leave ripped flesh, 

oozing rash, and fingernails full of ointment and skin. I understood the spiral of irresistible need, 

absolute ecstasy, and ever-diminishing returns. I didn’t or couldn’t care.   

 I don’t know what heroin addiction feels like. According to written accounts (including a 

fascinating one about Hüsker Dü drummer Grant Hart, published in the Minneapolis Star-Tribune 

a few years ago), many addicts are good at describing how every high makes sobriety more 

painful; they also acknowledge an inability or lack of desire to break the cycle, and an 

omnipresent (maybe even omnipotent) craving for the drug. 

 I scratched till my shoulders and forearms were sore. I got a little emotional and forgot where 

I was and it seemed like I was actually removing the rash and soon everything would be all better. 

When I stopped, it itched worse than when I’d started. I did it again. Worse. And again. Worse. 

Every time seemed like the last one I’d need. Helpless and alone at 3:00 a.m., I cried in abject 

frustration. 

 Monday morning, I went to urgent care. The doctor laughed, gave me prednisone, and told 

me a story about some young lovers who had boned in a Minnesota Point poison ivy patch. 

Within an hour of the first pill, I was able to function mentally. By that evening, I was euphoric 

with lack of itch. I slept all night. And on Tuesday I discovered that a scalding hot shower aimed 

at healing poison ivy rash provides intense pleasure beyond my powers of description. I took four 

showers a day for the rest of the week, and they are among the most intense, sensual, and 
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interesting experiences of my life. During four days of teaching in-service the next week, I had to 

pack my drawers with paper towels so the rash, which breaks open and oozes as it heals, would 

stop weeping through my khaki cutoffs. My skin was mottled red and purple into mid-October. 

 Don’t misunderstand the heroin coparison: I’m not so stupid that I think poison ivy’s itch 

connected me with true addicts. Duh. Indeed, it showed me that only addicts know how addiction 

feels. Ignorant, self-righteous assholes who say shit like, “Well, if you know drinking/shooting 

up/smoking/eating/etc. is bad for you, just don’ do it,” deserve a crotch full of itching, burning 

rash, and a steady stream of smug, condescending people reminding them not to scratch. 

 My mistake did not magically make me a wise man. It did teach me humility through 

weakness; I realized that empathy often requires experience; I understand that ignorance 

identifies itself quickly.  

 And I know what poison ivy looks like. I think. 
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So Lonesome I Could Cry | date unknown 
	
I’ve never seen a night so long, when time goes crawling by. 
-Hank Williams 
 
 I was camping alone, and I was miserable. Snowflakes swirled in and out of the early 

March dark while I hunkered over a sputtering fire; my eyes were fixed across the lake, on the 

lucky bastards basking before an enormous, friendly blaze. It was 7:00 p.m., not even three hours 

after I’d left my truck at the trailhead. I wanted to pack up and go home.  

Earlier that day, as my ’88 4Runner hummed out of Duluth, Minnesota, up St. Louis 

County Road No. 4 toward Ely, Steve Earle was blasting, the coffee was hot, and I was raring to 

be in the woods on my own. I had a week off, but my usual camping partners were working, so 

I’d decided to hit the trail alone. Although short, the trip would be significant, because it marked 

a seismic shift in self-perception. Not long before, I’d considered myself incapable of solo 

backwoods travel, but I’d accumulated some experience, enough gear to camp without borrowing 

anything, and a surfeit of confidence. I openly scoffed at my former self, a weak-minded 

wallflower who had depended on other people for guidance and companionship. How pathetic he 

was. 

I was headed for the Snowbank Lake Trail, where a few months earlier a buddy had 

helped me resurrect my trekking career after a 10-year hiatus. I planned to camp the first night, 

then meander the back roads and pine forests of northern Minnesota, cross-country skiing, 

snowshoeing, sleeping outside, and generally playing the role of rugged outdoorsman. For six 

days, time and social obligation would not exist. I would not shave, bathe, or heed any calling 

beyond my most ancient, visceral instincts. I would be the proverbial lone wolf, roaming the 

landscape with disdain for human interaction, needing only sustenance, solitude, and constant 

motion. I would shun my comfortable city life and embrace the indifferent wilderness. 

 I would, as it turned out, almost immediately become bored and lonesome to the point of 

tears. The drive was great: caffeine, anticipation, and tunes about badass dudes who don’t need 
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nobody kept me wired till I was five minutes up the trail. But once I was truly alone, away from 

bantering sales clerks and oncoming traffic and those comforting voices on the radio, my 

romantic notions of isolation and adventure evaporated — quickly — and I remembered the main 

reason I’d always avoided traveling alone: I don’t like it. I know how to travel solo, I just think 

it’s a drag. I’m probably weak, maybe even needy, but I doubt I’ll ever grasp the John Muir, 

Chris McCandless, Sig Olson need to be alone in the wilderness. I’m more like Henry David 

Thoreau, whose famously “remote” cabin at Walden Pond was, in fact, laughably close to Ralph 

Waldo Emerson’s back yard; I wish I could see solitude as transcendent, but I need the anchor of 

shared experience. 

 So after fifteen sweaty minutes in, when I stopped to strip off my outer layer, I wished I 

were on the way out. Pangs of ambiguous homesickness, just like the ones I’d experienced while 

on Boundary Waters canoe trips as a teenager, tingled in my stomach. I wasn’t sure what I was 

missing, but I missed it, and the only thing that kept me from turning around was the knowledge 

that if I went home, I’d long for the forest. This paradox is also from the canoe days, when all I 

could think about on a 210-rod portage was the couch in my mom and dad’s womb of a 

basement, and all I wanted while on the couch was to be in the woods, lugging a canoe or a 

Duluth pack over rocks and through muck and up and down impossibly steep slopes. Canoe 

country — pine trees, pungent loam, overwhelming expanse — has always inspired melancholy 

in me, and while I willingly court a certain amount of sadness, maybe I’m afraid to travel alone, 

almost in search of it, without the escape routes of conversation and camaraderie.  

An hour after pausing I was at a fine campsite struggling to set up my tent. I’d raised it a 

few times, but never while depressed and distracted, or with club-like hands numbed by razor-

cold, aluminum poles. After stowing my gear and filling up on beans and rice, I sought 

companionship from the fire. It remained aloof, probably embarrassed and disgusted by my 

desperate, clumsy pleas for its warmth.  
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Cold, bored, and unable to conjure up options, I went to bed. My watch said 7:35. The 

last thing I needed was inordinate time for introspection. I live alone in a head that thinks too 

much, and when I’m faced with physical solitude, the lonesomeness and perpetual analysis are 

often difficult to bear. On long, solo drives, I can avoid myself with music, talk radio, cell phone 

conversations — anything to occupy the overactive spaces in my brain. And more often than this 

story might suggest, I welcome time alone, free from obligation and politeness. But that night, 

with only the gentle tap and rustle of snowflakes on nylon to distract me, my mind had nowhere 

to hide. Waves of loneliness and self-loathing engulfed me (as did a layer of frosty condensation, 

the result of my tent ventilation ignorance). I understood the privilege of my situation; I wanted to 

be having fun; I ached for enlightenment. But I was acutely aware that I could break camp, 

snowshoe out, drive to Ely, and belly up to a burger and a beer — and human contact — before 

10 p.m.  

A couple times, I laughed out loud at myself. Here I was, a 30-year- old “man” who had 

burned his only pair of socks beyond use (poor planning + impatience = mittens on feet while 

sleeping), and who was this close to crying for his mommy. I was humbled. I thought of guys I 

know who climb mountains, functioning for weeks at a time in impossibly inclement conditions. I 

pondered nature vs. nurture: did those guys learn the mental skills that keep them sane and alive, 

or were they born that strong? I knew I was going home the next day, and I dreaded the 

disappointment I still feel. So much for striking out on my own.  

Morning brought sun and a clear view of the opposite shore; the bonfire had actually 

been a floodlight next to somebody’s cabin. After a wobbly hike out and a 2,000-calorie breakfast 

in Ely, I was home by noon. I managed to hang my soaked tent and sleeping bag in the basement 

before collapsing into a deep sleep. Five or six hours later, I woke up groggy and confused, 

enveloped in dusk. I was alone. I turned on some music and started unpacking.  
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The Theory of Relativity | date unknown 
	
 While underwater, I panicked. No desperate flailing or thrashing, just the natural 

“Aaaaaagggghhh!-I-can’t-believe-I-dumped-in-Lake-Superior-this-water-is-so-cold-I’m-

probably-going-to-die” type of instantaneous, inordinate fear produced by overturning a canoe in 

big, heart-stopping, mind-altering icewater. It lasted about a second, then I was hauling my torso 

onto the upturned Kevlar hull so I could collect thoughts, weigh options and formulate a plan.  

 I still don’t know how or why I tipped. I’d paddled from the Tot Lot (just past the Lift 

Bridge on Minnesota Point) about halfway to the Park Point beach house, and on the way back I 

was feeling good. The water was gray and choppy; wind blew parallel to the beach, and 

occasional white-caps broke toward the Canal Park pier. One reason Minnesota Point is cool for 

paddling is that rough water on the windy side usually means calm seas on the sheltered side. But 

I was impatient, and instead of driving a couple more miles down the point, where I usually 

access the calm of St. Louis Bay, I put in on the lake side, in conditions more appropriate for the 

kayaker who was unloading his boat next to me in the parking lot. Impatience had also left my 

personal flotation device (PFD) back in the garage.  

 My solo canoe is small, light and only so stable — not built for even moderate surf — but 

I felt solid. The canoe’s sharp bow sliced through the head-on wind and waves cleanly. Turning 

around and paddling with those elements was another story, especially with my rudimentary 

skills. The water was moving faster than me, but instead of smoothly being pushed along by the 

one-to-two-foot waves, the canoe, which doesn’t have a keel, twisted and shifted and kept me in a 

constant state of overcompensation.  Still, the conditions were more frustrating and educational 

than dicey.  

Then I flipped. 

 I don’t know if I caught my paddle on a wave and got sucked off balance, or if I shifted 

my weight at the same time a swell was dipping the canoe, or what. There was an instant of dread 
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— similar to crashing on a bike or skis, past the point of recovery, helpless and forced to endure 

that elongated, pregnant fraction of a second before impact, pain, and embarrassment — as the 

canoe’s right gunwale rolled out from under me. Then I was in the water, mentally gasping for 

air, cold beyond description, utterly incapable of reason; then on top of the canoe, calming down, 

realizing I was basically OK. The air was cool but not cold, I wasn’t too far from land or my 

truck, and I’m a secure if inefficient swimmer. 

 It might be possible to empty and right a canoe in that situation, but I don’t know how to 

do it, so I started to swim for shore while pushing the boat. After 15 or 20 strokes, cold water 

started sapping my energy, and the idea of just stopping and resting felt quite cozy. I’m no EMT 

or hypothermia expert, but it was obvious my little situation was potentially dire. 

Just before I left home, my wife, Shannon, had said, “Two kayakers died near Grand 

Marais last weekend. That lake scares me. Don’t be an idiot.” On days when the lake is granite 

gray and muscular and roiling with viscous surface tension, Shannon expects it to creep up the 

hillside, dragging the good people of Duluth to a multitude of watery deaths. An unreasonable 

fear, maybe, but a pretty cool one, all gloomy and mythical in its acknowledgment of The Lake’s 

true superiority. 

 “Don’t worry,” I’d said. “Those guys were pretty far out, and the weather was really bad. 

I’m just gonna be right along the shore.” 

Now I needed to reach land, and quickly. (Sound overdramatic? Try the same situation 

sometime.) But the going was slow; my baggy shorts dragged through the water; I alternated my 

stroke arm, pushing the canoe with the inactive arm and frog kicking. The woman walking her 

dog along the beach wasn’t concerned about me. Someone in a house might have noticed. I don’t 

know. The shore — was it 100 yards away? 200? Distance across water, especially while in it, is 

deceiving — approached at no discernable rate. I felt static and tired. Not scared, but numbing. 

 The kayak dude from the parking lot was suddenly next to me. “How’s it going?” he 
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asked, barely hiding a grin. “I’m cold,” I said. I tried to imagine how he’d be able to help me if I 

were struggling. What if I were delirious and weak? Could he stay in his own boat and actually 

help me? Get to shore for help before I drowned? He hung out till I could touch bottom, then took 

off. I walked the canoe to knee-level water, emptied it, got in, paddled the half-mile or so to my 

truck, and began to feel the effects of too much time in cold water. 

Strapping the canoe to my truck was comically challenging. I stumbled and fumbled and 

felt stoned and detached from my body. Behind the wheel, I was euphoric and distracted. My 

reaction time was slow; simple actions, like deciding which way to turn or discerning between the 

volume and tuning controls on my stereo, felt like calculus.  

 Once home, I took a really hot shower, then was sent to Mount Royal on a grocery 

errand. I was convinced everyone in the store thought I was high. In my perception, the butcher 

guy looked at me weird when I asked for a pound of salmon, and the chick at the till seemed 

scared of me. My feet were numb, and I was hyper-conscious of my speech: word choices, tone 

of voice, mouth movements. According to Shannon, I “seemed really out of it all night.” I drank 

hot chocolate, stared vacantly at the TV, went to bed around 9:30 and slept as if dead.  

 A couple days later, running trails in Chester Park, my spine tingled while describing the 

situation to a friend. What if the air or water had been a few degrees colder? What if I’d felt weak 

instead of strong before tipping, or if the wind and waves had picked up without warning, as they 

often do? I could have been in a lot of trouble. We talked about the relative nature of “adventure.” 

Canoeing for an hour in the Duluth city limits doesn’t seem adventurous, but it’s only a minor 

mishap away from wilderness-style danger.  

Lester Park’s lighted ski trails on a 0-degree January evening don’t seem all that 

treacherous, but what if no one else is skiing, you’re sweaty after being out for an hour, and you 

break an ankle or conk your head on a rock? Chester’s trail system isn’t too complex, but what 

about Hartley? Magney-Snively? Spirit Mountain? Any of Duluth’s wooded trails, past dusk on a 
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mountain bike ride, trail run, or laid-back hike with the dog, can be confusing and frightening, 

even dangerous. 

Falling into The Lake didn’t make me paranoid, but it did scare me. Maybe I’m 

overthinking an inconsequential mistake. Maybe my lack of real, badass wilderness experience 

means I’m not qualified to judge such concepts. But isn’t it also possible that familiarity breeds 

complacence? Could it be that those of us who run and bike and ski and paddle in Duluth 

experience more adventure than we realize?   
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Rendering Myself Irrelevant, continued 
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No Safety in the Data	 
(written in 2004 for, and kindly rejected by, editors at the Rake) 
	

Minnesota’s new driver’s licenses are frenetic with security features: ghostly loons that 

hover above or below the surface of the flexible laminate card; microprinted images of you, Split 

Rock lighthouse, pine trees, snow flakes, and the state seal; a holographic watermark only visible 

under ultraviolet light; a bar code, a magnetic strip, and something that looks like a cross between 

the two. 

There’s even some secret agent-type stuff: “Some covert features will be known only to 

certain law enforcement and state agencies to support homeland security efforts,” says a 3M press 

release. The company designed the card’s laminate and floating loons.  

All that technology is meant to protect identity against being stolen or misrepresented. It 

might actually achieve that end, because creating fake IDs will be more difficult. But all the 

gadgets amount to a lot of bluster — defense against the indefensible; appeasement of people 

who prefer the illusion of control over the honest acknowledgment of its absence. Minors will 

still buy booze. Identities will still get stolen. Foreign and domestic terrorists will still go 

unnoticed till it’s too late. No holograph or magnetic strip will ever eliminate human 

unpredictability.  

I bet none of the freaky new features would reduce my chances of getting into the 

Warehouse, the Duluth dive I illegally went to a lot when I was 19. Warehouse bouncers usually 

responded to bad fake IDs — my hand-me-down license from an upperclassman who looked 

nothing like me, for instance — with the admonition, “Get a new fake, buddy.” If a bouncer knew 

the person whose card I was using, he’d say, “Oh! You know Chappy? He’s over by the bar! Tell 

him I said hey!” 

I got my first license in March of 1987. The problem then is the problem now: even 

conscientious observers (even those with ultraviolet lights) can seldom discern from data what is 
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really important about a person. 

I’m looking at one of my old licenses, from the late 1990s, and nothing on it is obviously 

portentous or shocking. But I know the story behind the guy on the card, and during that period in 

his life, he was mentally unfit to operate a vehicle, consume alcohol responsibly, or exist among 

the general populus. He was unstable at best, completely insane at worst. Two simple lines on the 

license are the proverbial tip of his iceberg: 

 
1400 LAUREL AVE #504 
MPLS MN 55403 
 

For the first time in his life — right now is the second — he’d left Duluth in search of 

something that seemed accessible only in Minneapolis. Who knows what the “something” is. 

Greener grass, most likely. 

After four months of awkward, miserable living in his buddy’s parents’ basement and his 

brother and sister-in-law’s guest room, while trapped in a vicious, depressed haze of co-

dependent anxiety, he thought it made sense to rent an expensive Laurel Village apartment with 

an ex-girlfriend who was his equal in financial and romantic incompetence.  

They were broke and emotionally destructive. He drank alone, contemplated suicide, 

mentally tortured his supposed sweetie and himself, and generally functioned as a paralytically 

hopeless black hole. He had three fleeting sources of happiness: caffeine buzzes, one-hour 

Northern Exposure re-runs, and a 90-minute RealAudio recording of a concert, archived at House 

of Blues.com, by a band called the Drovers.  

Good times, they were. Good times. 

And no driver’s license, unless outfitted (by 3M?) with a window into the human soul, 

could have done more than subtly suggest that back story. On all my old licenses and my new 

one, I look like a pretty normal person. Many other crazy, messed-up, angry people look pretty 

normal on theirs, too. I’ve worked as a bouncer and a bartender; I know from experience that 
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there’s simply no way to tell, based on a plastic ID, even when it’s been handed over by a real, 

live person, who’s a threat, who’s not, and who’s actually who the card says they are. 
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The Dude Group Manifesto | 2010  
(I started the Dude Group and led it for a couple years in an attempt to get St. Scholastica men 
engaged in conversations about resisting norms that seem to enable men’s violence against 
women on and off college campuses.)  
 

The Dude Group exists to question and reflect on the actions, beliefs, and characteristics that 

define men and women. 

We seek truth to replace stereotypes.  

The way we see it, men can be real without being complete toolbags. We can kick it with the 

fellas, hit parties and bars, work hard at fitness and sports, study, play video games, be into music 

and art, act like knuckleheads every now and then, and even snog a bit — we can be whoever and 

whatever we are — and we can do it without dehumanizing women, other men, and ourselves.  

Women don't need us as protectors. If we listen to them, we'll learn that they need us as equals. 

They need us to listen, be kind, and defy social norms that work for us and against them. They 

need us to admit and correct the mistakes we make in how we think about, talk about, and treat 

them. They need us to stop consciously and subconsciously believing that their purpose is to 

please and follow us.  

Being a man doesn't mean following the masculinity script handed to most boys at birth. It doesn't 

mean being big, strong, or aggressive. It doesn't mean conquering women sexually. It doesn't 

mean having money and power. It doesn't mean controlling women or other men. It doesn't mean 

being straight.  

Being a man means having the courage to work for equality, even if equality requires giving up 

power or privilege. It means making sense of who you are, and what your life is about, by asking 

and answering difficult questions about your beliefs and actions. 

Being a man means being badass — accountable, patient, vulnerable, generous, kind, assertive, 

and selfless — instead of just going along with wack social norms. 
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It means refusing to support beliefs and actions that dehumanize women, kids, other men, and 

ourselves. 

It means taking initiative in situations where the right thing is obvious but uncool. 

It means asking women what they need to have fun, feel comfortable, and be safe, then taking 

accountability for our roles in creating and maintaining environments defined by those qualities. 

Men must work with women to create a campus that's as safe for women as it is for us, because 

right now, almost all sexual and relationship violence at St. Scholastica is committed by men 

against women.  

Violence committed, supported, and excused by men makes this campus much safer for 

men than for women. 

Why don't more men do something about that? What stops us from calling out ourselves and each 

other?  

What have we been afraid of, men? What are you afraid of, man? 

The Dude Group exists to question and reflect on the beliefs that create individual and 

institutional actions.  

We exist to find the truth about ourselves, and to create a place where other men and women can 

do the same.  
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October 31, 2011 
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November 28, 2011
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January 23, 2012 
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February 20, 2012 
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March 19, 2012 
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Moving | May 11, 2012 
 
In mid-May 1991 I almost bought a late-1970s Toyota pickup truck for 50 bucks. I think 

it was yellow. It might have been a Chevy Luv. It was rusty, with some creaky, clunky 

suspension issues, and its cab smelled the same as every other small, dilapidated 1970s auto I'd 

been in—sort of pleasantly like a dusty old paperback book or record-album sleeve infused with 

motor oil, gasoline, and internal-combustion-engine exhaust vapors. 

I can't remember whose truck it was, how I wound up using it to move my trash bags and 

milk crates full of very important things from 8C Village Apartments (at UMD) to a crash pad on 

West Niagara Street, or who initiated its possible sale. It didn't belong to any of my friends.  

I don't think I used it two weeks later, when I moved my stuff again, this time into Freddy 

Krueger's basement at 728 North Eighteenth Avenue East.  

I moved from 8C to W. Niagara late at night. Maybe it was on my last day of final exams, 

after working till 10 at a long-gone Miller Hill Mall store that sold all kinds of pro- and college-

sports logo jackets, sweatshirts, ball caps, and heirloom-quality clocks and garbage cans.  

Or maybe school was already out, and, as the grace period for vacating on-campus 

apartments expired, I worked one of my first days on the UMD Housing summer custodial and 

maintenance crew, sold a few Charlotte Hornets short sets and Chicago White Sox caps—the new 

black ones—and borrowed the yellow truck.  

Either way, I remember two or three repetitions of loading the truck's passenger seat and 

bed, then carefully turning left out of the Village Apartments parking lot onto quiet Junction 

Avenue, and heading over the hill to W. Niagara.  

I live close to that parking lot and the gentle slope where a swath of almost 20 four-

apartment Village clusters stood just below the Junction Ave. sidewalk. The apartments were 

hauled away and replaced years ago, but often, while biking or driving past the spot, I unskillfully 

choose to notice ghosts—to grieve for the little homes, spent youth, and vanished time. Past 
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mundanities can feel so significant in present thought. 

So can not-mundane parts of the past, like (to choose one harrowing example from 

among many) the winter-'91 night when Tall Kid rolled his huge American sedan into the woods 

along Junction's upper side while hammering around the St. Marie curve way too fast after a 

bunch of booze and weed. He came banging on 8C's door, needing a place to get his head 

together and call his dad, a Duluth cop. How do so many kids survive college?  

On one moving trip between Junction and W. Niagara, I saw a red fox—the first I'd ever 

seen—mosey across the avenue into the woods. On another, KQDS played Black Sabbath's "War 

Pigs," which back then they never would have done during the day, and I cranked the truck's tiny, 

tinny speaker and belted it out. No one was around to hear. I remember the air being my version 

of Duluth perfect: cool enough to comfortably wear jeans, but warm enough for just a t-shirt. A 

tiny bit of darkness-time damp, but nothing like humid.  

Everything seemed unusually deserted and empty, partially because when college 

housing units and academic buildings and neighborhoods empty out for summer break, the 

sudden absence can be a huge presence for people whose communities have mostly disappeared. I 

felt more alone than I was. The same way I feel when I unexpectedly hear Don Henley's "Boys of 

Summer" or "Missing" by Everything but the Girl. Don't judge. 

By the time I packed the last load, cleaned and double-checked 8C, and hauled out my 

receiver, CD player, and speakers, it was past midnight. In the next few years, I'd have more 

lonesome and more-lonesome solitary relocation experiences.  

I don't remember returning the truck, but I know I never owned it. Seemed like it would 

break down, be impossible in snow, and generally wind up costing way more than it cost. 
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April 16, 2012 
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September 3, 2012 
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October 1, 2012 
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October 29, 2012 
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A Thinly Veiled Letter to a Few Specific Dudes I Know | November 24 2012 
 
Hey, man:	

Let's cut the bullshit, shall we? You're intelligent and talented, and often kind and 

generous, and you work unusually hard, and those admirable truths don't negate the credibility of 

women who accuse you of engaging in serial and serious douchebaggery. 	

Please just take accountability for, without sad equivocation or defensiveness, your words 

and actions. Engage in the difficult process of acknowledging the beliefs that justify saying and 

doing those douchey things. Remember that many people both care deeply about you and believe 

the accusations are accurate.	

Most of all, please stop thinking of yourself as a victim and allowing other people to 

portray you as one. You're not being attacked. You created these hassles, and when you let words 

that apply to real victims get applied to you, you're participating in a douchey mindlessness 

toward the experiences of actual victims that shows a fair amount about how you perceive 

yourself and the rest of the world. 	

By the way: I don't use any form of the insult "douchebag" without serious thought to its 

implications. At the moment, I mostly agree with www.Feministe.us blogger Jill, who, in her 

2009 post "In Defense of Douchebag," says this about irrigation products that supposedly 

enhance vaginal hygiene: "Douches and the bags that...accompany them, are terrible, no-good 

products. Insulting douches doesn’t insult women—the existence of douches insults women." 	

Jill also says calling a guy a douchebag "implies a particular parody of masculinity. Part 

of the schtick is being condescending and macho and establishing yourself as an alpha male at the 

expense of women (who are lesser beings by their very existence, and who exist to prop up the 

douchebag’s ego)."	

She and I differ in where we apply labels. She seems comfortable definitively labeling 

human beings. I prefer to label beliefs and the behavior they support. She'd call certain guys 
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douchebags; I'd say those guys act like douchebags or do douchey things. The distinction feels 

important to me.  	

You may not see yourself acting "condescending and macho," or perceiving and treating 

women as "lesser beings," but many of your words and actions, including your reactions to being 

called out for what you say and do, come across those ways to a lot of women, and to more men 

(including me) than have the courage to openly say anything about it (which is pretty douchey of 

us). 	

The role you force women to play in maintaining your oversized ego is obvious to 

everyone, even the folks who collude with you, but I wouldn't be surprised if you can't see it. I 

existed in my own unexamined version of that state for a long time. I still tend toward it. Getting 

out of it requires asking and answering some difficult questions, including these:	

Are you really being the man you want to be? Or are you being the man you feel entitled 

to being, and that you can get away with being?	

Only you know your own actual intentions, but it seems like the stories you tell yourself, 

and many of the people you surround yourself with, protect you from accountability by simply 

denying some truths: you've made more than a few reckless, narcissistic, and douchey decisions; 

you are the only person responsible for your words, actions, and beliefs; those decisions and that 

lack of accountability for them are hurting and dismissing the real experiences of people who 

have less social and professional power than you have. 	

You're acting like a bully, and your mellow, benevolent, sage-like public persona doesn't 

hide that bullying behavior from people who are paying attention. 	

It's not energy or forces beyond your control that have more women than you realize 

feeling uncomfortable around you, and that are creating negative consequences for you, your 

colleagues, your friends, and your community.	

It's your words and your actions. Your decisions. 	
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The way I see it, those decisions come from your beliefs about what you get to say and 

do to women, and how women should respond to what you say and do to them, and what you get 

to say and do when women don't respond how you think they should. 	

If you hold onto those beliefs, you'll keep doing and saying the same douchey stuff. But 

you can change.	

Seriously: if you want to change, you can. I'm doing it, and it's a difficult, recursive 

process, but you're more strong, clever, and intelligent than I am, so I know you can do it, too.  	

See you around. 	

Love, 	

Chris 
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Lil’ Sis | Dec 21, 2012 
 

If you have survived rape, the last two-thirds of this column might trigger difficult 

memories and feelings. Please take care. 

My piece here last month was an attempt to confront some dudes I admire about what I 

see as their decisions to avoid accountability for problems they've created. I accused them of 

behaving like douchebags—of acting "condescending and macho...at the expense of women." 

According to that definition, I, too, have done douchey deeds, and so have most men I 

know. We all say and do things at the expense of women. Who else do you think enables men to 

mistreat women? Duh. Men constantly police each other's behavior. If more of us challenged the 

douchebaggery it would stop.  

Your learned tendency to blame women for how men treat them may be itching to speak 

up, but for now please just exist in a place where you let men be responsible for their own beliefs 

and actions.  

I've heard many stories from women about why they like those guys I confronted but feel 

uncomfortable around them. I've been with those guys when they're talking about and treating 

women in ways that bother me. I've never had enough courage, cleverness, or tolerance for social 

discomfort to speak up in those moments, so I decided to do it in a form that protects me from eye 

contact. How noble. 

The bro code isn't exclusive to frat houses and varsity locker rooms. I've experienced it in 

college faculty meetings, churches, a Vote No rally, and parties full of liberals smugly 

congratulating each other for having such open minds. The vocabularies and justifications are 

different from context to context, but the results are identical: men who could ally with women 

sell them out for comfort's sake, often while teaching boys to do the same thing. Boys learn those 

lessons well.  

Fall of 1988 I was part of an unofficial tradition at my high school in which popular 
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senior guys and girls paired up to initiate popular sophomore girls. From early fall till about 

Christmas, each senior pair would anonymously decorate their sophomore's locker, have treats 

and balloons delivered to her classes, and make her dress up in embarrassing ways during 

homecoming week. It was supposed to be fun. 

No "little sis" was supposed to know who her "big sis" or "big bro" was until a few weeks 

before Christmas, when two parties would happen: one for just big and little sisses; one for just 

big bros and little sisses. None of it was sponsored by the school. Teachers and administrators 

knew more about it than we realized and less than they thought.  

The 1988 big bro-little sis party was 40 senior guys, 40 sophomore girls, and shocking 

volumes of beer, fruity booze, and weed. At some point, someone went around saying a senior 

guy was in a bedroom with a passed out sophomore girl. Most people laughed or were indifferent. 

I walked back to the room and cracked the door. She was on the bed, on her back, with 

her pants off. He was climbing on top of her. He hissed, "Dude, get the fuck outta here!" The 

other guys might have made fun of me. He might have kicked my ass. I didn't even try to help 

her. None of us did.  

My grief over closing the door crushes me more the older I get. On some days it's almost 

all I think about. I'd rather deal with that than with what might still torment her. None of us 

realized then that what we let him do to her was rape.  

How did we not know that? How did the possibility for it to happen even exist? How 

were we taught to expertly facilitate it instead of prevent it? We weren't sociopaths or monsters or 

exceptions. We were, according to common definitions, nice boys from a good school in an 

idyllic town. Those things are still happening among those boys. 

And how do more adult men not know that things we let each other do every day might 

seem to us less obviously damaging than rape, but must feel almost impossibly frustrating and 

intimidating and damaging to many women? 
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I've been accused of writing that last letter as a way of trying to exorcise my own 

demons. It didn't work that way, and neither will this piece, but the accusation is probably 

accurate.  

The letter was also a plea for men to stop behaving at the expense of fellow human 

beings we claim to care about, and to stop mocking, ignoring, and blaming women when they try 

to explain what feels uncomfortable or threatening about the things some of us say and do. 
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January 21, 2013 
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April 15, 2013 
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February 18, 2013 
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Quarter Taps | March 17, 2013 
	

Every time we went to the Warehouse Bar during winter 1990-1991 we felt nervous 

about possibly not getting in. We knew we would, because we always did. But like many straight, 

white, 19-year-old college-football boys entitled to "worries" mostly generated by inordinate 

privilege, we thought a lot about the horror of how it might feel not to get exactly what we 

wanted exactly when we wanted it.	

We were UMD sophomores. Our core going-out group comprised me, Blaine Guy, Study 

Guy, Top Dog, and Ulf Dahlén (not the actual one). The Warehouse was a dive that sat within the 

Canal Park Inn's current footprint next to a Burger King back when the Little Angie's space held a 

fish market. Tap beers cost twenty-five cents all night every Monday at the Warehouse. Canal 

Park has changed.	

UMD athletes and their friends of almost any age — including high-school students who 

didn't look like they were in junior high — usually had no trouble getting into the Warehouse. 

Our first time there was in December 1989, a couple hours after the UMD football post-season 

banquet. We and a few of our buddies met Ulf's brother Bulldog Hockey Legend (an actual one), 

who was a senior, in the parking lot. We were nervous. He wasn't. I don't know if he ever has 

been. 	

BHL told us to stick close to him. A few feet before our anxious scrum reached the door 

he put me and Ulf in headlocks, then without breaking stride he greeted the bouncer warmly, 

escorted us to the middle of the empty barroom floor, yelled to the bartender, "These jackasses 

are with me!" and promptly left. 	

None of us had ever been in a bar before, and in our 18-year-old Midwestern meathead 

version of "dress clothes" — ill-fitting khakis or corduroys, topsiders, sweaters, and probably a 

clumsy tie or two — we must have looked like a gentle hazing incident in process. We didn't even 

know how to order and pay for drinks, and there were no other patrons to watch and mimic. 	
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After we'd failed at trying to be inconspicuous for a couple minutes, the bartender came 

out to us and patiently said, "Look, if BHL brought you in here you're good to go, but maybe you 

oughta come back in a little while." 	

We agreed and went to kill a couple hours at the Club Saratoga, where we knew a few of 

our buddies already were. Once we'd found chairs at tables around the stage, a cocktail server 

who could barely keep from laughing out loud at us patiently took our orders and delivered our 

drinks. We had fake IDs, but I can't remember if anyone asked to see them. One of us, Warroad 

Stovepipes, seemed like a strip-club veteran. The rest of us seemed to feel equal parts deferential 

and uncomfortable about it.	

Back at the Warehouse we decided to try getting back in only after confirming, based on 

what we could see and hear when the door opened to let someone in or out, a crowd had 

developed. We happened to queue up as Bouncer was packing a bowl. Once he'd taken care of 

that business he turned his attention to us. 	

"I know you," he said to Ulf with a huge smile while holding the door open for him. Top 

Dog and I had been told Bouncer would not question our IDs once he saw the names on them. I 

handed him mine. He looked at it. Sternly looked at me. At it. At me. "You need to get a new 

fuckin' ID," he said while handing it back. He didn't open the door. 	

He motioned for Top Dog to hand over his ID. Top Dog, who looked a little bit like (but 

way cuter than) Doogie Howser's buddy Vinnie Delpino, with thick, dark hair and eyebrows, had 

been given fair-haired BHL's old driver's license to use as an ID. After a quick glance at the ID, 

Bouncer handed it back, said, "Tell BHL I said hi," and let us in.	

I don't recall going to the Warehouse too many times that 1989-1990 winter, but I recall 

being there at least once a weekend from just after Thanksgiving 1990 till just before mid-March 

1991. We were always nervous about getting in. We always got in. 	
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We drank many Miller High Life bottles and pitchers of Hawaiians — Southern Comfort, 

pineapple juice, and grenadine. Sometimes we danced our asses off, and I tried to rap along with 

and do the Running Man along with Dee-Lite's "Groove is in the Heart" or Young MC's "Bust a 

Move." 	

Back then, it wasn't as common as it is now for white folks to be rap-music fans. Rumor 

has it some of my white peers from that UMD-athletics era who are still round town also still 

refer to me as "the whitest black man in Duluth." It's not the only point they miss while believing 

their perspective is clear and standard.	

When the Warehouse started getting busted frequently we stopped going. By 1992 it was 

closed, and we'd started doing our stupid drinking at the Sports Garden.  
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Hiding in Plain Sight | June 9, 2013 
 

Thanks for your patience with my bullshit self-indulgence. 	

In early 2011 when I asked the Webjërk if I could write for the Transistor I told him, "I'd 

be into writing a monthly little deal that's based in some aspect of what I see and experience in 

my daily life. It'd be heavily self-deprecating, it would challenge social conventions, and it would 

probably get angry every now and again. But all for the sake of getting people to laugh." 	

Sometimes that happens, but most often "Beginner's Mind" (much like my Facebook 

persona) is a maudlin, preachy, over-earnest attempt at cleverness and poignancy. My buddy Big 

Ceramic Daddy is correct when he accuses me of trying hard to come across as a Duluth version 

of the attractively, artistically eclectic and philosophical DJ Chris Stevens from the TV show 

Northern Exposure. Unskillful, but so it goes. 	

See, even when calling myself out for pretentiousness I can't help but throw in 

pretentious references to a concept I barely understand and an author I've barely read. What a 

clown I am.	

I'm not feeling like trying to be funny or deep with this piece. A very good friend of mine 

recently was arrested for assaulting his wife. I work in the movement to end men's violence 

against women—mostly having conversations with men who batter about how they can change 

their violent beliefs and actions—and I feel like I professionally and personally failed him and her 

and their kids. I should have been courageous enough in the last couple-three years to find a way 

to let them know I've been concerned by him and for them. I should have been sharp and honest 

enough to notice exactly how forcefully he has been controlling them. Instead I was lazy and dim. 

I colluded with him. I failed at being the human being I intend to be. 	

I couldn't have changed the beliefs that have allowed him to justify using violence to 

enforce deference from his wife and kids. I couldn't have protected her and the kids. But I could 

have said something. I could have let him know that at least one person noticed and was trouble 
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by the dangerous differences between his attempt at a mellow, charming social facade and the 

enormous, rigid sense of entitlement it barely covers. 	

You know this guy. Probably this actual individual and definitely a surprising number of 

other guys who believe in using whatever level of emotional or physical force is required to get 

what they feel entitled to having from women and their kids. You know men who batter—who 

use patterns of emotional or physical force to control women and kids. I promise you have 

watched it happening and not seen it for what it is. 	

You know and spend time with hetero couples in which he has never physically enforced 

her compliance because she knows he would and consciously avoids it. You know well-presented 

women who outwardly seem like consenting and equal partners in their "relationships," but who 

actually are astonishingly subtle and agile in placating men who would laugh at the notion they 

demand and receive inordinate privilege. 	

I guarantee you have watched what you believe is a woman henpecking her boyfriend or 

husband, felt bad for him, characterized her as a bitch, and been oblivious to the reality that she is 

resisting or retaliating against him dominating her in ways that make him look and feel like a 

victim. Or you've known a man is abusing a woman and judged her for not leaving without 

realizing that for a few hundred reasons her and her kids' lives will probably become more and 

differently dangerous and isolated if she challenges his control over them. 	

Odds are you know gay and lesbian couples defined by dynamics that are similar but 

different because we live in a hetero-dominated culture that teaches every boy part of being a real 

man is achieving dominance over women.	

This friend of mine is hiding in plain sight. His swagger remains unabashed. He's still 

fooling almost everyone he comes into contact with. Some people who know what he did are 

rallying to support his wife and kids, who are struggling in ways he could alleviate but hasn't. 

Some folks who know what he did believe he is being maligned and "the situation between him 
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and her" is being blown out of proportion. They believe she's a difficult woman who pushed him 

too far and he's a good guy who made a couple mistakes. 	

They don't see she is how she is because of his relentless, punishing control over her and 

their kids. They don't see he's been figuratively throwing his shit on her for years, then telling her 

and everyone else she smells disgusting and really ought to clean herself up and if she would just 

listen he could tell her how to do it right because she's either apathetic or incompetent. "Look at 

her," he has long said to any likely ally, "how am I supposed to deal with that? I try to help her 

and she just ignores me. What's wrong with her?" 
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I am Trash | date unknown 
 
True story: 

Around 7:45 on a recent Thursday morning, I walked into the Amazing Grace, waited to be sat, 

and was told I could pick among the many open seats.  

I like sitting at the counter. A handsome surfer-looking dude with longish blondish hair and a 

raffish beard was chatting up a server while eating at the counter. She was on his right. Two or 

three chairs to his left were open, but a few newspaper sections filled that  counter. I was eyeing 

the last left chair—the one next to the sound booth.  

I asked, "Is anyone siting here?"  

While making a subtly exasperated production of gathering the newspaper, Surfer Dude gave me 

a look that seemed dirty, but who knows, right? Maybe he was startled or annoyed when I 

interrupted him. It was early. He could have been pre-coffee. I thought I caught a weird vibe, but 

I've inaccurately caught hundreds of non-existent vibes. So no big deal. 

My server came over with a menu. I asked for black coffee, then unpacked and set up my 

computer. Surfer Dude said to Conversation Server, "I've gotta get away from this trash. The 

stink is killing me."  

I caught more of a vibe. I glanced their direction. He was facing her, gathering up his utensils, 

plate and cup. She was looking at him, and her face seemed to register surprise as she asked, 

"What? Is it me?" 

He said something I couldn't make out. We were sitting close to the dish tub and garbage and 

recycling cans, but I didn't smell anything. I was freshly showered with almond Dr. Bronner's.  

The vibe told me I had become a metaphor for refuse. 

He moved two steps away, to a four-top table. She followed him. 

After placing my order, I got up for a glass of water. No matter what direction I walked, I'd have 

to pass him. On my way, he said, "Goddamnit, this stink just keeps following me around."  
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While I filled my glass, he sort of eyeballed me for a second, then leaned over and started 

whispering something to the server. 

On the way back I made eye contact with him. He put his silverware down, sat back in his chair, 

and sighed as if to say, "Not this shit again."  

I stopped and said, "Did I do something to you?" 

He threw up his hands, looked disgusted, and said, "Just leave. Just...don't even try to talk to me. 

Just get out of my face." (Sputtering was involved, so my rendering of his syntax might not be 

verbatim, but I've represented his tone and spirit with integrity.) He didn't make eye contact. He 

did make "out of my sight, trash" motions with one of his hands.  

I tried to ask him again, and he cut me off again. Once more. His agitation and volume increased 

every time.  

I looked at Conversation Server, who seemed flummoxed, and said, "Do you know if I did 

something to him?"  

She said, "I have no idea." 

I returned to my seat. I expected Conversation Server to apologize for Surfer Dude. She didn't. 

Quite unskillful of me. 

A few minutes later, I want to the cash register to ask for some peanut butter, and Conversation 

Server helped me. I asked something like. "Do you know if I did something to that guy that I 

don't know about?" 

She said something like, "I have no idea. Don't take it personally. Sometimes he's just like that." 

I said something like, "I'm OK. I just have no idea why he might have said that stuff."  

Another server said, "What's going on?" 

Conversation Server said, "Schroeder." (That's not the name she actually gave.)  

"Oh, yeah," said a third server. "Don't take it personally. That's just Schroeder. He's quirky." 
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Tender Nads | date unknown 
	

As 50 or 60 UMD students watched me unintentionally swoon over the tenderness of a 

poetic young man's nads, they were kind and compassionate, mostly laughing only after I did, 

when it was obvious they wouldn't be exploiting my self-imposed vulnerability. 	

It happened during Introduction to Cultural Studies, somewhere between 2002 or 2003. 

UMD's official description of the course is still the same: "Examines how cultural practices relate 

to everyday life by introducing students to each of the four core areas of the Cultural Studies 

minor: Identity Politics, Media Cultures, Cultures of Space & Place, and Cultures of Science, 

Technology, & Medicine."	

My contract was in Composition (now called Writing Studies), but Cultural Studies folks 

heard I'd be into teaching it, and my department head was cool with the idea. It's one of my 

favorite academic experiences in about 15 years of trying to help people learn stuff.	

I revel in any course that includes opportunities to guide (even force and cajole) students 

into acknowledging then exploring infinite layers of belief, intent, conditioning, and other forces 

that intersect in our lives. That's how I approached introducing cultural studies: "Here's something 

a lot of us usually do. Why do we do it that way? What happens if we try to do or see it 

differently, or for reasons different from the generally accepted ones? Who gets to decide?" And 

on and on....	

We met in a Cina Hall room that could hold something like 75 students. During 

discussions, I often stood on a chair, less to emulate Robin Williams in Dead Poets Society than 

to see the whole room and keep its attention. When I raised an interesting topic, framed it well, 

then facilitated conversation instead of trying to lead it, we achieved a state comprised of equal 

parts raucous and mindful. I also could be remembering the whole thing as being more fun and 
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productive than it really was.	

During the semester's Cultures of Space & Place section, I planned a day of trying to use 

poems that seem to focus on place, partially to explore how poetry and using it to discuss prosaic 

life can be accessible to anyone, not just poetry people, and partially to explore how connections 

to literal and figurative places affect our perceptions. 	

One of the poems was my favorite one, Margaret Hasse's "High School Boyfriend." 

(Google the name and the title, and it'll come up quickly.) It's melancholically rich—just oozing 

and dripping, really—with the narrator's adult sense of how her (or could it be his?) boyfriend 

was of, and simply is, a place impossible to forget or ever again inhabit. 	

I get goosebumps just thinking and talking about it. I'm a sucker for melancholy, and for 

the balance of austerity, authenticity, equanimity, and sentimentality that expressing it well 

requires. Hasse's poem does it brilliantly. I hoped for my students to be as moved by it as I am. 

Unskillful, I know.	

"You are my home town," the poem starts. "You are all my favorite places the last 

summer I grew up." Then the narrator recalls how she and he grew apart in geography and 

experience—how they wound up in different places. 	

I'd posted all the poems on my crude class Web site, so I could distribute copies without 

using a bunch of paper, then project the words onto the room's huge screen during class. Since the 

poem didn't yet exist online, I decided to re-type it. I wish I'd have scanned an image. 	

"And still I am stirred / by musky cigarette smoke  / on a man's brown suede jacket," 

Hasse writes in a stanza where the narrator is trying to put herself and us back into that place. 

"Never having admitted the tenderness of your hands, / I feel them now, through my skin. / 

Parking on breezy nights, / in cars, floating passageways / we are tongue and tongue like warm 

cucumbers."	

Except when I typed the poem, I did something I still often do: I transposed an "a" and an 
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"n." I also somehow left off a letter. And I didn't ask anyone to proofread what I'd typed.	

So it wasn't till the poem was on a screen that I realized it read, "Never having admitted 

the tenderness of your nads / I feel them now, through my skin."	

I'd made my favorite poem, a monument to the beauty and mystery of melancholy, into a 

nut joke. So it goes.	

I can't remember exactly what I said, but I know I just owned the mistake, apologized for 

unintentionally creating weirdness, and ended class 10 or 15 minutes early. At that point in my 

facilitation-skills development, I had no way of using "nads" vs. "hands" as a teachable moment. 
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Curriculum Set 
https://sites.google.com/a/d.umn.edu/curriculum-set/ 

 

One way of trying to 

say it: 

I struggle. Much more 

often and deeply than 

most of my family, 

friends, and 

acquaintances may 

know.  

 

I feel closest to 

peaceful during certain 

moments of listening 

to and sharing many 

forms of music. Those times help my mind at least as much as Zoloft, splitting wood, rough bike 

rides, yoga, or coffee. 

 

Music creates infinite opportunity for growth and discovery. Also: I have pissed away shameful 

potential by distracting myself with music.  

 

Music has saved my life. Also: I have killed much of my life with music.  

 

The aspects of experiencing and sharing music that help me are never literal except when they 

are. None of this is nearly as simple as it seems. Not a damn thing in this arts-based response to 

curriculum theory or anywhere else is what it seems to be. 

 

This web site exists to share a DJ set — a collection of songs that move, console, entertain, 

impress, and challenge me for various reasons. The light grey link at the bottom of this page 

heads to the first song. Every song's page contains links to the previous and next songs. 

Complementary material waits behind some photos.  
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I didn't start the project intending to use only rap songs, but that's where it went. I find deep 

meaning — some of which I can explain and much of which I can't — in each individual song 

and among the songs' relationships to each other and the rest of the world. You may or may not 

find your own meaning. It's OK if you don't, but please try to be vigilant about mindfulness: 

about paying attention to what you're feeling, and to the beliefs, assumptions, and judgments 

underpinning those feelings.  

 

I know these may just be songs to you. I know you might not even consider these songs.  

 

I know I can't help you know who I am — can't convince you of how hard I try and what my 

intentions are as a human being and who I want to be and what I wish I weren't and would never 

have been — by explaining in annoying detail why this set of songs by these artists on this web 

site in response to this assignment for this class in this program means the difference to me 

between living and dying.  

 

I know I can't individually or cumulatively contextualize the songs, or how they comprise what I 

believe is a powerful response to what we've been learning about curriculum theory, in a way that 

helps you comprehend the set's emotional + intellectual + social-justice + aesthetic arithmetic in 

my head. 

 

I wish I could focus the important parts of your attention on certain word choices and lines and 

sections in the songs that have changed my life (as a human being who tries to help other human 

beings learn) in what seemed like but weren't instant epiphanies.  

 

I don't want to control anything beyond what I've already put in place: the songs' order and some 

aesthetic aspects of how you'll experience them. Except I totally want to dictate everything about 

your experience and how you process it: what you hear; how you hear it; what you think about 

while you're hearing it; how you use it to find and correct your many blind spots, and on and on. 

 

I wrote this when I was 43. I have tried to communicate with people and tell them how they 

should feel by sharing songs with them since I was in elementary school. One of the relatively 

well-intentioned purposes behind how I've done that since college is to create aural and emotional 

and cognitive environments that help I and the folks I'm sharing with maybe see and feel things 
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about and beyond music that we've never seen—in which we might un-learn what we thought we 

knew and find new experiences that drive curiosity and create possibility.  

 

Sometimes a two-beer buzz seems to facilitate that whole process quite nicely. It's also cool to do 

it while parked at Hawk Ridge or Brighton Beach past 11:00 on a full-moon night with super-

clear radio reception. 

 

Another of my purposes is trying to find ways of saying the unsayable and conveying the 

unconveyable. 

 

And another purpose is generally just trying to connect with other human beings, which has 

always felt incredibly difficult, frustrating, lonesome, infrequent, unsuccessful, fraught, and 

melancholy for me.  

 

All my intended purposes put a lot of pressure on you and the music and probably come across as 

a bit overwrought and somewhat sad. I'm sorry for that. You are under no obligations. If you 

leave this site now and never return you shouldn't feel bad about it for even one moment. 

 

Skillful, mindful DJs and curriculum designers facilitate—or at least foster possibility for—

problem-posing internal and external conversations designed to help us see ourselves and the rest 

of the world from unexpected perspectives. 

 

Good DJ sets and good curricula are both comprised of ideas and materials selected and arranged 

to facilitate transformative experiences. Some sets and curricula comfort. Some challenge. A few 

confront. Some bore; some transcend; some offend; some do all those things, none of them, and 

unique combinations of them for every human being having the experience.  

 

Certain sorts of DJing (and curricula design) are art and soul and dignified human expression 

conveyed through careful selection and contextualization. Properly placed, supposedly superficial 

songs such as Ke$ha's "Die Young" or "Hey Ya!" by Outkast or that Celine Deion tune from 

Titanic can be meaningful to a depth their music-snob detractors might not care to admit. Also: in 

more than a few settings, Leoncavallo's "Vesti la giubba" or Samuel Barber's "Adagio for 
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Strings" or anything by Bob Dylan or Johnny Cash can come across as trite and hollow and quite 

difficult to take seriously.  

 

Nothing and everything is just what it is. 

 

One more way of trying to say it:  

Too often I awkwardly try to connect with other 

human beings by making them listen to music that's 

meaningful to me.  

Too often I awkwardly try to connect with other 

human beings by making them listen to music.  

Too often I awkwardly try to connect with other 

human beings by making them listen. 

Too often I awkwardly try to connect with other 

human beings. 

Too often I awkwardly try to connect.  

Too often I awkwardly try. 

 

You have to listen to this mix I made. 

 

Did you listen to it?  

 

(Did you hear it?) 

(Do you get it?) 

 

(Please get it.) (Please.) (Please.) 

 

(Do you get me now?) (Please tell me you get me.) (Please.) 

 

that's ok. no, it's ok. taste is subjective. i just really like these songs. sorry for bugging you. 

 

(Please) (PLEASE!)  

(live with me in the experience of experiencing music how I experience it.) 
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(find me here.)  

(please just be with me here for this moment. maybe for longer. please stay. you won't.) 

(that's ok. i have headphones.) 

 

(Does this song this lyric this song in this context this exact moment of hearing this song with this 

cup of coffee and this light on this day rearrange and soothe your brain like it does mine?) 

(Could you die right now?) 

(In this moment do you finally feel like you're enough?) 

(Do you want to rip the steering wheel off its column and shred your throat singing and weep and 

evaporate and do you have absolutely no idea what to do with your brain or your body right now 

and you pretty much like the feeling but it's kind of overwhelming but you don't want it to end so 

its feels at least as sad as transcendent?) 

(What would you give to always feel as I feel right now?) 

 

i just like this song. 

 

DID! YOU! HEAR! WHAT HE WHAT SHE WHAT THEY JUST SAID SANG RAPPED 

SCRATCHED PLAYED?!  

How the drums came in?  
How she's singing about nothing and everything at the same time?  
How the song just conveyed that thing?  
 
ah. 

no that's ok. it was just a cool line.  

i just thought it was a cool line.  

i just got a kick out of it.  

i've just always appreciated that turn of phrase.  

i just felt comfortable as a human being there for a minute.  

not a big deal. 

i just think it's a cool song. 

 

All right. 

Enough of that superficially deep tortured-brain bullshit.  

It's OK if you groaned or laughed anywhere in there. Seriously. It's pretty weird. 
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No more talking.  

 

It's time to get down.   
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The Professor | January 9, 2016 
 
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2016/01/09/the-professor/ 

 
“You should be very careful about who else you discuss this with, Chris,” The Professor 

said. “You should let anyone you’ve told know they can expect to hear from my lawyer.  

“You’ve made a very righteous decision that’s putting my job at risk, and you’re using a 

challenging time for my family as entertainment. I don’t appreciate either of those things.  

“How dare you.”  

That was early spring almost three years ago. I’m sure those aren’t the exact words he 

used, but it’s precisely what he said.  

A few weeks earlier, The Professor had been arrested and charged with felony domestic 

assault by strangulation for obstructing his wife’s airway. During a discussion on an early-spring 

weeknight, a while after they’d put their four kids to bed, she wouldn’t shut up when he wanted 

her to and he pinned her body—with his much bigger, stronger one—to their living-room couch 

and covered her mouth and nose with his hand till he felt like letting her go. Once free, she 

grabbed a phone while running to the basement, locked herself in a bathroom, and called 911.  

Soon after spending two or three days in county jail, he visited me at my then-job, at the 

Domestic Abuse Intervention Programs (DAIP). “I put my hands on [her],” he said, grey-blue 

eyes watery-red, voice quavering. He used her name; later, affectation dropped, he wouldn’t.  

We found a private room. I asked him what he’d done. He told me his story. It’s different 

from the one in the preceding paragraph. I won’t tell you my sources, so I hope you’ll feel 

skeptical when I tell you they’re more credible on these points than he is, but they are. 

I’d considered him one of my closest friends for a decade. We’re both white, as are the 

women who married us. We’d met in our early 30s as instructors in different departments at the 

same university. By this time, in our early 40s, he’d earned a doctorate, become a professor, and 

grown multiple vita pages, and my credentials, rank, and body of work were unchanged. For 
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many of those 10 years, I’d let myself trust and be vulnerable to him while we seemed to grow 

close over music and bicycles. Despite a lot of contradictory evidence, I chose to believe we 

shared convictions about teaching and living with authentic compassion. Resolving how much of 

an earnest rube I was toward him for so long might shake and embarrass me till I die.  

I asked, “Have you done that or things like it before?”  

“Yes,” he said.  

Turns out that till the night he got arrested, through more than 10 years of marriage and 

abuse, he’d been able to dictate that keeping his secret was best for the family. His ruse was and 

remains tight—perhaps more so since they’ve been divorced. 

“Chris, what should I do?” he eventually asked, after 20 minutes of crying and declaring 

how much he’d screwed up.  

I worked at DAIP full-time for just a few months in 2012 and 2013, but since June 2010 

I’ve spent at least one night a week there co-facilitating a critical-dialogue group in a program for 

men who use emotional and physical violence against women. The program, part of Duluth’s 

coordinated criminal-justice and social-service response to men’s violence against women, is 

designed to help men who use violence identify, confront, and ideally change beliefs that justify 

abusing wives and girlfriends (and usually, directly or by close extension, kids).  

Many people mistake the groups for—or believe they should be—therapy, treatment, 

counseling, healing, or anger management (whatever that is). Those approaches make sense to 

folks who believe individual men’s pain and other “issues” cause them to use violence against 

women. According to that perspective, once a guy sobers up, resolves trauma, finds work, learns 

how to “communicate,” gets right with his God, figures out how to stop attracting and enabling 

difficult women, or solves some other real or supposed thought distortion, he’ll stop using 

violence. It’s a seductive idea. It makes “those guys” (a designation that seldom includes men 

who present as The Professor does) and “those women” the problems.  
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It means they, not we, are the only ones whose thinking and behavior have to change.  

But some folks believe men’s violence against women is a social problem enabled by 

dominant norms that teach boys and men they’re entitled to expect and enforce deference from 

girls and women. Those same norms, according to this perspective, teach girls and women their 

human worth depends on how pleasing (including deferential) they are to boys and men, and that 

not creating a fuss is the best way for them to avoid men’s violence. A lot of people disagree with 

this explanation. It suggests we’re all culpable and (whether we know it or not) complicit. I 

believe in it quite strongly.   

The Professor knew all this when he came to see me. I’d spent a lot of time telling him 

about how working on myself and with other men who have used violence has changed my life 

and teaching—it’s transformed the way I notice and understand the effects of social, cultural, 

professional, and other hierarchies that privilege some people at the expense of many others.  

Our conversations generally got deep on long bike rides. He’s prominent among scholars 

who study processes of belief and behavior change, so I asked him a lot of questions about using 

critical dialogue to help facilitate real changes. His responses always seemed thoughtful. He’s 

smarter than I am, so I took what he said seriously. I feel angry, foolish, and ill when I think 

about those exchanges. I think about them a lot.  

Here’s some other stuff he knew: Before I started working with men who have used 

violence, I was certain my presence would be a gift. I had believed that since I’d never used 

violence against a woman, I probably had a lot of valuable insight that would help them see a 

better way. I could, I thought, be a formative example. Throughout the three-day co-facilitation 

training I felt quite noble and generous.  

Fifteen minutes into my first time observing a group, while listening to men I’d entered 

the room feeling morally superior toward, I realized I’d abused my wife (the term she prefers 

over “partner” or “spouse”) and every girl and woman I’d dated.  
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Throughout my first year of observing and co-facilitating groups, I learned a painful 

amount about how, since high school, I’d intentionally used my facility with words to belittle, 

scare, shame, mock, dismiss, instruct, and punish girls and women who trusted me. How I’d 

unintentionally used my size and strength to intimidate them. How I’d used my facial 

expressions, especially my eyes, as bludgeons and knives.  

I learned I had used a lot of violence against girls and women.  

The Professor knew all that when he came to see me because I’d been telling him about it 

for three years: sharing troubling blind spots I’d found through group dialogue and personal 

reflection; explaining why I’ll spend the rest of my life figuring out how to live with the 

impossibility of taking back words and actions I’ve used to hurt my wife and other girls and 

women; trying to describe irreparable shifts in my perspectives toward popular culture, hetero 

relationships, and many other aspects of life most of us seldom question. In some settings I 

seldom shut up about any of it. Time with him was one of those settings. 

I actually believed he wanted to change. I thought he wanted the kind of help I could give 

from being a few years into my own process of figuring out how to stop using violence. So I 

repeated some things I’d already told him. I told him some things I’ve never told anyone else. We 

were in a room where men’s groups are held and he’d asked about them, so I told him what 

they’d been like for me as both a co-facilitator and a participant. I tried to be earnest and firm and 

sincere. Not judgmental, but not collusive. I tried to show him love and support and friendship. 

Caught up in my own tale of contrition and woe, I didn’t notice his eyes hardening, 

posture straightening, and arms folding. And then he was confronting me with a gaze that sees 

nothing, only intimidates and coerces and demands.  

“But Chris,” he admonished, “what should I do?” 

That’s when I should have known what he really wanted, but I still (silly, adorable 

jackass) misunderstood. I apologized for talking so much about myself during a difficult time for 
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him. I told him I couldn’t speak from experience because I’d never been in his situation, but I’d 

do anything I could to help.  

He gave up. We hugged. He left. When I got home I told my wife. She was less surprised 

than I’d been; we’d both had a growing number of unsettling experiences with The Professor for 

a year or two, but she’d had some I hadn’t.  

He and I had weird conversations a handful of times after that day at DAIP, over coffee 

and on chilly bike rides. I’d stopped believing he and I were buddies, but I had no idea, till it was 

way too late, how certain he seemed I’d be his ally—how ardently he felt entitled to using me as 

an ideally positioned advocate for his self-serving story: he’s a good, liberal, Catholic man who 

shouldn’t have done what he did but got pushed too far by the constant lack of respect his 

insufferable woman and ungrateful children showed for his sacrifice and leadership. He 

withstands all they put him through, then she abandons him after he makes one mistake? And 

then she and her advocates say he’s dangerous to her and his kids—try to control when he can 

and can’t see them? Of course he’s going to fight back. What should he do: just keep taking it? 

He’s got his job to think about.  

The last time he and I talked was during a late-afternoon, mid-spring ride that started as a 

supposed opportunity to discuss why some women where he works feel uncomfortable around 

him. I’d naively raised the topic in an email, still believing he wanted my help in starting to see 

some things differently. He thanked me and suggested we discuss it while riding roads for a 

couple hours. 

Maybe 20 minutes into the ride, after I’d told him what I see, and had shared a small bit 

of what I’d heard from women—when it started getting to a point where he could take some 

accountability—his face and tone got sharp and hard, he pulled over to the gravel driver’s-side 

shoulder, and he berated me for the better part of an hour, maybe more, till I “admitted” nothing 

I’d said was true.  
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Then he berated me for taking so long to admit I’d been lying. Then for showing up at 

court dates to support his wife, for a lack of loyalty, for being an incredible hypocrite—for having 

the nerve to judge him when I’d told him about so much of my own bad behavior—and for 

whatever else he could think of.    

It may be the most withering experience of my life. It wasn’t an argument or a fight. Not 

a spirited debate. It was an onslaught. His obvious intention was to crush me. I’m not surprised 

that, among the folks I’ve talked to about it, the only ones who really get what I say about the 

surreality of the experience are his ex-wife, their adult daughter, and two women (close friends of 

his wife) he’d attacked after they challenged his authority. I know we’re not the only ones.  

I wasn’t afraid he’d come at me physically; I’m not a tough guy, but I almost wanted him 

to.  

I just had no idea what to do or say. 

I wish I could describe it.  

I sometimes think about those elongated, confounding moments many times a week for 

multiple months, mostly feeling ashamed for how I did and didn’t respond. Nothing I could have 

said or done would have mattered, but I still wish I’d have known how to do something different 

from what I did, which was mostly feel confused, impotent, hopeless, and angry. Eventually I 

gave up, shrank inward, and spent a long while almost silent. He didn’t stop, but he got nothing 

new to work with. 

I can’t imagine how anyone has survived him as a husband or dad, or how colleagues and 

students sustain sanity against his demands for absolute deference and control. Even when he’s 

less intense than what I experienced, he often manipulates with cruelty to get what he feels 

entitled to.  

He can also be quite charming. He’s very smart and well-spoken. He’s tall, and unusually 

muscular and fit. I find him quite handsome, and I envy his ability to put together an outfit. 
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Overall, he presents incredibly well. I’m sure some of his apparent kindness and patience toward 

other people is sincere, but when I reconsider a decade of interaction with him, I have no idea 

how to discern what was real and what was performance for self-interested purposes. 

At some point during his harangue, I said out loud that my wife knew he’d been 

arrested—I was certain he already knew I’d told her—he lost his shit on me till long after we’d 

started shivering in our light cycling clothes, lacerating me in cascades of rage for self-

righteousness and hypocrisy, demanding that I explain every intricate nuance of the thought 

process I used to justify sharing his family’s business with my wife, who at the time was a 

campus-level administrator where he teaches.  

“Do you know that when you decided to share that information with her that I was just 

days away from finding out whether or not I would get tenure, Chris?!” He slammed his bike’s 

front wheel into the gravel. Again. Again. “God damnit! Do you know the risk you’ve put my 

family in, Chris?! This is not an abstract concept, Chris! This is my life and my family’s life! 

You’re messing with my kids! YOU BROUGHT THIS TO MY JOB! How dare you. How dare 

you make such a righteous decision. What made you think that was OK?” 

On and on. Over and over.  

And I kept stupidly believing in a resolution, and eventually we rode to where he’d been 

living since getting out of jail, and then we were standing, glaring at each other, backs against 

opposite brick walls of a heated entrance vestibule big enough to keep a few feet between us. 

Outside the glass doors, mid-spring darkness fell in frigid indigo gradients.  

He emanated fury.  

“You should be very careful about who else you discuss this with, Chris,” he said. “You 

should let anyone you’ve told know they can expect to hear from my lawyer.” 
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Again: “You’ve made a very self-righteous decision that’s putting my job at risk, and 

you’re using a challenging time for my family as entertainment. I don’t appreciate either of those 

things.”  

Again: “How dare you.”  

Inexact and precise.  

There’s much more to tell but I’m afraid to say it.  

I barrelled home in my own rage, and almost made it into the house before breaking 

down bawling.  

The next day he sent me an email that went something like this:  

“Dear Chris: I admire the courage you showed trying to help me. Thank you.” 

I didn’t believe him. I still don’t.  

Many people do. Some by choice. Some for survival. Some because they deeply believe, 

despite what their conscious minds tell them, women are less important than men.   
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Creep. Weirdo. | February 27, 2016 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2016/02/27/creep-weirdo/ 

 
I can’t remember ever knowing who I am or believing I belong.  

Moving story, bro, but what’s your point? A lot of people occasionally wonder who they 

are. We all sometimes feel out of place.  

Right. But I mean I have no idea who I am. I mean I have never (literally not ever) felt 

like I belong among other humans. Oh, and when I’m trying to figure that stuff out I sometimes 

feel like part of me was from Duluth — from this place — long before I started living here. 

That’s pretty weird.  

I come from people who lived in Duluth for a while and loved it and contributed to it and 

died and are buried in dirt here. My maternal great-grandpa, George Beck, was Duluth Central 

principal for about 30 years, then helped found WDSE. Mom grew up in McGregor and often 

came over on the train to visit him and great-grandma (Leila) Beck. Mom got a DBU degree and 

worked at the air base for a while. Dad graduated from UMD in 1970, the same year I was 

conceived in 1970 at 927 West Fifth Street. Great-grandma died in ‘81; Great-grandpa went in 

‘91; their bodies are at Forest Hill Cemetery. 

When my mind was forming itself, Mom and Dad brought my younger brother and I here 

a few times. They also told us a lot of stories about this place: Mom’s tempting, terrifying 

girlhood dream about diving into the canal; Dad and some college buddies — they’d gone to 

watch a storm — helping authorities haul in the body of a diver who died trying to rescue two 

doomed boys from currents between the canal’s piers; Mom going downtown for movies and 

snacks and shopping with her grandma, and gazing over The Lake from Central’s clock tower 

with her grandpa; Dad’s UMD professors (some stuffy, some hip) and rowdy roommates; and on 

and on.  
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I started at UMD in fall 1989. When I got here I recognized many parts of campus from 

frequently and intensely poring over black-and-white words and photos in Dad’s senior-year 

annual. That yearbook’s content, style, and presence are still powerful proportions of the material 

my brain uses to define and experience Duluth. Before I visited campus for the first time in fall 

1988, I honestly expected it to smell like the yearbook’s 18-year-old heavy, glossy paper and ink 

and binding glue and soul. Part of me occasionally still does.  

Based on how I was shaped by those people and stories and sepia-toned notions, it makes 

sense I’d have developed a sense of connection with Duluth before ever living here.  

But when I say I feel like I might have been from here before I got here, I don’t mean to 

say I feel like I knew enough about the city to have built a strong familiarity with it and 

connection to it before I lived in it. I mean to say that in addition to feeling terrified and excited 

when I arrived for college, I inexplicably felt like I’d come home: I felt more at home here than 

I’d ever felt anywhere else, even when I felt lonesome and out of place. I mean to say I 

sometimes feel like something elemental in or about me has been from this place long before this 

city existed. Maybe of this place is more precise than from this place. Maybe not. Probably not. 

Pretty sure I’m pretty obviously trying to think and write far above my intellect.  

Very little of what I’m trying to say makes any sense. Most of what I’m trying to say 

makes no sense. I’m not an indigenous person. I’m indigenous to nowhere. I have no indigenous 

knowledge or blood memory or traditions or identity. I’ve heard I come from people who were 

Dutch, French, Sicilian, Scottish, Irish, and a few other Euro variations. I’m a worst-case-scenario 

upper-Midwestern white boy swaddled in ideas about race and gender that benefit me at the 

expense of human beings who I’m different from. That’s my culture. I’m from Grand Rapids, 

MN/Huntington, IN/Rochester, MN/Duluth, MN, and I’ve lived in Duluth far longer than in any 

of those other places, so I’ve probably just been here long enough, and done a poor enough job of 
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exploring other places, that my overactive brain is making up some stories. Who am I to say I’m 

from anywhere? White people (SMH).  

I frequently feel compelled to confess and discuss stuff like this publicly. It’s a 

manifestation of what my football-bro brain has been doing since junior high, when too much 

time with Dad’s Simon and Garfunkel records started me on a lifetime of insufferable attempts at 

being perceived as interesting. As deep. As a sensitive guy who’s got some really meaningful 

stuff to say. My maudlin, melancholy-is-so-cool, affected phase has being going strong for about 

30 years now. Maybe that’s why I still think I’m baffled by who I am and where I belong. Maybe 

I actually know those things, or know they don’t matter. I don’t know. I do know I spend a lot of 

time trying to make sense of my identity, and other than brief daily moments when listening to 

music gives me unexpected respite—when it helps me be without brooding on being—something 

about how I experience Duluth comes closer than anything ever has to helping me believe I might 

fit somewhere. Might belong.  

(You should know this before deciding to continue: nothing gets resolved by the end. 

Duh. What resolution can come of nonsense?) 

Among most groups of people, especially folks it seems I’m supposed to or should feel 

camaraderie with, I pretty much always just feel stupidly awkward and out of place. I’m not sure 

how often it shows. Maybe I hide it well sometimes. I usually feel like it’s radiating from my 

every intonation, facial expression, bit of body language, and pore. Those feelings could mean 

I’m actually different from folks I’m grouped with. They could also be evidence of my lingering 

adolescent tendency to challenge convention in ways that amount to excluding myself, provoking 

animosity and ostracization, and coming across as foolish if not reckless. P.L. Thomas (one of my 

favorite radical education writers) says, “The critical are destined always to be outsiders; it is our 

lot not to fit in, not to play along.” I do try to be critical like that. Not critical like, “Your favorite 

band sucks” (although I used to be that guy), but critical like having my critical consciousness 
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fully engaged ALL the time. I definitely prefer constantly asking, “But why?” to playing along, 

even if it complicates situations and creates discomfort. 

My thinking exists on margins and boundaries so often, and has existed there so long, and 

seeks those places so intensely, that I can’t remember whether I chose to be there or got pushed. I 

don’t suppose it much matters, because now it’s where I’d rather be; the moderate, normative, 

supposedly reasonable center of any context feels less and less comfortable or balanced to me. 

“Normal” usually feels like a version of extreme most people decide to recognize as such. 

I am not, I promise you, wearing a tinfoil hat or taking essay-writing breaks to post on 

doomsday-prepper forums. 

I’ve been teaching college writing courses and some other stuff since the late ‘90s. I’m in 

the third year of UMD’s Doctorate of Education (Ed.D.) in Teaching and Learning program, just 

starting a dissertation about how normalized power hierarchies within higher education—

especially ones that encourage professors and other teachers to expect and enforce conformity, 

submission, obedience, and deference from students—reflect abuse-enabling hierarchies outside 

education. I think and read a lot about how to be an effective, compassionate teacher. I work very 

hard to be the teacher I aspire to be, which is tightly connected to being the man and the human 

being I aspire to be. And when I’m with other people who teach, I seldom really enjoy the 

sensation of talking about any of it. I think I used to, before I made a big, dumb, mannish-boy 

mistake about 12 years ago: I openly and confrontationally challenged an edict, trusting the 

ostensible safety of vigorous idea exchange among colleagues and superiors in higher education 

(HA!), and basically got fired for it. My experience and education tell me my ideas about 

authentic, compassionate teaching are credible and have only continued to deviate from most 

other teachers’ during that decade-plus, and while I’m now better equipped to discuss strong 

beliefs without being cheeky or confrontational, It takes a lot for me to say much about any of it 

out loud. I have a lot of trouble understanding conventional notions about teaching among other 
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people who do the job, especially among folks who teach writing. I trust what I believe, because 

I’m constantly testing it, but I usually feel prohibitively nervous talking about it. (Instead, I keep 

it hush-hush by writing vaguely about it on the World Wide Web.)  

I have solid reasons for believing my teaching perspective and approach are credible, but 

they’re different enough from what most other people seem to believe and do, and I get such 

weird looks and responses when I try to describe them, and I’m generally so simultaneously 

confident and absolutely unsure about anything I do, that I spend a lot of time either wondering 

why I’m so weird and annoying or trying to figure out why so many other teachers so often just 

decide to tell themselves self-serving stories. I don’t buy into “Good grief, can you believe these 

lazy, entitled, constantly texting students today?” narratives among teachers or anyone else. I 

don’t agree that being a teacher has to inherently mean feeling aggrieved or harried or put upon. I 

don’t believe any student’s job is to do what I tell them in order to avoid disappointing me. I 

don’t believe being a teacher should ever include getting students to conform. And when 

conversations among teachers inevitably go to those and some other common places, I often 

literally or figuratively go away.  

I do the same thing in many interactions among men, among other people who write, 

among white folks, straight folks, folks from Minnesota, music nerds, guys who like riding and 

working on bicycles, extended-family members, and in any other group where part of the 

interaction seems to depend on conforming to and never naming or questioning a prescribed set 

of beliefs or perspectives. Being the person who always questions, violates, or just calls attention 

to those expectations gets exhausting, but if the alternative is acquiescing to obvious bullshit — 

and it often is — I prefer to stay tired. If feeling like I belong means shutting off the part of my 

brain that notices the ethical and intellectual costs of belonging, I’ll stay lonesome, thanks.  
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I’ll also keep adding to a well-established series of awkward, painful attempts at 

connecting with people I admire by expressing my authentic self and showing what I see of their 

true selves. It hasn’t gone well so far.   

I should be clear about something: I’m the asshole in most of these situations. I’m the 

deficient one. I’ve rarely been treated with outright hostility or abuse. I’m judgmental and 

imperious and incredibly arrogant. Didactic. Superficial and entitled. Sometimes just stupid. 

Despite feeling wholly unimpressed with anything about myself, I often come across as if I think 

I’m wise. I often mistreat people and fail to be curious. I’m quite far from the teacher or the man 

or the human being I aspire to be. I know my problems with the world are mostly problems 

within me. 

Sometimes I wish I’d just mellow out and get comfortable identifying as part of any 

group. I don’t think I will. In the past, trying to belong has usually cost me more than forced or 

chosen exclusion.  

I prefer to claim no memberships. No group-based identity. No allegiance with anything 

tangible.  

And yet I’ll always derive a definitive part of my identity from being able to say, “I live in 

Duluth.” I feel like I belong in this place. Not “belong” as in, “I feel accepted and comfortably 

situated in this city and among its people,” but as in, “I feel like I’m supposed to be, for reasons I 

have yet to comprehend, at this location on the planet.” I feel a thrill and a burst of pride every 

time I get to claim this place. (That feeling has very little to do with craft brewing, local music, 

mountain-bike trails, or other Duluth amenities I’m grateful for.) Since I became conscious of 

Duluth, this is the only place I’ve wanted to be from. I still don’t know why. I don’t think it’s 

because of anything I talked about in those first few paragraphs. I don’t think it’s because of 

anything I’ve tangibly experienced here.  

It’s more about air and light. Ether. Vapor. Ephemeral stuff.  
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Everything worth anything is ephemeral. 

I also wish whatever drew me here and has kept me here weren’t as strong as it’s been. 

I’ve wasted a lot of time here I could have spent more substantively in other places. Even when I 

haven’t felt comfortable here, this is the place I believed I wanted to be, and experience tells me I 

was often wrong. I fear being similarly wrong in the future. It’s been a damaging addiction, a 

mindless choice that’s limited me from seeing possibility when I feel hopeless, stuck, and like a 

loser. That’s not this place’s fault. I doubt this is a malevolent place. It’s probably indifferent to 

anything I care about.  

Sometimes I believe I’ve sincerely never wanted to leave—truly never wanted to live 

somewhere else or throw myself out of this cozy nest like I’ve watched so many other peers do 

permanently or intermittently since our late teens.  

Critical consciousness tells me “I’ve sincerely never wanted to leave” is a seductive story 

that helps me avoid having to resolve the foolishness or cowardice that’s kept me hanging around 

here while other people have gone exploring. Being honest about that beckons my distorted brain 

into weeks and months of dark, crushing regret about having been so few other places. I spend a 

lacerating amount of time envying other people for knowing how to simultaneously live here and 

have other places. I expend a lot of energy punishing myself for squandering privilege and 

potential; I was born with opportunities some folks I know would have found ways to use for 

doing way more than I’ve done. Some of those people are friends I deeply admire and have 

significant affection for, and who I’d like to be around more but kind of can’t bear to spend time 

with because I’m sure they’re conscious of what a dolt I am for never having been where they’ve 

been or done what they’ve done. Sometimes my sense of not belonging or not fitting in comes 

from just believing I deserve to feel less-than and embarrassed.   
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Those feelings look so silly typed out in words, which does nothing to minimize their 

significant power. I hope your brain never plays tricks like these on you, because I don’t want 

you or anyone else ever to feel the hopelessness I sometimes feel.  

Sorry about that. I seem to have digressed.  

To summarize: I have no idea who I am. I’ve never felt like I belong. Except when I say 

I’m from Duluth. Then I feel like I belong. Not sure if it helps me figure out who I am. Could 

some of that mean part of me was from here before I was from here? Can stuff like that happen?  

It sounds so weird.  
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Tender Nads | April 30, 2016 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2016/02/27/creep-weirdo/ 

 
For one long moment after I unintentionally swooned over a young man’s testicles, all 70 

students in the UMD class I was teaching stayed mostly silent. 

The incident happened in 2003, during an otherwise average session of Introduction to 

Cultural Studies. UMD’s course guide says the class, "Examines how cultural practices relate to 

everyday life by introducing students to each of the four core areas of the Cultural Studies minor: 

Identity Politics, Media Cultures, Cultures of Space & Place, and Cultures of Science, 

Technology, & Medicine." My teaching contract was in Writing Studies, but the 

Sociology/Anthropology department faculty member in charge of Cultural Studies heard I might 

be into teaching something different, and my department head was cool with the idea. It’s been 

one of my favorite experiences in 20 years of trying to help people learn things. 

I seek opportunities to participate in conversations with students and anyone else about 

how belief, intent, socialization, and other forces intersect to influence our actions. I approached 

Intro to Cultural Studies as an extended problem-posing conversation. I’d start most days by 

naming an example of something most of us in the room take for granted or don’t notice, then I’d 

ask a bunch of questions like, "Why do we do it that way? What happens if we try to do or see it 

differently. What if we did it for reasons different from the generally accepted ones? Who gets to 

decide?"  

We met in a long Cina Hall classroom full of wood chair-desks. I often stood on one at 

the front of the room during discussions, more to see everyone in the room and keep their 

attention than to emulate Robin Williams in Dead Poets Society. When I did my job well by 

raising an interesting topic and facilitating conversation instead of trying to lead it, we had 

raucous, mindful fun. At least that’s how I remember it.  
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As part of the Cultures of Space & Place section, I’d planned a day of discussing poems 

focused on place. I was hoping we’d wind up talking about how anyone — not just poetry people 

— can find or write poems that represent who they are and where they’re from.   

I’d assigned my (still) favorite poem: Margaret Hasse's "High School Boyfriend." Its 

narrator's adult sense of her (his?) years-ago boyfriend as a place impossible to leave or inhabit 

breaks my heart in the best way. 

"You are my home town," the poem starts. "You are all my favorite places / the last 

summer I grew up." Six short lines later we’ve learned the narrator and boy irrevocably grew 

apart in geography and experience — wound up in different places:  "Every once in a while / I 

write you / in my head / to ask how Viet Nam / and a big name college / came between us. " After 

a few more lines we know they tried to stay in touch, he went back home and she didn’t, and 

when she’s there and they see each other it’s aching and awkward.   

That austere, sentimental melancholy moves me every time. I’d hoped the students would 

feel something similar. Ugh. After teaching four or five years, I should have been beyond such a 

rookie expectation mistake. To be honest, though, I never really got to know what they felt about 

the poem. Neither did they. I didn’t give us much of a chance. 

I'd posted the day’s poems on a course website so I could save paper and project them 

onto the room's huge screen during class. Since "High School Boyfriend" didn't yet exist online, I 

decided to re-type it instead of scanning and uploading an image.  

The third stanza conjures place, time, and sensation: "And still I am stirred / by musky 

cigarette smoke / on a man's brown suede jacket / Never having admitted the tenderness of your 

hands, / I feel them now, through my skin. / Parking on breezy nights, / in cars, floating 

passageways / we are tongue and tongue like warm cucumbers." 
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I have no idea what some of that means, but I know exactly how it makes me feel, which 

is what I was thinking about as I lovingly read the words aloud. We were going to have such a 

good conversation. How could we not?  

Then I saw it, exactly halfway through the stanza. 

Turns out when I re-typed the poem I’d done something I still often do: I transposed an 

"a" and an "n." I also somehow left off a letter. And I didn't ask anyone to proofread what I'd 

typed. And I did it in a hurry. 

So what students who were reading ahead had already seen, and what I saw way too late, 

not till the word was almost in my mouth, was, "Never having admitted the tenderness of your 

nads / I feel them now, through my skin." 

The tenderness. Of your nads.  

I'd made my favorite poem — a lovely cypher of irretrievable time and place — into a 

nut joke. 

A couple of those fast readers were red-faced and sputtering, working admirably hard not 

to crack all the way up. Most everyone else seemed unsure about how to respond.  

 "Uhhh . . . that," I said, blushing and chuckling, "is not what the poem actually says. " 

And the room lost it.   

I can't remember what I said when the laughter died down. I know I owned the mistake, 

apologized for unintentionally creating weirdness, and did the only other thing I could do: ended 

class 10 or 15 minutes early. 

I was decent at facilitating large-group conversations-facilitation skills back then, but I 

had none of the necessary skills for using "nads" vs. "hands" as a teachable moment. 
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Word Jerk | July 16, 2016 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2016/07/16/word-jerk/ 

 
I used to think I could be a writer. It was adorable. 

I’m 45. From 20 until almost 40, I harbored delusional aspirations of someday publishing 

in prominent venues such as Spin, Sports Illustrated, Outside, and the New Yorker. In my 20s I 

neither enjoyed nor did well in a few full-time print and online journalism jobs. Throughout my 

30s I taught writing (which I still do); I also spent a lot of time pitching Minnesota magazine and 

website pieces and a little time actually getting to write them; I took a short break from teaching 

in Duluth to see if I could hang with music journalists in Minneapolis (spoiler: nope); I made 

some stupid decisions I still cringe-blush about (I think I've now sent Alan Sparhawk five or six 

apology emails about a 2005 Minnesota Monthly piece about him I wrote and the magazine's 

editors kind of ruined); I got fired from a few freelance jobs and submitted some work that 

sucked; I did some OK stuff and some pretty good stuff; I realized being able to arrange words 

well does not make me a writer and even if I ever become what I believe a writer is I’ll never 

refer to myself as one. 

I grew up in a word incubator. Mom reads constantly, Dad taught English then worked as 

a library director, and they have big, agile vocabularies. They started reading to and conversing 

with me when I was in the womb. Before I was out of kindergarten, the words and images in The 

Magic Carousel, Cranberry Christmas and Cranberry Thanksgiving, I Wonder if Herbie’s Home 

Yet, Diggy Takes his Pick, Never Tease a Weasel, Old Witch and the Polka Dot Ribbon, I Wonder 

What’s Under, The Ice-Cream Cone Coot and other Rare Birds, and a bunch other Parents’ 

Magazine Press books, Arch books, Little Golden books, and Dr. Seuss books (especially I Had 

Trouble in Getting to Solla Solew) were forming my lifetime perspective at least as powerfully 

(and for just as much bad and good) as Sesame Street, Zoom, Captain Kangaroo, and the Electric 

Company were. 
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By first grade I was checking out books from the Northwest Elementary School library’s 

sixth-grade section and Dad was bringing bulging tote bags home from the Huntington (IN) 

Public Library a few times a week. I remember having no idea what to do with my crushing 

sadness after reading Sounder. In seventh grade (at John Adams Junior High in Rochester, MN) I 

read the Yearling (also crushed) and the Outsiders (still my favorite book, and the only one I’ve 

ever read in a single sitting). Those two books and a bunch of others I read in junior high and 

high school hum constantly just beneath my consciousness. They are much more present than 

books I read after getting to college. I was always reading as a kid. (Also: I still can’t do 

arithmetic at much above a fifth-grade level, so . . . .) 

Part of why I was always reading is that long before I knew the words depression and 

anxiety but as I was becoming deeply familiar with those sensations, books and magazines and 

listening to music became my go-to escapes from constant existential torment. I’m grateful I 

found addictive escapes other than weed and booze. I also know the escapes I found have 

damaged me and my relationships with fellow human beings just as much as any other addiction 

would. Just as much, but perhaps more productively in some ways. I inhaled so many words so 

early that it makes sense I can’t remember a time when writing or speaking them felt 

uncomfortable, or when I haven’t been praised for what and how I write and speak. 

Except most of that last sentence is total bullshit. I have often sucked at using words and 

known full well I was sucking and been told I suck. I don’t remember ever getting higher than a 

C+ on any college paper. I graduated with a 2.7 / 4.0 overall GPA and a 2.6 in my English B.A. 

courses, which no doubt inspires a huge sense of confidence in my credibility as a college writing 

instructor who may in a year or so have earned the right to be called professor (even by people 

who still won’t see me as worthy of that title). 

While I wrote relatively well as a UMD Statesman sports reporter and columnist from 

1991 until 1994, I couldn’t figure out how to produce more than two pages or say anything 
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intelligent in the many lit-analysis essays I had to write for classes. I attribute part of that problem 

to my significant intellectual deficiencies, and part of it to dominant, unexamined assumptions 

within academia about the supposed value of “papers,” as they’re usually assigned, as tools for 

fostering or assessing real learning. “Mr. Godsey,” a professor once wryly said at my desk while 

returning graded work during a Brit lit class, “it’s a shame you can’t write as well for this class as 

you can for the school newspaper.” Ooooooohhhhh—burn! Guffaws. Hardy har har. Because my 

kooky inability to conform was obviously the problem. 

I started reporting sports for the Mesabi Daily News in December 1993, a few months 

before graduating UMD for the first time. I was 22, petulant, unjustifiably arrogant, and clueless 

to the dues-paying opportunity I’d been given. I wanted to be a writer, not a reporter, and my 

contempt for the work my position required was obvious and deep. I couldn’t have cared less 

about rubbish like making sure we had the Virginia boys basketball score by deadline. I never felt 

entitled to information or driven to grab and publish it before someone else did. I wanted to write 

long, insightful, poetic features, not pointless game recaps full of interchangeable quotes and 

facts. The moment a veteran Associated Press reporter shoved me out of the way so he could 

badger a 15-year-old Mountain Iron-Buhl basketball player about some very important aspect of a 

1994 state-tournament game at Williams Arena, I knew I didn't want to become a journalist who 

believes, like many I've known seem to believe, in the self-serving story that says carrying a 

notebook justifies treating fellow human beings as fodder who should feel grateful for the 

attention. 

I quit the job in July 1994 without having a next one, moved back to Duluth with all my 

stuff in an ‘89 Ford F150 I may miss till I die, had no idea what to do after a few weeks, moved 

back to Mom and Dad’s place in Rochester for a couple months, had no idea what to do from the 

moment I got there, and somehow got a public relations job I was wholly wrong for in Duluth. 

Participating in commerce might be the only pursuit I could care less about than reporting daily 
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sports news, and I didn’t last in the PR job very long before I was back at UMD, in the English 

M.A. program. It was fall 1995. I still had no idea what to do. I still don’t. 

During grad school I wrote a lot for classes and as much as I could for UMD’s sports 

information office and whoever else would pay me a little bit. I did some really nice work for the 

Twin Ports Bowler. I behaved quite badly when English Prof. Roger Lips had the temerity to fill 

my 20-page essay on Jon Hassler’s Staggerford with challenging comments that must have taken 

forever to write and ultimately helped me get the piece published in the North Dakota Quarterly. 

I didn’t thank him until after I’d been teaching for a while and realized how much time and effort 

he’d spent and how much of an asshole I had been in response. After graduating without a clue 

(again), I moved to the Twin Cities, couch-surfed till foolishly shacking up with a kind woman I 

was very mean to, worked a reporting and editing job on the website for WCCO TV and Radio 

for a few months before taking a pay cut to do the same job at KBJR in Duluth, and in just over a 

year after that, in fall 2000, took my first full-time UMD teaching job. 

All of which is to show that by the time I was almost 30 I’d lucked into a lot of generous 

chances for building credible writing contacts, experiences, and examples. And none of which 

shows, because I don’t have the writing chops to illustrate absence, how little initiative I took or 

work I did to become what I thought I wanted to be. I changed some of that in my 30s. 

I wrote a lot of feature articles, music reviews, and random other stuff for the Ripsaw 

News in the early 2000s, partially in a vain attempt to assuage self-castigation about time I'd 

wasted in my 20s, and partially with the intention of building a portfolio I could use to bill myself 

for future jobs beyond Duluth. Then I started writing regularly for mnartists.org and (as my 

previous patterns of thought and behavior might suggest) completely missed how huge of an 

opportunity it was. In 2004 my wife and I moved to Minneapolis for her job. I put together an OK 

writing portfolio, resumé, and cover letter, sent it to 15 or 20 Twin Cities publications, sat back 

and waited for the deluge of work my brilliant clips were sure to command, and learned, with 
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gradual, sickening clarity, that while I could probably become decent at the writing part of being 

a freelance magazine and website writer, I have no interest in or talent for the non-writing aspects 

of it that require entrepreneurial foresight and drive. I know how to work very hard. I don’t want 

or know how to do that form of very hard work. Turns out I wanted to be the type of freelance 

writer who makes a sustainable salary without having to compromise or scrap. I might have been 

able to get that good, but the magical thinking required for believing I could reach that place as 

quickly as I thought it would happen is so embarrassing I’m blushing and feeling sick to my 

stomach while typing about it. I felt entitled to a lot I hadn’t earned. 

I kept trying for a few more years, even after knowing I’ll most likely never be interested 

in writing work that forces me to adjust what I want to say or how I want to say it. If I publish 

something that’s stupid or wrong or hurtful, I want to know and be able to say the decisions 

behind it were mine. Adam Guggemos let me do exactly that for a couple years in a Transistor 

column called "Beginner's Mind." That work and this little piece you’re reading prove I should 

ask for more editing and I’m often not that good at writing. I write for Perfect Duluth Day 

because Paul Lundgren is one of like three people whose feedback I choose to accept without 

feeling superior and getting snippy in response. He and I don’t always agree, but when we 

disagree I’m usually wrong, and I never feel like he’s trying to coerce me or my words into 

saying something I find ethically, factually, or aesthetically objectionable. Among editors at Twin 

Cities publications I've written for, only one person at the Rake and a few at City Pages left me 

feeling the same way. 

A Duluth News Tribune editor once offered me a position writing arts and entertainment 

news then rescinded the offer a month later (for wise reasons, only partially related to my writing 

limitations, that helped the paper and me dodge each other as bullets). A piece of copy I wrote as 

part of what could have been a long-term Essentia Health web-content gig was so deeply bad in 

some way that the person who hired then fired me couldn’t even find words, during a phone 
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conversation, to describe how intensely my effort had disappointed and, it seemed, actually 

offended them. Editors at Minnesota Monthly, Mpls. St. Paul Magazine, and the Rake told me 

they thought I was talking down to them in response to their comments on my drafts. I totally 

was. Only folks at the Rake kept responding to my e-mail pitches after those exchanges. I still 

believe I was right and they were wrong regarding 90 percent of what they asked or forced me to 

change. I still believe they just didn’t get it. They’re also much more skilled and successful as 

writers (of a sort I’m not interested in being) and editors than I’ll ever be. 

I can smith the shit out of some words if given the opportunity. I have fun doing it. I 

spend foolish amounts of time on overwrought Facebook posts that aren’t nearly as clever or 

insightful as I believe they are. The first two chapters of my Ed.D. dissertation are due by late 

August. I hope to have an academic job that requires publishing. I won’t stop writing any time 

soon. 

I also no longer want to be a writer, partially because I don’t think I can, and partially 

because I totally think I can, but the type of writer I think I can be would never go around saying 

that's what they are. 
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Surly Knard 41 | September 10, 2016 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2016/09/10/surly-knard-41/ 

 
Respones to a piece I posted here a while ago suggest at least a few Perfect Duluth Day 

Saturday Essay readers ride bicycles somewhat “seriously.” Makes sense, I suppose; long cycling 

sojourns, solo or with accomplices, can foster a deep contemplation similar to one spending time 

with prose can evoke. It’s also true that riding bikes and reading words can both be nothing more 

than hardcore reality avoidance posing as time spent admirably. We all have our drugs, don’t 

we?—mostly ones we tell ourselves aren’t drugs so we can believe we’re better human beings 

than folks who used to hang out in front of Last Place on Earth.   

But whatever. That’s not what this essay is about.  

I ride a lot, slowly and clumsily (like a middle-aged oaf whose formative fitness years 

were spent playing tight end and fearing exercise-induced pain), mostly alone, and with intentions 

driven by equal desires to sit with and avoid my general mental state. Since 2002 I’ve owned a lot 

of different mountain, road, and commuting bicycles. After thousands of hours spent poring over 

Sheldon Brown’s website and mtbr.com forums, tinkering in my back-yard shed, and pestering 

real mechanics—just mercilessly badgering them with, “How does this work?” and “How do I 

put this back together?” and “Hey, can I come down and interrupt what you’re working on, ask a 

bunch of dumb quesitons, borrow some tools, and inevitably force you to stop what you’re doing 

and help me?”—I know enough to credibly build and maintain my own bikes. Sometimes I fix 

friends’ bikes, if they have low expectations. I go through nerdy periods of constantly trying to 

figure out the “best” way to set up a certain bike for certain purpose, which means I’ve 

researched, bought, installed, un-installed, broken, replaced, and perseverated on hundreds of 

components ranging from whole frames to 5mm bolts. 

But even that’s not what this essay is about. 
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What this essay—which isn’t really an essay at all, but more of a product review—is 

truly about is a bicycle tire called the Surly Knard 41, which I started using, after a couple-three 

years of curiosity, last spring. According to surlybikes.com, the Knard 41 features, “closely 

spaced knobs, an effective tread for going fast over varied terrain.” The site also says, “We chose 

41mm because it’s meaty enough to conform to the ground surface, absorb irregularities and 

provide a decent sized contact patch.” 

Most of that probably means nothing to you, which is okay. You don’t need to 

understand any of it, and it actually means very little to anyone, even folks like me, to whom it 

means almost everything. Same with this stuff: in May I mounted a pair of 120tpi 700c x 41mm 

Knards on Bontrager Duster rims laced to Shimano Deore disc hubs with black DT Swiss 

Champion 14-gauge spokes; it’s been a sweet wheelset for going monstercross with a large, fully 

rigid, Chum Bucket Red Karate Monkey running 1x9 Microshift bar-ends with the cables tucked 

under black gel cork on a Salsa Bell Lap drop bar. 

I’m still getting to know the Knard 41’s nuance and personality, but here’s the most basic 

thing I can say after riding them on mostly pavement but also a fair amount of gravel and newish 

Duluth singletrack two or three times a week for a few months: they roll really smoothly and 

assuage existential torment at pretty much any speed, on any terrain, amid any manifestation of 

befuddled horror about whether so many decisions since age 19 really do comprise an epic 

mistake that justifies feeling constantly regretful about the past and embarrassed about not being 

able to figure out how to live in the moment or approach the future.  

On gravel—which is what a lot of folks will buy these tires for—the Knard somehow 

manages to feel both sprightly and stable, possibly because at 55 psi +/-, even for a guy who 

weighs about 220 and struggles to find and observe a personal sense of authenticity and style 

without becoming tediously affected or needlessly rigid—who wants to figure out how to just be 

instead of constantly feeling so narcissistically, prohibitively, crushingly self-conscious about the 
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weirdness of figuring out what existence means—the well-spaced knobs laid across a slightly flat 

profile dance over and among bits of class 5 without getting pushed or bounced around or diving 

off into frustration about the rigidity of dominant-culture epistemology and how it dismisses 

indigenous traditions of what and whose knowledge is valuable. The tires can also do some 

pushing of their own when necessary.  

Some other wider CX-type tires ride sluggish on pavement or while starting to feel 

slightly ill about binge-listening to Serial because it uses Hae Min Lee’s murdered, buried 

body—as so many broken women’s bodies are detached from their human dignity and value and 

used—as twee entertainment and suggests Adnan Sayed has charmed and fooled as many people 

as most men who use violence against women are constantly charming and fooling. Not so with 

the Knard 41, which manages to feel fast on both smoothly paved rural-road shoulders (because 

of how those rows of square knobs are arranged to provide very little rolling resistance or moral 

angst) and beat-up city streets (because of the vibration-dampening air volume and self-

congratulating equivocation those 41 millimeters of width allow). My guess is they might feel 

faster but a bit less forgiving with more air or liberal smugness, and slightly slower but more 

plush with less air or magical thinking.  

I’ve read reviews that say the Knard 41 feels sketchy—tends to slide out in sharp corners 

while pondering normative white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence at relatively 

high speed—on singletrack. That hasn’t happened for me. Although I’m a relatively slow rider I 

do like to hammer occasionally, and I’ve found the Knard 41 to be really fun for trying to resolve 

tensions born from defending hip-hop culture against racist attacks couched by imperious white, 

liberal intellectuals in terms of supposedly concrete, objective moral and artistic “standards” 

while also acknowledging rap music’s undeniably misogynistic and homophobic patterns up and 

down Duluth’s Lester-Amity trails, even when they’re a bit dusty after a week or two of dry days.  
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Here’s a hypothetical: Let’s say you really wish you’d have taken time to send Jim 

Northrup a letter after reading the MPR story about his impending death from cancer; maybe 

you’d found his mailing address in Sawyer and had been writing a short note to him, in your 

head, that said something like, “Dear Mr. Northrup: You have mentored me without knowing it 

since October 1991, when you spoke in Lola Hill’s Fall Semester section of Introduction to 

American Indian Studies at UMD. As a 19-year-old white boy I found more truth in your 

presence and words than I had ever found while watching and listening to teachers, preachers, or 

any other adults, who always seemed much more interested in asserting authority coercively than 

in being honest and treating young people as fellow human beings. I have wanted to tell you these 

and many other things for a long time. I am 45 now. I have started many letters like this one. I 

always stop because I have no idea how to choose and arrange words so they show what I mean 

and want to say instead of talking around it. We have never met and most likely never will. I 

think about you often and always will. Miigwech bizandawiyeg. Travel safely. Chris.” My 

experience suggests that in a situation like that, the Knard 41 would track really well without 

feeling tough to turn. 

Overall, the Knard 41 is just a great multi-terrain tire for riding as intense or as casual as 

anyone’s skills or inherently distorted human ability for perceiving “reality” leads them to be 

interested in. It’s neither the fastest nor the fattest, but if you’re seeking transcendence, a decent 

tire for doing a little bit of everything well, or questions for interrogating the supposed answers, I 

wholeheartedly recommend it.  
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Message To a Well-Meaning White Boy Who In Some Ways Reminds Me of Me | 
November 12, 2106 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2016/11/12/message-white-boy-ways-reminds/ 
 
Dear Russell: 

I want to tell you some things that might not make sense. I wish an adult would have seen 

me clearly enough to know I needed to hear some similar things when I was 18. Do you know 

what I mean when I invoke the impact of being seen?  

You’re a sharp kid. Like a lot of sharp kids, especially ones in their first semester of 

college, you know both way more and way less than you realize. I was the same way. So was—so 

is—every other adult, including every other teacher, you’ve known and will know.  

You should accept nothing from us as truth before vetting it against your own inquiry. 

We do probably know more than you and your peers know about some things. We also tend to 

indoctrinate young people instead of helping them become autonomous thinkers. Please heed 

Walt Whitman and “re-examine all you have been told in school or church or in any book, and 

dismiss whatever insults your own soul.” 

By “inquiry” I mean deep, active curiosity that includes interrogating your own thinking 

at least as much as you interrogate the thinking of people you disagree with or believe are stupid. 

It’s very hard work. It’s not just navel-gazing. You will find few examples of how to do it well. 

Even after doing it for years—after it has helped you learn to discern valid insight from self-

serving magical thinking—it will lead you to many inaccurate conclusions because all perception 

is distorted and opinions can definitely be wrong.  

You are and will be wrong a lot. That’s true of everyone, but I’m most interested in 

calling it out among straight, white, masculine guys because so much of what we’re taught about 

ourselves—especially the fundamental assumption that we’re usually right and seldom need to 

wonder if we might be wrong—creates so many serious problems for people we say we care 
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about yet treat dismissively. Very often, we simply take each other more seriously than we take 

people we deem to be unlike us.  

This all relates to the short Donald Trump conversation we had before class Wednesday 

morning. You asked if I agree with liberals and progressives who say all Trump voters, including 

you, are racists or misogynists. I don’t. I see no wisdom in labeling what people supposedly are. I 

see a lot of wisdom in clearly naming what we do and its effects, and I believe supporting or 

failing to oppose Trump supports racism, misogyny, and a lot of other oppressive beliefs and 

behaviors. For a long time, Trump has intentionally used white supremacy and patriarchy to incite 

violence and build support. He subtly yet clearly encourages supporters to use violence against 

women and people of color in his name. Advocating for him or trying to ignore what he does 

amounts to advocating for those beliefs and behaviors even if you don’t agree with them.  

Do you know of Desmond Tutu? He’s an imperfect and badass Anglican bishop from 

South Africa. He once said, “If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side 

of the oppressor.” I agree. I can’t remember ever not agreeing, but I can remember many times 

when I’ve chosen an oppressor’s side. The memories feel difficult to bear, but not as difficult as 

they must be for the folks whose sides I could have taken but didn’t. 

Do you know what I mean when I invoke the power of being seen?  

At a Friday-night party during my first year of college, my best friend Greg and I 

watched an older guy shave the eybrows off a white girl who was passed-out drunk, then use a 

Sharpie to draw all kinds of stuff on her face. She couldn’t have been more vulnerable. We 

weren’t laughing along with the other folks the guy was trying to entertain, but we kept ourselves 

safe and comfortable instead of being buzzkills and telling him to stop. By not choosing her side 

we chose his side, and we drove home in ashamed silence.  

We saw her at breakfast the next morning. Have you ever seen someone with no 

eyebrows? Or someone whose very white skin has been rubbed into scabs by trying to remove a 
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permanent-marker drawing of two huge dicks—one on each cheek—pointed at her mouth and “I 

am a drunk whore” scrawled across her forehead?  

“I heard you guys saw what Dale did to me last night,” she said, arms crossed, voice 

quavering, gaze steady through red, watery eyes. “Why didn’t you try to stop him? You guys 

used to seem so nice.”  

Greg and I had nothing. We just stood there with her glaring at us and furious, 

heartbroken, trying not to cry. We felt indescribably awful, and I promise we still can’t 

comprehend how much worse, and how alone, she felt. I know a lot of people who are feeling 

their own versions of fury, heartbreak, and isolation after watching so many people who could 

have stood up to Trump choose to support him. Many people actively chose the side of an 

oppressor who has not pretended to be anything other than an oppressor. Many more people 

passively made the same choice. 

I have so many memories of times in which I knew what was just and failed to do it 

because I was afraid, embarrassed, or just lazy. I’ll spend the rest of my life making amends for 

those times. You can generate fewer of them of you choose to be on the just side.  

You will also, sometimes, have to make sense of situations in which no side seems as just 

as you want it to be. I felt incredibly moved by voting for the first woman who had a real shot at 

becoming president of the United States. I have no doubt vicious misogyny is what kept her from 

getting elected to do a job she’s way more qualified for than Trump or almost anyone else is. And 

I am clear-eyed about the injustices I knew (and didn’t know) I was supporting by voting for her. 

I’m not talking about emails. I’m saying I and everyone else who supports Barack Obama and 

voted for Hillary Clinton has to admit we are and would have remained complicit in drone strikes 

that murder children and other brown, Muslim people who have nothing to do with terrorism. 

We’re complicit in financial, environmental, and educational policies that maintain a U.S. 

tradition of attempting to exterminate indigenous people, languages, and cultures. We benefit 
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from many situations of injustice in which, because of expedience, arrogance, or apathy, we 

actively or passively side with oppressors. Jill Stein and Gary Johnson voters have similar 

accounts to settle. So do people who chose not to vote. 

Whether it’s in a national election or a social scene, none of us can avoid complicity but 

we can all try as hard as possible to be on the side of justice. I’m not interested in feeling morally 

superior to anyone who makes what I believe are oppressive choices. I don’t feel smarter than 

anyone who voted for Trump. I’m also past the point of valuing comfort over alliance with people 

who are more vulnerable to oppression than you are or I am. The statement Bernie Sanders 

released after the election mirrors my intentions toward Trump, his supporters, and every other 

person I know who paractices and supports oppression. It says, “To the degree that Mr. Trump is 

serious about pursuing policies that improve the lives of working families in this country, I and 

other progressives are prepared to work with him. To the degree that he pursues racist, sexist, 

xenophobic and anti-environment policies, we will vigorously oppose him.” 

That’s all I’ve got for now. It should give you some things to think about. Thanks for 

your time and attention. Please let me know if you have any questions.  

See you Monday morning. 

Chris 
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No Education in Your Violence | February 11, 2017 
 
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2017/02/11/no-education-violence/ 

 
In June 2010 I started working with men who have been arrested for using violence 

against women. (That’s when I also started never shutting up about working with men who use 

violence or what the work has taught me.) By “working with” I mean co-facilitating critical-

dialogue groups in a feminist program designed to foster social change by helping men who hurt 

women figure out why they believe in doing it and how to stop. A month into having htose 

conversations I’d reached two conclusions: 1. since high school I’ve used a lot of violence against 

girls and women in relationships; 2. many well-accepted teaching norms are just forms of 

dominance that teachers use to enforce student compliance regardless of whether it actually 

fosters or shows learning.  

Visit a men’s group sometime then go hang out with a bunch of teachers commiserating 

over coffee or beers. Listen to how each group talks about the dominance they’re entitled to, the 

compliance they’re owed, and the character deficiencies they perceive in women and students 

who won’t comply: 

 

What — am I just supposed to let myself get taken advantage of?  

Should I just let them get away with it? I don’t think so.  

I think we’ve earned the right to some deference in these matters.  

I’m right. They’re wrong.   

They want us to be in charge, and I’ve heard some of them say so.  

Every time I let them make their own choices they just ask me what they should 

do.  

Some of them just won’t ever get it no matter how many times I sit them down, 

clearly explain it, and make them repeat it back to me.  
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Maybe if I _____ I can get them to _____.  

What’s wrong with them? Why do they have to make it so hard?  

It’s their sense of entitlement that really pisses me off.  

They just want everything handed to them.  

I worked for what I have; why should they get to expect anything different?  

There was a time when everyone knew their roles. 

It’s tough to take them seriously when what they believe is so stupid.  

They know exactly how to push my buttons. 

Not to stereotype, but why do they all _____?  

This whole place is set up to coddle them, and I’m sick of it.  

They just want to turn the tables.  

Why can’t they just do what I tell them to do?  

I know more about what’s good for them than they do.  

I shouldn’t have to tell them; they should just know.  

It’s not my fault if they don’t know how to work hard.  

It’s not my fault if they’re just not smart.  

It’s not my fault if they’re lazy.  

It’s not my fault if they have no common sense.  

 

I’ve never aspired to dominance (which means I’ve been a passively dominant asshole 

many more times than I’ll live long enough to make amends for). I’m uninterested in trying to 

come across as the hip, cool, laid-back teacher-dude who’s really just your bud (because let’s not 

be coy about institutional-power hierarchies in classrooms, shall we?) but I’m repulsed by the 

ideas of expecting deference, figuring out how to put “my” students in their place, and doing 

anything else that emphasizes compliance over learning. The older I get the more similarities I 
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see between performances of Teacher Who Takes No Slack or Professor Who Demands Respect 

(especially among men) and Taylor Mali’s kind-of famous “What Teachers Make” routine. 

That routine. Good grief. I just . . . . I mean I . . . .  

Listen, I know some of you like Mali’s schtick enough not to see it as schtick. I know a 

lot of teachers feel inspired by it. On Facebook I occasionally see parents or students share it as a 

declaration of solidarity with and appreciation for teachers. It’s quite possible my perception of it 

is way off.  

But I have trouble expressing how much I hate it. I feel Madeline Kahn-as-Mrs.-White-

in-Clue levels of apoplectic contempt for it. I feel really really creeped out by and dismissive of 

and judgmental toward what it says and how it sounds, partially because versions of that guy 

show up in men’s group very often. And partially because I used to believe my own versions of 

what Mali brays about during his little monologue.  

I used to bully students while telling myself I was giving them opportunities they ought 

to thank me for. Teachers at all levels do that a lot. We do a lot of compassionate, kind, patient 

stuff, too. But we push vulnerable people around more than we admit, then we help each other 

justify doing it.  

In the September 2004 Ripsaw News I wrote a piece about an instance in which I’d just 

absolutely browbeat a whole class of students, except at the time I thought it was about how I’d 

justifiably shown “tough love” to them. For a couple-three years after it came out I direclty and 

indirectly heard how much some other teachers in the area identified with what I’d written. In fall 

2005 (or maybe 2006?) I taught one semester of first-year English at UWS, and early in the 

semester a couple professors whose offices were down the hall from the one where I had a desk 

popped their heads in to say something that amounted to, “You’re the guy who wrote that Ripsaw 

piece about students who don’t want to think for themselves! We love it! We have it taped to our 

doors so lazy students can read it!” 
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I didn’t mean for it to be about “lazy students.” (As an adult who spent junior high and 

high school being told I was lazy by adults who had no interest in seeing what I actually was, I’ve 

never been super fond of that term and the breathtaking sense of superiority it depends on.) I 

meant for it to be about bullshit academic norms, including teachers’ imperiousness, that put 

students in impossible positions they get blamed for. I’d been questioning dominance-and-

compliance-based teaching norms for a while, but I wasn’t real good at seeing how I enacted 

them. I hadn’t meant to badmouth students but I did. (I also had a couple students thank me for 

noticing some difficult aspects of how they have to deal with teachers, so I must have conveyed at 

least a bit of what I was trying to say.) 

Some of the intentions and beliefs underlying what the piece says and my decision to 

write it are identical to my current beliefs about teachers and teaching. Some are so different that 

when I re-read the piece a couple nights ago I felt simultaneously grateful (for having changed in 

ways I consider evolution and progress) and embarrased (for having so completely missed so 

much of my own wackness).  

Here’s the whole piece, as it ran:  

 

Ten minutes after I kicked all 27 students out of a UMD freshman composition 

class last October, one of them sent me an e-mail that basicallly said this:   

We pay a lot of money to go to school here, and we deserve 

better than to have you waste a whole class period like you just 

did. Even though none us had done the homework, we could 

have worked really hard today. 

He’s a smart kid, erudite beyond his age and pleasantly rebellious. He’d 

stated his case tactfully, firmly, in writing sharper than what I often receive from 

colleagues. The only surprising aspect of his message was how he completely 
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missed the point of being booted. 

  I kicked him and his classmates out not only because they hadn’t done 

their homework, but because of why they’d avoided it. The assignment required 

confrontation of questions without answers. It seemed impossible. So they did 

what many students have been conditioned to do: hoped the teacher would tell 

them what to think and say.  

Students too lazy or frightened to think for themselves crack my 

patience, but their impulses, even the apathetic ones, make sense. Academia is a 

game of shifting, conflicting expectations; students must become masters at 

negotiating arbitrary notions of academic “success.” Pandering to a teacher’s 

desires is usually easier and much more comfortable than risking criticism and a 

low grade by taking intiative. And only rarely are students taught how to think, 

instead of how to repeat facts or adhere to a particular teacher’s doctrine. They 

wind up learning how to pass classes, not how to be active, thoughtful human 

beings. 

Many teachers maintain comfort and self-confidence by avoiding 

ambiguity. Instead of fostering intellectual confidence, and instead of welcoming 

the question “Why?” and its unpredictable challenges, such teachers produce 

students who ask only, “What should I do? What will get me a good grade? What 

do you want?” They fail by doling out falsely definitive answers, when integrity 

and courage require them to challenge students: “What do you think you should 

do? High grades are worthless without knowledge. What I want is irrelevant.”  

Students who seek the shortest distance between points Q and A—or 

who go blank when confronted with questions that beget more questions--are 

prominent and troubling, but again, they’re only doing what they’ve been taught: 
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follow the rules and get “good grades,” and your job will be complete; don’t 

investigate beyond requirements; fulfill obligaitons, regardless of whether the 

“Why?” behind them makes sense.  

Their misplaced college priority—a lucrative degree in minimal time and 

without ostensibly irrelevant work—reflects a culture that favors an illusion of 

simplicity over the acknowledgment of complexity. Instead of learning to value 

and apply broad knowledge, our students are conditioned to develop and assert a 

sense of entitlement. My student’s e-mail echoed a common demand: “You work 

for us. Give us what we paid for.” 

To which I always respond: “My job is to challenge you, not to keep you 

comfortable. This is your education. Do you want to control it, or are you cool 

with it controlling you?”  

I’d asked my students to paraphrase a Spin review of Radiohead’s Hail to 

the Thief (rephrasing others’ ideas accurately is a skill with value far beyond 

freshman comp). The review’s challenging vocabulary and esoteric pop culture 

references immediately crushed them. “We can’t do this,” they wailed in various 

ways. “How can we paraphrase stuff we can’t even understand?” 

It was dense writing. I’d had to read it four or five times, with 

dictionary.com and Google at hand, to grasp its most challenging passages. 

That’s why I chose it. I wanted to illustrate the difference between “can’t 

understand” and “don’t understand.” I wanted them to experience the process and 

rewards of deciphering difficult writing instead of simply reading past it. And I 

hoped they would learn that only time and experience, not innate ability, separate 

them from instructors and professors, whose intellectual superiority is an 

imposing myth (and too often perpetuated by the people whose egos it stokes).  
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We decided that they’d study the review, then come to the next class 

prepared for deep discussion. But when class time came, they sat mute, and not 

one hand went up when I asked who had actually read the review. So five 

minutes into class, I told them to beat it, and not to come back till they were 

ready uphold their end of the arrangement. 

Every semester I have honors students who can’t connect academic facts 

to life outside the collegiate womb. I also have kids defined—by themselves and 

accepted academic standards—as slackers, but who write skillful essays and 

express agile thoughts because knowledge interests them more than grades. 

Mostly, and most sadly, I have a big glob of gray matter too insecure to even 

consider independent thought. 

 My 27 comp students wanted simple directions for a challenging 

assignment. Such directions didn’t exist, but I could have spouted a mindless 

rubric disguised as teaching. I could do that in every class—just tell students 

what to write. Comfort like that tempts me every day. 

 But I prefer to rail against lazy, conditioned priorities. My students get 

angry—“Just tell us what you want!”—but they also make decisions instead of 

mindlessly co-opting answers. If worthless conformity is the alternative, I’ll keep 

pissing them off, and I’ll always tell them exactly why I’m doing it.   

Ugh. That essay. Good grief. I just . . . . I mean I . . . .  

I meant it all when I wrote it. I remember where I was coming from and who I was trying 

to connect with. I know how hard that version of me was trying to be different from the teachers 

who’d dismissed and him. His intentions were admirable. He had a lot to learn.  
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Chimook Reporter | March 18, 2017 
 
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2017/03/18/chimook-reporter/ 
 

“You don’t know me,” I quavered, barely not crying, bereft of words for explaining who 

the hell I thought I was to show up in that place, at that time, wanting to ask those questions. “If 

you knew me you’d know that . . . it’s just that . . . I mean I . . . . I just wish you knew me, 

because if you did . . . .” 

The Fond du Lac Ojibwe School Principal sat behind his desk. I think I can remember his 

first name; later I may try hard to remember or find both first and last, but even if I knew them 

now I wouldn’t type them here. I’m not trying to call him out. I’m trying to express gratitude and 

admiration toward him and his vice-principal—at least I think that’s what her position was.  

She and I sat a few feet from each other at the front side of his desk. They’d squared their 

shoulders on me. Their steady gazes and admonishment and demands for explanation felt hard. I 

remember some parts of the situation clearly, especially how trembly-sick and shaken I felt. And 

alone. I recall others vaguely if at all: how long I was there; whether I said anything intelligible; 

whether I’d ever felt so self-conscious about being in any place. I was 34 in that moment. I’m 46 

now, and I expect my brain to misremember some details from then. I also trust it not to protect 

me in such situations.  

I forget that exact date, but I know it was March twentysomething 2005. A Christian 

Science Monitor (CSM) editor had sent me to the school—just like she’d sent freelance reporters 

to a few other Indian schools—to ask folks how they were feeling about 16-year-old Jeff Wiese 

killing seven people and injuring five on March 21 at Red Lake Senior High School on the Red 

Lake Indian Reservation. (Before heading to the school Wiese had shot and killed his grandfather 

and his grandfather’s girlfriend. After police officers responding to the incident shot Wiese twice, 

he killed himself.)  
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On March 23, CSM had published a 1,200-word story headlined, “School shooting: 

familiar echoes, new concerns.” After briefly mentioning superficial similarities among Wiese 

and 1999 Littleton, CO, Columbine High School killers Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, it focuses 

much of its content on “specific challenges facing many people—and particularly adolescents—

on Indian reservations.”   

“Because of its setting,” the piece (which was co-written by three CSM reporters) says 

about halfway through, “the shooting is almost certain to call attention to some problems specific 

to Indian Reservations. While incidents from Columbine to Jonesboro, Ark., demonstrate that 

school shootings can happen anywhere, sociologists have been concerned for years about 

violence among some native American teenagers, and their high rates of suicide and substance 

abuse.”  

It references statistics about prevalence of fetal alcohol syndrome, low graduation rates, 

family trauma, lack of access to mental-health care, violence use and survival, substance abuse, 

and suicide among Indian kids.  

It quotes University of Minnesota Center for Advanced Studies in Child Welfare 

Professor Esther Wattenberg, who had been studying adolescents on the Leech Lake Reservation, 

not far from Red Lake: “There are certain ways in which traumatic events in the life of a child are 

very intense for children on reservations.”  

It says, “Indian leaders, however, were quick to distance the incident from specific native 

American issues, and to say it shocks them as much Columbine and other school shootings 

shocked the local communities. ‘The scary thing about this is it could happen anywhere,’ says 

Tuleah Palmer, director of the Boys and Girls Club in Leech Lake. ‘Red Lake was an 

extraordinarily secure school.’”  

 It quotes David Beaulieau, who at that time was president of the National Indian 

Education Association and is now Ruth A. Myers Endowed Chair in American Indian Education 
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at UMD: “They're doing a lot very well in Red Lake. When I visited [Red Lake] recently, I really 

sensed a strong network of support.” 

The principal, I would soon learn, had a printed copy of that article on his desk. 

I was living in Minneapolis, trying to establish myself as a Real Freelance Writer (which 

did not go well). The CSM editor had initially offered the Fond du Lac assignment to a friend of 

mine who couldn’t take it and recommended me. I felt grateful and excited. The editor said she 

wanted stories that would help readers from outside Indian Country understand how hard life, 

especially for kids, and especially on reservations, can be like within it. She probably said 

something, in careful language, about wanting details about specific challenges Indian kids face, 

how those challenges defined Jeff Wiese’s tough life before March 21, and how they define many 

Indian childhoods. I’m sure she suggested I get ideas from the CSM piece quoted above (which 

does what a lot of dominant-culture reporting about Native folks does: trafficks in paternalistic 

hardscrabble-life porn that tells the same, tired single story and gets most of it wrong). I don’t 

remember if I had concerns about any of that. Maybe a few. None that led me to consider 

rejecting the offer. I’m sure I headed to Cloquet intent on doing the job she’d hired me to do. If 

given the same opportunity today I’d decline it or ask if I could approach it differently from what 

she was seeking.  

I’m not indigenous. I claim no special understanding of indigeneity or what it means and 

feels like. Based in significant part on the experience I’m attempting and will fail to convey the 

impact of, I’ve tried to learn as much as I can; that process tells me I had no business showing up 

in that place, at that time, wanting to ask those questions. I tried to be as respectful as I knew how 

to be. I was utterly unequipped to be respectful in ways the situation or setting demanded. I had 

no idea what I didn’t know.  

 I can’t remember if I called or emailed the principal to set up what I thought was going 

to be a few hours of interviews with him and Fond du Lac Ojibwe School teachers, staff 
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members, students, and maybe parents. I have no recollection of the drive, walking into the 

building, or being introduced to anyone. I don’t know how the conversation started. I know that 

eventually he and the woman a few feet away were laying into me and I was feeling a 

destabilizing form of discomfort I’d never felt before. My only experiences of it since then have 

been self-imposed. Nothing about me or my intentions mattered. No one was trying to protect me. 

They weren’t being unfair, just unsparing in expressing how deeply they disliked reporting the 

CSM had done about Indian people in the March 23 Red Lake piece and other articles. There was 

absolutely no way, they said, I was going talk to any kid in their care if the kid’s stories would 

become part of reporting designed to perpetuate the dominant culture’s existing single story about 

that kid and his future and his past and his people.  

“You think these kids need to have another person coming around here asking them about 

how rough their lives are?” the principal admonished. “You think they need another story about 

how dangerous and sad and depressing their lives supposedly are? Those are the only stories they 

ever hear about themselves from publications like this one you’re working for!” The woman said 

some similar things. I want to remember it all and I don’t.  

They were working incredibly hard to protect the school’s kids and help me comprehend 

a wisp of things they knew I will never understand. I can’t imagine what the days after that 

shooting must have been like for them. Shit, I can’t imagine what the thousands of days before 

the shooting must have been like, trying to raise up Indian kids in a place where the dominant 

culture tells Indian kids a single damaging story about who and what they are, if it acknowledges 

them at all. That might have been part of what they were trying to show me: that while I’d invited 

myself there to ask questions based on the assumption I understood some things, I actually and 

literally couldn’t imagine the implications of my presence or my questions or the ignorance and 

sense of entitlement on which it was all based. Very little of this paragraph says what I’m trying 
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to make it say. I hope some of those words transcend themselves and show what I want them to 

mean. 

The whole situation might have lasted a couple minutes or an hour. I honestly have no 

idea. I was rattled. Shook. Nervous about not doing the job I’d been sent to do. Tongue-tied while 

trying to say something like, “I’m sorry. I think I understand but I know I don’t.” I didn’t feel 

angry. I wasn’t scared. I just wished I knew what to say or do. I didn’t want absolution or 

approval. I wanted desperately for them to know my heart, and isn’t that just precious? 

I don’t remember exactly how the conversation ended. It’s possible they finished when 

they were good and ready then told me to leave. It’s possible I said, “OK. I don’t want to do this 

if you don’t want me to do it. I’ll tell the people who hired me I didn’t get the story. They may 

want to send someone else, but I won’t do it.”  

I was staying with friends in Duluth. On the drive to Cloquet I called the principal to ask 

if I could visit him the next day and ask him what people like me should be asking all the time, 

and not just after something unusually horrible happens. He said sure. He welcomed me warmly. 

We sat in an empty cafeteria. A cook fed us frybread. I’d never had it before. He said, “this stuff 

is killing my people.” I’d never heard that joke before. The frybread was so good.  

I remember us having what felt, to me at least, like a comfortable conversation. I honestly 

can’t remember what we talked about, but I do remember sending an email to the editor that told 

her what I’d encountered and included some quotes from my frybread session with the principal. 

She was more patient than I expected her to be. I expect a certain form of pushiness from 

“serious” editors and reporters. She hid hers well if she was feeling it. She paid me a generous fee 

for my time. She also made sure to let me know most of the other reporters got the story she was 

looking for. It was published March 29 of that year. It’s called “The two worlds of Native 

American teens.” 
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In Spring 1990 in Duluth, Honesty was Worth $75  | April 15, 017 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2017/04/15/spring-1990-duluth-honesty-worth-75/ 

 
I think we were having fun before a bunch of us hustled downstairs, somone hit the 

lights, and two or three self-appointed noise monitors started whisper-shouting for the rest of us 

to “SHHHHHH! You guys! GUYS! SHHHHHHH!” (Do the italics make it sound whispery in 

your head?) 

V was definitely there, but I can’t remember if Tom and E were, because I didn’t hang 

out with those guys as much as I wish I would have till sophomore year. I wish I’d have done a 

lot of things differently that first year.   

I could have moved into K section with Tom after winter break 1989, but for some reason 

I stayed in 219B Oakland with dudes who almost made me look normal, which says nothing 

positive about how any of us conducted ourselves. Brief examples:  

• I got home late (from diligently not studying) one weeknight to find one roommate at 

the kitchen table. “Would you like to explain why you spend more time with your friends 

in the dorms than with us?” he admonished. “We’re your roommates. You’re supposed to 

be here with us. Can I expect that to change?” I can’t remember what I said in response, 

but since I had no courage or confrontation-handling skills at 18 I promise it was more 

mealy-mouthed than the situation called for.  

• That roommate went to Play it Again Sports looking for a softball glove because he 

couldn’t find the one he was sure he’d brought from home. He found his own glove and 

bat, which had both cost a lot of money, on the shelf. Turns out another roommate had 

stolen the first roommate’s stuff and sold it to finance his … skull bong. First roommate 

let it slide, even though I stayed on punishment for having friends outside the apartment. 
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• For a while we all thought third roommate’s girlfriend was just staying overnight a lot. 

Then the cops showed up and told us she was 17 and her parents were looking for her. 

Then he just vanished for a while.  

Those guys have stories about me, too. Some worse than any I could tell about them. I 

made a lot of bad, embarrassing decisions that year. And the next year. Junior and senior years, 

too. Same with second senior year. But after graduating I finally got my head screwed on straight.  

Ha! No. No I didn’t.  

I’ve actually been thinking a lot lately about how my life would be different now—more 

productive and admirable—if I’d have done something different from trying to play Division II 

college football and be a university student. I was ill-prepared for approaching either role with 

any gratitude or grit; I actually knew that before I got there, but had no idea what to do about it, so 

I acted like I didn’t care and I tried to make jokes and I learned how to use music as an incredibly 

potent drug for numbing sadness, loneliness, and terror. I have no idea how I managed to 

graduate, and I’m not sure what good the whole process did.  

What if I’d have started at Rochester Community College or just worked for a year or 

two or gone into a trade? What if I’d have enlisted? I’m awed by people who serve. A friend’s 

U.S. Air Force commissioning ceremony in 1994 is still one of the most moving events I’ve ever 

experienced; I don’t cry at funerals, and I had trouble keeping it together at the induction. I’ve 

always cycled through periods of thinking a lot about military service, and I’ve been deep in 

those thoughts lately.  

Sometimes I think enlisting and going through basic training would have helped me 

develop a lot of what my brain was missing at 18 or 19—would have set me up to do the things 

that would have led to feeling better about myself at this point in my life than I do on a lot of 

days. Other times I’m amazed I survived the womb of college, and when I think about where my 

frontal lobe was at that time and the kind of trouble I’ve heard of 19-year-old recruits getting 
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themselves into, I’m certain I would have done a lot of the same stupid stuff in the Army or Navy 

I did in college. 

If I wasn’t courageous enough to do what I knew I should be doing instead of what I 

actually did most of the time in college, and if I just didn’t quite get how high some of the human 

and financial and experiential stakes were in college, I’m not sure I’d have done any better in the 

military. Maybe my impulsivity, self-destructive recklessness, lack of courage, and constant, 

defiant contempt for authority would have been quickly and effectively corrected. Maybe I’d 

have been sent home. 

But anyway, V and me and a bunch of other mostly freshmen boys and girls were in a 

prototypical Duluth college-rental basement—low pipes and joists; bluestone walls and concrete 

floor; pleasantly musty aroma becoming more pungent as the humidity rose—trying to avoid 

getting busted for underage drinking. It wasn’t super late and the party hadn’t been, like, a rager, 

but enough people had been there for long enough to fry one kitchen keg and make a good dent in 

another before the call of “Shit! Cops!” went up. What I mean to say is a fair number of us were 

drunk, and we knew we were breaking the law by participating in the activity that led us to that 

state. So some of us fled to the basement. 

Almost immediately after getting down there, and before someone at the top of the stairs 

switched off our lights, a bunch of us looked at each other like, “Wait. What the hell are we 

doing?” We weren’t drunk enough to think we had a chance of avoiding the attention of cops who 

busted a lot of college parties. None of us in this faction thought any Duluth cops would see a 

closed basement door and just think, “That door goes to the basement but it is closed. I doubt 

anyone is down in that basement. I don’t need to look for anyone in the basement.” I was part of 

this skeptical group.  

But another bunch among us expressed vigorous hope in our chances of avoiding 

detection, and they were not. kidding. around. about our plight and how to manage it. They 
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aggressively shushed either the people who were giggling and chatting or the people who had 

shushed the people who were giggling and chatting. (Seriously: the cacaphony of giggling and 

hissing rising to the top of the stairs must have sounded adorable to the cop who passed by the 

closed door a few times while managing the main floor scene.) They included a handful college-

jackass folklore practitioners—kids whose older cousins and siblings and permissive parents had 

schooled them in ancient, mystical arts including those for procuring weed and booze, smuggling 

alcohol into nearly any situation where it shouldn’t be, crafting a buzz, evading detection and 

punishment and, most relevant to our current situation, foiling breathalizers.  

One of those knowledge-holders had grabbed a jar of Jif on her way through the kitchen 

toward the basement stairs, and not long after the lights went out it was empty getting kicked 

around the floor, its contents shoveled with fingers into the now-stinking mouths of desperate 

boys and girls ardently following the folk practitioner’s advice about how long it takes peanut 

butter to work some kind of magic that renders a breathalyzer useless. Another wise one, a 

chemistry major, guided a few in stuffing their mouths full of pocket change because he told them 

some sort of tale about copper and alkalines and acids and zinc and saliva and the inner workings 

of a breathalyzer. Of their own volition, two dudes split a full tin of Copenhagen. I mean to say 

they ate it.  

I’m not speaking figuratively when I say I almost barfed while typing that last sentence. 

Almost all my college buddies chewed, but I never have. Check that: I did twice: 1. On a spring 

afternoon in eighth or ninth grade I swallowed a Skoal Bandit while shooting baskets, then 

sweated and barfed for the better part of 36 hours. It’s the only time I remember my mom and dad 

saying, “You seem to have been punished enough.” 2. Early in my senior year, I made an I-

wonder-if-the-burner-will-hurt-my-hand-this-time decision regarding some Red Man and wound 

up laying on a tangential friend’s living room floor, propping myself up occasionally to nibble 

saltines and sip ice water. Since then I’ve always gagged at the smell of any chewing tobacco. V 
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could open a tin across the living room in 8C Village Apartments, and even the faintest waft 

would just about double me over. I was also usually the one who spilled spitters in the same 

living room. 

Those basement geniuses did all that stupid shit with peanut butter and pennies and chew 

because they literally, sincerely, devotedly believed it would help them avoid getting a minor 

consumption ticket if one of those cops upstairs was Sherlock-like enough to check the basement.  

And eventually the door opened and the cop standing at the top of the stairs smiled and 

said, “You can come up now. We’ve processed everyone else. My partner and I will be at the 

front door and a couple other officers will be at the back door. You can leave etiher way. If you 

have an ID show it to us. If you’re 21 you’ll be free to go.”  

Another freshman and I went toward the front. Everyone under 21 was getting a minor-

consumption ticket. He and I were last in line. While still in the basement we’d listened to a kid 

in the living room berate multiple cops who were trying to give him a ticket. “Dude,” one of the 

kids buddies had counseled, “just take the fucking ticket. It’s not the end of the world.”  

“Son, I’d advise you to listen to your friend,” a cop had said. A few other of the kid’s 

peers tried to calm him down. 

“Fuck. That.” the kid had screamed. “I am PRE-LAW, and I have a 3.9 GPA, and you are 

NOT giving me a ticket, do you understand!”  

It went on for a while. We later learned they took him to detox. 

We’d also watched 15 or 20 folks slur and seaweed their way through not-very-

convincing claims of only having one beer, if any. It was embarrassing. We agreed we’d just tell 

the truth. Then it was our turn.   

“What’s your name?” 

“Chris Godsey. Chris with a C-H. G-O-D-S-E-Y.”  

“Have you been drinking tonight, Chris?” 
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“Yes I have.”  

“How much would you say you’ve had to drink?” 

“Oh, jeez. I mean . . . I lost count after seven or eight.”  

[Looks up from notebook. Very faintly smiles kindly.] “Seven or eight?”  

“Yeah. Seven or eight keg beers.”  

The other freshman was having his own version of the same conversation. 

“OK, Chris. I’m going to give you a ticket for minor consumption tonight. You’ll need to 

show up at the courthouse at the address on the ticket, on the assigned date, to either fight the 

charge or pay the fine which you’ll learn of at that time.” 

I can’t remember how we got home. I know at some point I looked at V and said, “Hey, 

man. My mom always tells me there are consequences to our actions. Tonight I drank, therefore I 

was ticketed. He thought it was funny enough that he used to bring it up after college when we’d 

see each other at mid-20s weddings and such. Last time I saw him in person was the weekend of 

Jim Malosky’s funeral.  

A few weeks later, at about 8:00 a.m. on some weekday, everyone who’d been ticketed 

gathered again in a courthouse hallway. I can’t remember if anyone tried to fight the charge. One 

by one we approached the clerks, slid our ticket toward them, and paid the fine they named.  

“How much?” everyone got asked when they were done. “One-fifty” everyone said in 

response.  

The guy I’d stood in line with and I were among the last to pay. We were the only ones 

smiling when we got done.  

“How much?” someone asked.  

“Seventy-five” we said.  

A few folks looked pissed. “How did . . . ? “Why . . . ? What the HELL?” 

“We were just honest,” he said.  
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A Full-Body Cry | May 20, 2017 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2017/05/20/full-body-cry/ 

 
The UMD Romano Gymnasium men’s lavatory can handle a lot of traffic if it needs to. A 

small entrway opens into a room of eight or ten sinks and a couple big mirrors; that room adjoins 

one with five or six stalls and as many urinals. Those numbers might be a bit off but you get the 

gist; it’s a fairly big space. Every surface except the ceiling is porcelain, glass, metal, or ceramic.  

Huh. It’s never occurred to me until typing those last few sentences that I’ve never, in 

that building or any other at UMD, had to care where the closest universal restroom is. I know the 

Sports and Health Center very well. I’m certain its many locker rooms and other facilities are 

exclusively either-or. The closest all-gender spots are probably the ones on first-floor Bohannon 

and Cina halls—far enough away to make a (or the) difference. 

For a few minutes on a June or July weekday afternoon in 1996 I occupied one of those 

men’s room stalls. I was working on the UMD student grounds crew while on summer break 

from studying for my master’s degree in English. We were mowing grass or planting flowers or 

doing some other grounds-crewy thing close to the SpHC that day.  

I was in the M.A. program and doing the on-campus job because they were available and 

I’ve never been clever or courageous enough to be what I actually want to be. That’s a whole 

other essay. Not really, though. It’s part or most of every adorable little essay I’ve written and 

will write. My navel brims with mesmerizing regret, and I feel compelled to type it up publicly. 

Pretty sure I was in the furthest stall on the left. It felt most private to me. Privacy in such 

situations is quite important. Until just before I was ready to leave, I was the only person in the 

whole place. All the hard surfaces kind of harshly amplified even the most-subtle movements I 

made.  

As I reached for the stall-door latch, I heard what sounded like someone trying to run 

through the main restroom door instead of open it. Thud! (human skin and muscles and bones 
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banging into wood) Whoosh! Slam! (wood on tile wall) Slap-clomp-shuffle-sqeak! (shoes on tile). 

Heavy ragged high-pitched human gasping—as if whoever it was had run far and hard while 

carrying something heavy before crashing through the door, taking a few steps left, then turning 

right into the room of sinks and mirrors.  

UMD’s men’s basketball program was hosting a youth camp in the Romano. The gym 

doors had been open when I walked by on my way to the restroom. I’d peeked in to see what 

kinds of drills UMD coaches and players and some local high-school coaches were putting 

participants through. I went to a few football and basketball camps and clinics as a kid. I 

remember them fondly and miserably. I was an anxious, uncomfortable kid. 

The giant accordian doors dividing the main gym from a small ancillary one were open, 

and four courts of what looked like elementary and middle-school boys were scrimmaging. Ten 

active players on each court. Probably 20 or more waiting on the sidelines to get in the games. 

Lots of shoes galloping and squeaking, high-pitched yells to pass or shoot, referee whistles, and 

leather balls pinging and slapping against hardwood, tempered glass, and metal.  

Based on what I’d experienced in similar situations, I knew it wasn’t odd that a kid might 

need to book it from the gym to the restroom, or that when he got there his entrance would sound 

more rumble-thunderous and frenetic than measured. I expected whoever had just barreled 

through the door would take a quick leak while trying to catch his breath, maybe or maybe not 

wash his hands super-fast, then barrell back out. 

But after the initial entry there was a pause. Four or five seconds of silence. 

Then a huge inhalation and a catch in his throat. Then a short, constricted, gurgling 

exhale. Another huge intake and catch. Another one of those labored exhales; more like a painful 

pressure release than a part of actual breating. The sounds were unmistakable—to me, at least, as 

someone who had done and heard the same thing a few times before—as a human being 

expending all their energy on trying not to break down into a full-body cry.    
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I sat back down as quietly as possible. I’m tall enough, especially in work boots, to see 

and be seen over the stalls in that restroom. I wanted the kid to have all possible privacy. I could 

him shuffling or pacing a bit, and I didn’t know where he’d roam. My plan was to wash my hands 

and leave as quickly as I could if he went into a stall, but he never left the sink room. 

Eventually he let out two big sobs and swore a fat mouthful of furious swears. Took a 

few breaths. Sobbed for a few seconds. Swore some more. Sobbed. Did all that in waves for a 

couple minutes, then eased into deep breathing, sounding like he was trying to steady himself.  

Pretty soon he’d have to get back to the gym. I wondered if he’d been obviously crying 

before he left. Did he screw up a play—flub a pass or miss an easy shot? Get yelled at by an adult 

or made fun of by a peer? Had his brain or body been hurt in some way he couldn’t let anyone 

else know about? Was he overcome by a wave of unexpected homesickness? What if he just 

hated the whole basketball-camp deal, and some mundane thing happened in a game that pushed 

him past the point of being able to keep it in?  

In summer of 1981 or ‘82, when I was about the age I’m still projecting onto this boy, I 

went to a janky football camp somewhere in Ohio. I wasn’t the youngest kid there. It was for 

boys 9-18. During an after-lunch free period one day, while all the other boys were in a common 

room having fun, I just laid in my bunk feeling a sadness I had no idea how understand. Maybe 

some of them weren’t actually having fun. 

One of the camp counselors, a college player, popped into the bunk room to grab 

something from his bag. “Hey, man,” he said when he say me, in a voice I remember being quite 

kind. “You wanna come hang out with the rest of the guys?” 

“No,” I remember saying, my voice barely not cracking. “But thanks.” I might have been 

reading a book or a Sports Illustrated. It’s difficult to overstate how much I read when I was a 

kid. 
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The kid in the UMD restroom didn’t sound anxious or depressed. He sounded pissed. Or 

maybe he didn’t. I often make the mistake of explaining other people’s actions by understanding 

them through my feelings, and in that echoey restroom situation I heard lonesomeness, rage, 

sadness, confusion, and just raw pain. I’ve cried my own heaving, disconsolate sobs. A few times 

in elementary school and junior high. Once at 16. Once at 20. Maybe that’s what was going on 

with that kid. Or maybe his lost and he was one of those competitive people I’ve never 

understood, and losing filled him a fury he needed privacy to release safely.  

After calming down into sniffles he did take a leak. He did wash his hands. And he left.  

I opened the stall, washed my own hands, and went back to work.  

He’s probably about 30 now. 
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No Relation of a Dream Can Convey the Dream-Sensation | July 1, 2017 
	
https://www.perfectduluthday.com/2017/07/01/no-relation-dream-can-convey-dream-sensation/ 

 
I’ve had six recurring dreams, all at least 15-20 times apiece: 

1 

Started when I was about 13 and stopped before I left for college. I’m kneeling on the 

couch, with my elbows resting along the top of its back, looking out the picture window of Mom 

and Dad’s split-level house at 1427 48th Street NW in Rochester, MN. I can see the street, the 

small front yard, the driveway, and the sidewalk that parallels the front of the house and leads to 

the front door. It’s dark. Probably a Friday evening, because the scene involves groceries and 

that’s when Mom often brought them home. I watch her pull into the driveway, get out of the 

dark-blue 1983 Pontiac Phoenix LJ, wave and smile at me, open the hatchback, tuck a brown 

paper bag of groceries under her right arm, and leave the car open so my brother and I can unload 

the rest. She’s wearing a khaki trench coat and carrying a purse. This is when she often worked 

60 or 70 hours a week in IBM administrative support. She’s about 33 years old. The sidewalk is 

just under the window, so as she walks toward the door and beams a smile up at me – Mom’s got 

quite a smile – the angle of her gaze should mean she sees the hunched humanoid-gargoyle-type 

creature leaning over the eave above the window. But she doesn’t. Maybe she can’t. Won’t? The 

sidewalk isn’t long – 15 of her short steps? – but it feels like she’s taking forever to reach the 

door. Even as I’m screaming, “Mom! Look! Mom! Mom!” and flailing toward the creature, 

which is leering and obviously preparing to hop from the roof onto her, she just keeps smiling at 

me and strolling. The creature looks something like a tall Green Goblin balled into a languid 

crouch. Its intention is to kill her. I wake up as it springs. 

2 

Same era and tableau as the gargoyle dream. In both, my vantage point is somewhere in 

the air above 48th street. I can see the whole driveway, yard, and house facade. I can see myself 
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at the window, kneeling and leaning on the couch. I have both perspectives; I see the scene from 

inside the house and from outside the situation. I also have both consciences; I feel as Chris in the 

dream and as Chris dreaming. Dad’s standing in the middle of the yard and he’s not dressed for 

the intense wind and rain battering him. He’s not doing anything. He’s just standing, facing 

northwest, toward southwest corner of the house, which is the right, front corner if you’re 

standing on the stoop facing the street. He’s not looking at me. I see him but I don’t know if I’m 

looking at him (which might not make sense but so it goes). A man comes around the corner 

Dad’s facing. He walks straight to Dad and extends his right hand for a shake. Dad reciprocates. 

Then the guy tightens and twists his grip. Dad sinks to his knees. Torment wracks his face. The 

guy moves a step closer, till he’s standing directly over Dad and squeezing harder. Dad writhes. 

The guy laughs a movie-villain laugh. I wake up as Dad is dying. 

3 

Spanned high school and college. I’m fighting some guy, which is odd because I haven’t 

been in a fight since Mike Aikens blackened both my eyes in Allendale Park, across 18th Avenue 

from John Adams Jr. High, after a hard day of seventh grade. Usually I’m not sure who or why 

I’m fighting in the dream, but sometimes it’s a specific guy who hassled me when he was a 

Rochester John Marshall senior and I was a sophomore. His girlfriend (also a senior) flirted with 

me a lot. He was a super-fast sprinter and a good running back. A “stud” in the parlance of the 

time and place. He wore untied track flats to school every day, strutted with every possible 

muscle puffed, and more than a little bit resembled Kiefer Sutherland in The Lost Boys and Stand 

by Me. I was taller than he was, skinny, and whatever the furthest things from tough, brave, and 

good at confrontation are. Every time he saw me he’d tell me to shut up whether or not I’d been 

saying anything. I knew what he was. His buddies knew what he was. I was an easy mark. I’ve 

seldom wanted to kick anyone’s ass as much as I wanted to kick his. In the dream, whether I’m 

fighting that guy or some unknown dude, I’m on top of the guy and I pound his head long and 
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hard enough to wind up sweaty and out of breath with a hammering heart. I stop. I hold my hands 

up to eye level, slowly turning them palm to back and examining how much blood is covering 

them. Then I wake up. 

4 

College for sure. Maybe in high school. My Grandma Eva Godsey, a tiny lifetime 

southern Hoosier with an accent that sounds more deep-south than most people might think an 

Indiana drawl can sound, is very slowly pursuing me through rooms in a maze-like building I 

don’t recognize. She’s holding large, expensive, polished-steel fabric scissors, smiling, and 

cooing, “Come here, Christopher.” She wants to stab me to death. In real life, one of Grandma’s 

legs was a couple-three inches shorter than the other. In a grocery store she’d walk alongside the 

cart and hang on to it to steady herself. She limps like that in the dream. The “chase” goes on and 

on through doorways, around tables and couches, past people who could help but don’t — who 

actually kind of laugh at me and encourage her without really looking up from cooking, drinking 

coffee, watching TV, or whatever mundane things they’re doing. Occasionally I try to reason 

with her and ask her why she wants to kill me. She just smiles and sweetly says something like, 

“Come over here and I’ll tell you.” I eventually wake up. 

5 

During and a few years after college. I’m out for a trail run in autumnal weather cool 

enough to wear long sleeves but warm enough to wear shorts. I’m the same size and general body 

composition I was back then – 6’2” and 205-225 fairly doughy pounds – but instead of heavy and 

oafish I feel substantive but airy. Springy and smooth. Fluid. Even my mind feels active and easy. 

I just go on and on and on and on. Nothing specific ends the dream. I just drift out of it. When I 

wake up I feel bereft because I want to know and have never known that sensation in real life. 

6 
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Happens in various forms every few months since I quit the UMD football team in July 

1991, a few weeks before what would have been my third season of being too much of a head 

case to make up for significant size, speed, strength, and toughness deficiencies. One form: Coach 

Jim Malosky yells at me to get in the game (which is a big deal because I’ve been busting my ass 

without much noticeable progress), and I can’t find my helmet. I run around the sideline looking 

for it. Can’t find it. Don’t get in the game. Opportunity squandered. Another form: Malosky puts 

me on the traveling roster for an away game, which is a big deal for the same reason the other 

thing was a big deal. In one version I get to the locker room a few minutes after the bus left. In 

another I’m there on time but as we’re all packing our uniforms and pads I can’t find my helmet. 

Malosky comes over and asks me what the hell is wrong with me. I don’t make the trip. Third 

form: I re-join the team in August 1993. It feels thrilling and nostalgic and weird. Less than a 

week into two-a-day practices I realize I’ve made a horrible mistake and I quit again, and the self-

reproach upon self-reproach is almost impossible to bear. 

BONUS 

From preschool till just past my 13th birthday I had fever dreams. If I ever can use words 

to accurately describe the sensation and content of those experiences I’lll consider myself a good 

writer. The last one was in February 1984. I thought I was a physician. Patients kept closing in on 

me like zombies. I wandered from the living room to Mom and Dad’s bedroom to the dining 

room to the kitchen. Mom was sleeping in my room, in the basement, and Dad was staying up 

with me so I didn’t hurt myself. I’d sit for a while, stand, shuffle around, sit, lay down, pace, and 

never feel comfortable with any of it. I'd constantly chatter gibberish about what we had to do and 

where we had to go and who we needed to tell and just a bunch of garbled stream of 

consciousness that must have been hilarious and terrifying. Every now and then I’d go lucid and 

apologize to Dad for scaring him and keeping him up. Then mid-sentence I’d tell him we had to 

get away from all the patients. He’d ask me what patients and I’d get pissed because they were 
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right there and there were so many of them and what the hell was he talking about with “what 

patients”? I have no idea how long that lasted. It felt like all night. It might have been 15 minutes. 

It wasn’t the scariest or wildest one I ever had. It’s the easiest one to try to describe. 

I also have some memories I think may have started as dreams instead of actual 

experiences. Those feel even tougher to put in words. 

I'm not sure what 1-6 add up to. Maybe nothing. Maybe way more than that. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Introduction 

The woman whose dismissiveness starts Chapter 1 is among many people who have, after 

listening to me describe ideas I find significant, told me I’m making a big deal out of nothing. I’m 

accustomed to being looked at and spoken to as if words I’ve just said might be the weirdest thing 

a person has ever heard. Sometimes the look conveys polite disgust. Sometimes it’s a look of pity 

— an “Oh bless your heart!” expression bestowed by people who feel smart upon people they see 

as stupid but harmless. Quite often the look is just a stare that conveys more confused distaste 

than curiosity: more “that’s different” or “what the hell are you talking about?” than “I’m 

confused but intrigued.”  

After decades of those looks, especially from fellow teachers uninterested in questions 

about how teachers misues our power, I expect teachers who read all or parts of this dissertation 

might dismiss it. Among teachers, I expect it to be especially true of college and university 

professors who see teaching as a required but incidental aspect of their positions — a necessary 

evil, really, like liberal-education humanities courses for STEM majors.  

Folks who dismiss what this dissertation says might be right. I might really be making a 

big deal out of nothing. I might be a worst-case-scenario postmodernist Marxist wanker. I might 

be so bent on demolishing non-existent  hierarchies by manipulating identity politics and ignoring 

objective truths that I’ve gone all the way around the bend into some hyper-overintellectualized 

theorizing that has no bearing on anyone’s real life. This whole dissertation might be a 

pretentious exercise in ostentatious self-punishment and virtue signaling — an excuse for me to 

show how “woke” I am to catch the attention of people who might think I’m cool and wise 

because they’re impressed by watching a white guy who teaches name and dismantle the systems 

of power that benefit him and his peers. It’s possible that because I couldn’t find anything real to 

study and because I don’t have the skills to conduct proper qualitative or quantitative research, I 
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used a permissive quasi-method to complete an sub-Ph.D. degree by using cherry-picked 

literature and pre-existing work (instead of real data) to reach lazy non-conclusions about nothing 

in a weak imitation of a real dissertation. The could be right in saying I just want to coddle 

students and rob teachers, including professors, of what little power we’re left with amid rampant 

political correctness and administrative bloat. 

But they’re wrong. I’m making a big deal out of something significant, and I’m using a 

mindful, rigorously subjective process to do it, and it’s because I love teachers and what we try to 

do. This dissertation doesn’t try to “prove” anything. That would be boring at best and bullying at 

worst. I’m uninterested in trying to speak authoritatively or pretend there are no holes in what I’m 

saying. I am deeply invested in using literature and my own experiences to problematize 

education-culture norms that entitle teachers to enforce dominance over and compliance from 

students. That makes me and other teachers vulnerable. I mean for it to, not just for the sake of 

being able to say it’s what I’m trying to do, but for the sake of giving us a reason to support each 

other in thinking about how normal it is for us to keep ourselves safe at the expense of students.  

The Gist 

By the time I started the Ed.D. program that culminates in this dissertation, life 

experience, including years of rigorous critical dialogue and self-reflection among men arrested 

for using violence against women, had taught me that teacher preeminence exists and resembles 

white supremacy and patriarchy. Ed.D. course work and the directed inquiry that led to Chapter 2 

helped me find teacher preeminence as the term for naming problematic education-culture norms 

that dictate teacher dominance and student compliance. That inquiry also gave me a vocabulary 

for describing habits of mind — obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness — and other 

resemblances among people entitled to dominance in white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher 

preeminence. And it also created a powerful critical perspective for seeing and hearing subtle and 
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obvious evidence of and resemblances among white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher 

preeminence in the 76 first-person essays that comprise Chapter 4. 

Reading Chapter 4 with Chapter 2 as a critical guide confirmed what I thought I knew: 

even when my intentions have been mindful and my curiosity has been sincere, I have always 

known less than I think I know about what it means to be white, to be a boy or a man, and to be a 

teacher. According to Chapter 2, that basic lack of knowledge is common among white folks, 

men, and teachers, and it prevents us from noticing or even believing believing we create 

problems among people subordinate to us in white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher 

preeminence.  

I see that well-intentioned cluelessness about my entitlements and their effects quite 

clearly in some surface aspects — content, word choices, attempts at humor, and tone — of 

individual Chapter 4 pieces and the chapter’s cumulative effects. In other aspects of individual 

essays and the collection, I notice deeper, more nuanced, more troubling evidence of just how 

culturally definitive that damaging, dangerous ignorance about entitlement is, not just in my own 

thinking and behavior, but among white people men, and teachers in general.  

That deep evidence shows up in obvious aspects anyone can see (although many folks 

might need help seeing it before they’ve learned what to look for), such as essay topics, 

publication venues, photos of me, and the surface aspects I mentioned a couple sentences above. 

It’s also in aspects only me or folks who have known me might be able to discern:  

• truths about how I lived and treated people in the eras when I wrote the pieces and got 

them published;  

• contradictions between how I presented myself in writing and in real life; intentions and 

choices behind what I wrote and how I wrote it;  

• effects on other people of my physical size, ability, and appearance, tone of voice and 

facility with words, and general presence and comportment;  
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• support, enabling, coddling, and protection I have always received by both accident of 

birth and chosen associations;   

• layers and Venn diagrams of white-supremacist, patriarchal, and teacher-preeminent 

entitlements I was unconsciously accessing in order to have the experiences I had, write 

about them and do it in certain ways, publish what I wrote where I did, and get the 

consequences I got — including the opportunity to do it again — for doing all of it.  

No one else who reads this dissertation shares my versions of that deeply embedded 

evidence only I and a few other folks can see the way we can see it. They probably don’t or won’t 

see the surface-level evidence the same way I see it. But everyone has unique sets of experiences 

they can use, if they choose to, explore Chapter 2, Chapter 4, and the claim that teacher 

preeminence problematically resembles white supremacy and patriarchy. They can also use those 

chapters and that claim to explore their own experiences in new, perhaps deeper, ways. A central 

tenet of autoethnography is that reading about a writer’s experiences and how they interrogate 

and apply them can help readers interrogate and apply their own experiences. 

I’m not trying (at least not consciouly and not most of the time) to convince anyone to 

see what I see or think how I think. I’m working very hard to do autoethnography as a vehicle for 

engaging in critical dialogue. This dissertation is a story I hope will be part of a life-long 

conversation I get to have with and elicit among other teachers. It shows readers what I see and 

think. I hope to some day learn about and from what they — what you — see and think.      

My non-generalizable conclusion for the moment is this: in life and work I have always 

been and will always be drawing on white supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence. I 

can’t abdicate any of what I am entitled to in those hierarchies. Those entitlements — institutional 

and social rights I am granted simply by being white, a man, and a teacher — are going to be part 

of who I am, how I experience everything and everyone around me, and how people experience 

me. But I can do my best to minimize the harm those entitlements cause, which will require being 
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as aware as possible of when I’m protecting my entitlement to dominance at the expense of 

fellow human beings including students. As a teacher it means making sure as many of my 

decisions as possible are based in intentions to do something other than enforce students’ 

compliance or assume they are obliged to take me more seriously than I am obliged to take them. 

I will always make mistakes and miss opportunities in my attempts to minimize the harm my 

unearned rights cause. That is not a valid excuse to quit trying.   

The Process 

This dissertation is an inquiry into how teacher preeminence resembles white supremacy 

and patriarchy. It puts teachers in unsafe space (Yancy, 2012) where our entitlement to dominate 

students and enforce their compliance is named as a problem. As an autoethnographer, I 

conducted the inquiry by analyzing my “personal experience in order to understand cultural 

experience” (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011). I wrote the pieces that comprise Chapter 4 between 

ages 20 and 46 in attempts to describe and make sense of personal experiences within deep and 

broad cultures I have inahbited. I didn’t realize that’s what I was doing — didn’t realize I was 

trying to analyze, resolve, grieve, atone for, rage against, and express a fundamental sense of 

discomfort with my place in various cultures — until I was 40 or so.  

On their own, without external analysis, the pieces create more opportunities than this 

chapter can cover for readers and me to analyze resemblances among white-supremacist, 

patriarchal, and teacher-preemient entitlements and habits of mind as they’re described in Chapter 

2. This chapter uses analysis based in the Chapter 2 ideas to discuss some of what the process of 

planning and completing this dissertation has helped me understand about teacher preeminence. 

Simply reading Chapter 4 with Chapter 2 in mind confirms two things I thought I knew and 

expected to see: 1. since 1992 (and undoubtedly earlier) I have embodied white-supremacist and 

patriarchal entitlements to dominance whether I have intended to or not; 2. even since 2010, when 

I started working especially hard to resist those entitlements, I have dominated subtly and 
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unconsciously, without realizing how deeply I assume I don’t have to comply — without seeing 

how deeply I assume people subordinate to me in white supremacy and patriarchy will know they 

should comply. My presence, in text and in person, is dominant whether or not I want it to be. I 

take up space I don’t need, and that infringes on space fellow human beings do need. I think I’m 

teaching when I’m really just enforcing compliance. Despite trying to operate from a constant 

place of empathy, I very often make the mistake of assuming that if I’m comfortable in a given 

setting, everyone else must be comfortable there, too. I am more adept at noticing that and trying 

to undermine those characterics of entitlement than I used to be. I’ll never see or undermine as 

effectively as I want to.  

Some Examples and Analysis (A Long Section) 

I am 46 years old. I cringe hard while reading some of what younger versions of myself 

— including me at 44 or 45 — thought it would be a good idea to write for public consumption. 

The kid, young man, and adult I have been has never had nearly as much of a clue as he thinks he 

has. He always thinks he knows what he’s talking about. Sometimes he’s got an insight or two his 

peers might not have. His intentions are occasionally admirable. As he ages he does seem to 

become at least a little bit more adept as a thinker and writer. He occasionally strings together a 

few sentences that sound funny or convey insight. But here’s the thing: the fundamental act of 

appointing himself as someone whose perspective is important enough for everyone else to 

supposedly learn from says a fair amount about his high level of self-regard. I don’t write, 

especially about the topics I choose, without thinking I have some pretty important things to say 

— things everyone else should pay attention to.   

Starting with the first essay I ever published and including the many pieces that include 

or are wholly based on me confessing some sort of ugly or foolish action, intention, or behavior, I 

have always thought (even when I didn’t think of it this way) I have something to teach readers 

— something valuable enough that other people need to have it; something I am called and 
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qualified and obliged and entitled to share. I’m not as pedantic in some pieces as in others, but 

pedantry is always there. I promise. In everything I write I am, whether I admit it to myself 

during the process or not, trying to enlighten readers, edify them, give them something I think 

I’ve got and they need. I’m doing that to you right now. When I say I don’t want to control your 

thinking or change your mind I’m lying to you and myself. What’s true is that I want to not want 

to control what you think. Does that make sense? I know I want control. I wish I didn’t want it.  

In summer 1991, I quit football six weeks or so before my junior year of college started. 

When fall quarter came around I applied and got hired to write sports articles for the school 

paper. A few months later, on probably March 21 or 22 1992, a month or so after turning 21, I 

was laying in my crummy-basement bed at 708 N 18th Avenue East in Duluth, MN, when I felt a 

thrill — an unimpeded sense of possibility, optimism, and confidence — I’ve maybe felt only 

once or twice after that in my life. I realized I had a platform and a voice I could use to tell people 

things. I had never realized I considered my voice important. Since then I’ve often felt conflicted 

about when and how to use it, but conflict and self-doubt have rarely shut me up when I feel 

obliged to write about something. 

A few days afte that epiphany, on March 26, 1992, my first University of Minnesota 

Duluth Statesman column, “Threats affect athletics, rest of community,” came out. It’s an earnest, 

trite, self-righteous exhortation, in response to a couple faculty members getting threatening 

messages on their office doors, for people to be nice to each other. “All people must realize,” it 

says, “that regardless of race, color, sex (or sexual preference), religion, social status, wealth (or 

lack thereof), or anything else, we are all, first and formeost, human beings, and no one, not one 

person out of the thousands on this campus or the billions on this planet has the right to vocally, 

physially, or otherwise persecute another who is simply different and harming no one.” It’s full of 

pronouncements and declarations; I try not to write that way now. Making pronouncements is 

lazy and pretentious. 
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That boy was feeling those words when he wrote them. He was in a fervor. He thought he 

was going to change hearts and minds. He thought he’d found some new ideas and it was his job 

to share them with everyone who wasn’t quite yet so enlightened. He also thought he was going 

to get some cool attention for being such a thoughtful guy. He changed nothing, but he did get 

acknowledged ere and there around campus, and that felt so good.  

I still crave that feeling. I still, even (maybe especially?) when I write things intended to 

portray me unattractively or challenge readers uncomfortably, get excited thinking about 

compliments I’m sure to receive from people who really get me and what I’m trying to do. I have 

enough self-awareness to feel embarrassed by anticpating compliments. I lack whatever it takes to 

stop doing it. I anticipate them most greedily while writing something I believe sets the depth and 

insight of my thinking apart from the vanilla thoughts of all the people who don’t realize what 

conformists they are.  

I try very hard to be different. I naturally gravitate toward the margins, but then I stand on 

them and antagonize the mainstream, and then feel indignant and lonesome when the mainstream 

ignores me or thinks my perspective is weird. The multi-year process that ended in Chapter 2 

leads me to believe my constant quest for and sense of entitlement to acknowledgment is driven 

by layers of the obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness shared by people who are 

propped up — given inflated ideas about their own importance and admirability — by white 

supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence. I wanted acknowledgement before I started 

writing Statesman columns, but that platform gave me a way to receive it on a scale I’d never 

experienced, and I was immediately addicted. It’s never been enough for me to just be. I’ve 

always wanted recognition for being special. This dissertation is the most aggressive, entitled 

plea for acknowledgment or recognition I’ve ever written.  

I got a lot of positive attention for Statesman columns I wrote between that first one and 

late November 1993, when I started transitioning out of my undergrad college career. I soaked up 
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the attention and believed too many compliments when I respected the perspective of the person 

giving it. I especially loved being complimented for my “open-mindedness.”  

I’m surprised I didn’t more often get called out for the overtly and subtly racist, sexist, or 

just stupid stuff I said in a lot of pieces. The kid who wrote those pieces comes across as what he 

was — a white dudebro who’d never had to struggle, scrap, survive, or do anything other than 

sort-of show up and coast  — in almost every one of them. His strain to sound clever and cool 

comes through so conspicuously. Sometimes it’s intolerable; maybe moreso to me because I want 

to go back and admonish him or so many things. Sometimes it’s almost endearing; maybe moreso 

to me because I know how scared and self-lacerating he was. He was so scared. He wanted to be 

and feel so much more confident and steady. He knew he was clueless. He didn’t know how.  

But then there’s the piece — published on May 6, 1993 — in which he’s trying to make 

jokes about how someone visiting UMD for a track meet (which he participated in as an awful 

javelin thrower) on Saturday, May 1, might have thought the campus was a weird place. He riffs 

on weather: basically, “Ha ha. Duluth is super-cold in May sometimes. Weird!” He also says this: 

“Immediate upon opening the locker room door we were reminded, by a sweet, pungent 

somewhat illegal odor, that the 23rd Annual Spring Pow Wow was being held next door in the 

Sports and Health Center’s Multipurpose Building. The smell may have just been similar to 

reefer, but we didn’t want to face our coach while high, so we continued on our way.” The day 

that issue came out, a woman representing the UMD Anishinaabe Student Organization came into 

the Statesman office and told everyone there we should feel ashamed for publishing such racist 

bullshit.  

She was right, and the boy who wrote those sentences just hadn’t even considered seeing 

it that way while he was trying to be clever. I had no idea what I didn’t know, and I’m certain I 

gave myself a critical-consciousness pass because I had also written a bunch of pieces about how 

racism is bad, open minds are important, and we all need to look at our own faults. I also listened 
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to a lot of rap music by black artists, and it’s well-known (at least it was to me then, to a 

significant degree) that any white person who deeply enjoys and gets music made by black people 

can’t really think or do anything racist. One of the ways I worked hard to sound cool in those 

columns was using rap references, quotes, and vernacular in the text and taglines of many 

columns: “Godsey’s got the skills to pay the bills”; “Godsey’s an alley cat, some say a dirty rat, 

on his side is his gat, see he’s alla that”; “Godsey is down with the P-Funk All-Stars.” Some folks 

might see those references as harmless evidence of a white kid in a white-dominated culture 

trying to figure out how to express affection for art from cultures other than his and make sense of 

how that art and affection shapes his identity; other folks might see it as yet another exasperating 

example of a white kid in a white-dominated culture thinking he can take anything he wants from 

subordinated cultures, call it his, and skip having to know or care about the long history (which 

he participates in) of white folks and men taking stuff that’s not theirs.  

I see it both ways, and I don’t believe the former excuses the latter. That boy didn’t know 

about any of that stuff — at least I don’t think he did — but he did have his own personal history 

of using rap music and its slang and prosidy in embarrassing attempts to ingratiate himself to 

black folks and set himself apart from uncool white folks. (He also very often thought in cultural 

binaries.) He tried very hard to be down — to get black folks to think he was cool and accept him. 

Too hard. Way too hard.  

There’s also a piece (Sept. 30, 1993) that advocates for men’s studies courses to 

complement UMD Women’s Studies course offerings. When I read it now I know it’s trying to 

say something like, “Problematic masculinity is definitely a thing, so what if we had some 

courses that help guys learn about non-problematic ways to think and act?” It mostly fails in 

conveying that legitimate question or its premise. It sounds like a young, self-impressed man 

demanding answers to questions he thinks come from a uniquely insightful perspective on gender 

inquiry. At 22, he didn’t know enough to check his blind spots (or be conscious of having them, 
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or know how to manage their existence). I’d never been given a reason, at least not one I took 

seriously, to question my perspective deeply enough to wonder how that way — the way I used in 

the essay — of asking those questions and making those observations might contradict my 

intended purpose.  

I don’t mean to be unduly hard on the boy. He only knew what he knew. The essays show 

he was trying. Asking quesitons. Thinking hard. I do mean to be a bit hard on him. None of his 

ignorance or effort or curiosity provided much comfort to the girls and women he treated 

dismissively and abusively in very gendered ways. None of it changed how annoying and 

untrustworthy I must have seemed to the few indigenous folks and people of color I interacted 

with or who read my writing.  

That’s all so embarrassing. I still feel so much like that boy. I love so many things he 

loved. My heart breaks for him and how afraid he was, how different he wanted to be, how ill-

equipped he knew he was for figuring out some things on his own, and how much help he wanted 

and had no idea how to ask for. I feel so far away from him. I resent his decisions and how they 

affect me. Sometimes I think I wish I could talk to him. Tell him how much he’s capable of and 

how much he’ll regret making some decisions and not making others.  

But good lord was he obstinate. I have no idea what I could say, if he and I chatted, that 

would help him find enough confidence to treat himself and fellow human beings more 

mindfully. I’d probably try way too hard to get him to see how much better he’d feel if he stopped 

trying to seem cool and just tried to be authentic. He had this confounding combination of 

arrogance and curiosity — knew there was a lot he didn’t know and thought everyone else was 

too stupid to help him figure anything out. It kept him from having much confidence or courage, 

which kept him from making decisions based on anything other than what felt least scary or most 

familiar or most likely to get someone to think he was a deep, interesting, unique dude.  
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The Statesman-years patterns of thought and behavior evolved and morphed and shifted 

throughout my 20s and 30s, but they persisted. Sometimes the pieces from those years show 

growth in self-awareness. Sometimes, as in the UMD Instructional Development Service 

newsletter article titled “Rendering Myself Irrelevant,” in Transistor pieces including “Assholes,” 

“Wailing,” “A Thinly Veiled Letter to A Few Dudes I Know,” and “Hiding in Plain Sight,” or in 

any of the Perfect Duluth Day Saturday essays, the pieces perform a showy version of self-

awareness that — in my own perspective and in the perspective of folks who send me messages 

such as, “Beware ostentatious self-punishment.” — suggests more self-regard than consciousness.  

With Chapter 2 influencing what I see and hear and how I see and hear it, Chapter 4 hits 

me as a well-intentioned, occasionally engaging, over-earnest 26-year drone of coddled-white-

boy fragility and angst. Its sense of entitlement to attention and acknowledgment feels oppressive 

and definitive, even in pieces I wrote since 2010. Honestly, that surprised me: 2010 is when I 

started working especially hard to notice when I unconsciously expect to be taken most seriously; 

2016 is when I started writing Perfect Duluth Day Saturday essays with the intention of using 

them to explore white supremacy, patriachy, and teacher preeminence. I didn’t expect to feel so 

much entitlement and self-aggrandizement coming from those pieces. Maybe it’s not really there 

— maybe the influence of Chapter 2 is distorting my perspective so much I’m seeing and hearing 

obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness that don’t exist. But I don’t think so.  

While writing all of it, starting in 1991, I cared about what I was saying and trying to say. 

I became more and more conscious of the writing I do as an ongoing project of publicly trying to 

figure out some things about myself, the world, and what it means to write well. I don’t journal. I 

don’t keep a diary or a notebook. I need an audience, whether it’s on Facebook or PDD, and that 

need (which never gets fully satisfied) suggests a lot to me about how entitled I feel to being seen, 

heard, listened to, paid attention to, and just generally acknowledged as someone who’s got very 

important things to say and who should be listened to when he says them. At best, the individual 
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pieces and the compilation are sincere; at worst, they’re sincere and insufferable. Both boy and 

man versions of me strain to sound insightful, interesting, humble, and smart. The Chapter 4 

portfolio accurately portrays me as someone who invests a lot in being perceived as deep; as 

wise; as — in 2017 social-media lingo — “woke.” The collection portrays me as a white person, 

a man, and a teacher who manifests entitlements to primacy by telling everyone to sit down, shut 

up, and listen to how aware he is of his obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness.   

There is something (among many other things) I should have noticed long before this 

dissertation process: I have always used public writing to finagle absolution through confession. 

I’m not sure if my beliefs and behaviors have actually changed as much as I say they have in 

pieces I’ve written since 2010, or whether I tell public stories about my supposed evolution 

because I’m trying to convince myself of that growth as much as I’m trying to convince everyone 

else of it. Consciously, I find no inherent value showy self-flagellation — I don’t consciously tell 

myself, “Dude, if you beat the shit out of yourself in this essay people are going to think you’re 

pretty admirable cool!” I do believe there is value in publicly interrogating self-serving internal 

narratives. Two of my most frequent conscious intentions in writing I publish are to embody 

vulnerability and exemplify rigorous self-examination.  

But maybe my true intentions are unconscious and not all that admirable. Maybe I just 

think I’m more virtuous and mindful than everyone else is, and I want everyone who reads what I 

write to know it. Maybe I feel qualified to “help” unenlightened folks by shaming them with 

stories that show how insightful I am about how stupid I used to be. Maybe that helps them see 

how stupid they probably still are. Maybe I get off on publicly humble-bragging about how 

righteous my self-interrogation makes me. Maybe I just like trying to make myself look good by 

calling attention to how much I know about how bad I am. Who would publish that much 

sanctimoniousness and self-laceration over 26 years if they didn’t get something from it? I must 

get something from doing it. I must also, if Chapter 2 is true, exemplify a lot of white-
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supremacist, patriarchal, and teacher-preeminent obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness 

throughout Chapter 4, including in excerpts that might, from a certain perspective, seem 

admirably intended to take and model accountability. 

It seems obvious to me that the general intention behind my published first-person 

writing since 1991 is to make me look smart and deeply, virtuously self-aware. It’s a sustained 

grasp for control, based in the belief that I can avoid looking clueless about my deficiencies if I 

keep showing, showing, showing how sharp my perception is, including about what a fool I am.  

That desire to control how I’m seen is exactly why I tell stories on myself in venues 

where I can be sure the “dialogue” is one-sided; venues where I get to make carefully, almost 

obsessively worded declarations instead of having take seriously anyone else’s perspective of me 

or anything else. (Which sort of sounds like how a lot of classroom environments are set up and 

function.) I get to talk at and about abstractions of human beings without having to sit in the 

presence of their actual humanity, and I get to do all while signaling what a richly, deeply 

virtuous human being I am. Seems exactly like something Chapter 2 suggests a white person, 

man, or teacher would do if they A. believe everything that chapter says; B. want everyone to 

know they’re not one of those white people, men, or teachers; and C. don’t see that they’re totally 

one of those people. 

A lot of the writing in Chapter 4, especially since 2010, amounts to self-judgment 

consciously intended to perform accountability and unconsciously intended to pre-empt judgment 

from anyone else. Constant, conspicuous self-critique is a neat way to silence criticism from 

people I don’t feel like listening to before they even get a chance to say anything. If done well it 

can present as enlightened vulnerability; seems like anyone who sees beneath its thin veneer will 

identify its definitive obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness as they’re explained and 

illustrated in Chapter 2. 
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Not every Chapter 4 piece is inherently self-critical, but every one, from the first 

Statesman column through the most recent Perfect Duluth Day essay, does illustrate penchants 

that define Chapter 4 and the rest of this dissertation: wryish observations intended to elicit a 

chuckle and show off superior powers of perception; pedestrian moralizing intended to illustrate 

ethical exceptionalism; overwrought, self-pitying confessions intended to show impressive 

humility and vulnerability; declarations of foolishness intended to prove wisdom. It all, including 

this sentence, amounts to carefully constructed prose that’s not as good as I think it is and that 

couches self-regard and desire for recognition in almost-convincing terms of rigorous self-

examination. I didn’t used see it that way when I wrote it. At least I don’t think I did. I feel like I 

should have. Now it’s almost all I can see. 

I feel and see the same things when I look back on syllabi and assignment descriptions 

I’ve written for courses as recent as the ones I’m teaching now, in 2017, and as far back as 1996, 

when I started as a graduate-student teaching assistant responsible for one section of first-year 

composition. Back then, I was trying just as hard to signal virtuous, interesting depth with course 

materials as I had tried to do it had in Statesman columns during 1992 and 1993, and as I still try 

to do it in essays, Ed.D. coursework, Facebook posts and comments, course websites, and 

probably most emails and text messages I write. No doubt I’ll keep doing it in whatever I write 

after this dissertation. 

I’m comfortable with the conscious teaching intentions I’ve always had. I’ve never 

wanted to “teach students how to write” (which I don’t believe can be done) or force them into 

following arbitrary rules. I’ve always tried to strike a balance — between being present and 

getting out of the way — that helps students learn about making confident, competent writing 

decisions relevant to their individual academic and professional needs. (That, to me, is what it 

means to teach with the intention of subverting teacher preeminence: to concentrate on helping 
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students develop knowledge and skills instead of getting them to do what I tell them to do. That 

gets complicated quickly, and I plan to write about it in the future.) 

But I have always approached my general teaching process with way more controlling 

intentions than I realize, partially because my experiences as a student taught me that students 

who don’t willingly comply are adversaries to best and problems to solve. As a teacher I have 

always consciously liked students and tried to show it. I was never a comfortable student, 

including in the Ed.D. program this dissertation culminates. Before the Ed.D I had exactly one 

teacher who seemed to see students as fellow human beings instead of as . . . students — 

inherently teacher-subordinate humans who should be expected to know that their value and the 

way teachers treat and think about them justifiably depends on the willingness and success with 

which they comply.   

That teacher’s name was Larry Oakes. I wish I’d have had the wisdom or courage before 

he died to tell him how much he and his approach will always mean to me. I wish he could know 

how present he is every time I try to help someone learn about writing. I wish I would have asked 

him about how he learned to teach and why he did it the way he did. I try very hard to emulate 

elemental aspects of how he treated all students in classes he taught. I try to remain conscious of 

how much it meant to me when he saw me — when he showed that his perspective of me as a 

person had nothing to do with grades or any other aspect of how I performed my role as 

“student.” He seemed not to expect deference, although he could easily have demanded it. I doubt 

I do justice to my reverence for him. I frequently think I’m treating students as fellow human 

beings who are just trying to survive and learn when I’m actually embodying the obliviousness, 

denial, ignorance, and smugness of teacher preeminence — when I am deeply, without seeing it, 

enacting my sense of entitlement to dominate and enforce compliance, deference, and 

submission. None of that surprises me now. Chapter 4 shows me I have, far more often than I 

assumed, been blind to contradictions between how I think I’m thinking about and treating fellow 
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human beings and how I actually am thinking and behaving. Those habits of mind have helped 

me prop up ideas of myself as most important. That’s what those habits of mind and the systems 

that enable them are designed to help me and other white people, men, and teachers do.  

If I believe Chapter 2 as strongly as I do, and if I apply that intense belief to Chapter 4, I 

have to acknowledge that being white and a boy-then-man has always entitled me to take myself 

most seriously without realizing I am and sometimes while feeling convinced I’m doing the 

opposite. I also have to acknowledge that being a teacher has entitled me to the same sense of 

self-importance. And I have to admit that figuring out how to be the teacher I want to be will — 

and should — continue to be at least as fraught of a process as it will be to figure out how to be 

the human being I aspire to be.  

The process that led to Chapter 2 confirmed for me that teachers’ entitlement to dominate 

and enforce compliance within teacher preeminence resembles what white people get in white 

supremacy and what boys and men get in patriarchy — and what white folks and men get to be 

oblivious, denying, ignorant, and smug toward in those hierarchies. Applying Chapter 2 insight to 

the process of re-reading the pieces in Chapter 4 confirmed I have always missed a lot about how 

I embody and enact white supremacy and patriarchy; it also tells me I miss a lot about how I 

embody and enact teacher preeminence. I mean to say that regardless of whether I notice it or not, 

and even when I’m working hard not to, I dominate students and enforce their compliance. I don’t 

see what I don’t see. That feels like a significant problem.  

“How Can I Get My Students to . . . ?” 

I knew about that problem long before conducting this study and long before having any 

of the vocabulary to name or describe what I knew. I know it well enough as a normal part of 

teaching-and-learning culture that I assume a lot of teachers might read the preceding paragraphs 

and take comfort in knowing none of it applies to them because they’re definitely not among 

those teachers who consciously or unconsciously dominate students. Those same teachers are, 
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like me, probably using syllabi, assignment descriptions, grading scales, classroom policies, and 

other practices explicitly (even if unintentionally) designed to elicit students’ compliance whether 

complying does or doesn’t lead to learning.  

I’m not the only teacher who’s frequently spoken and heard laments like, “I hate having 

to pay so much attention to attendance / cheating / cell phones / participation / deference to the 

teacher / [whatever else supposedly must to be rigidly ‘managed’ with complex systems of 

punishment and reward], but I feel like if I don’t it’ll just be a free-for-all. I’ll have no authority.” 

In department meetings, professional-development workshops, chats over coffee or beers, and in 

our own brains, teachers spend a lot of time and energy trying to answer the question, ““How can 

I get my students to [do what I want them to do]?” That’s such a fundamental aspect of how a lot 

of people understand about the way school works — teachers tell students what to do and 

students do it, and students who don’t do what they’re told are problems — that naming it as a 

problem even sounds a little weird to me; it must sound ludicrous, to a lot of other teachers, to 

have me agonizing over it. It must sound like I am indeed making a big deal out of nothing. The 

debate in my head starts like this: “I’ve been listening to what you’re saying, Chris, and I just 

have to say . . . isn’t that what teaching is — getting students to do things that help them learn and 

show what they’ve learned?” To a lot of people that’s exactly what it is. To me that basic 

definition illuminates the difference between “teaching” (as it’s understood by a lot of people) 

and “help to learn.” I’d way rather help someone learn something than teach them. I do a lot more 

teaching than I would prefer to do. 

We devote giant, grim sections of syllabi and class time to explaining how students will 

lose or earn points according to whether they please or disappoint us, but we couch the warnings 

in terms of universal academic Truth, not arbitrary personal standards. More often than many of 

us might admit, we actually look forward to laying down the law, dropping the hammer, catching 

them in the act, showing them who’s boss, asserting our authority, proving them wrong, making 
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them pay, or otherwise getting a syllabus-policy-sanctioned excuse to throw our hierarchical 

weight into a satisfying bit of unreserved punishment that makes a student feel small and proves 

how big we are.  

We seek justification to inflict pain on people who dare displease us or challenge our 

primacy. We bully. We concentrate on managing at the expense of fostering. We tell “our” 

students what to do in “our” classes and we waste very little time and energy questioning our 

sense of ownership or whether we’re using institutional authority responsibly or compassionately. 

We establish all that authority in the first few days of a semester. We play the Caring-but-

Demanding-Teacher role for students who have been subjected to so many version of the 

performance they could recite the lines for us. We make it super obvious who and what we 

believe is most important. 

Then we act aggrieved and indignant and disappoint and shocked — we criticize students 

and their entire generation for a lack of autonomy and imagination — when they ask, “What do 

you want me to do?”  

We dominate — we embody and enact a version of dominance Chapter 2 suggests is 

infused with a sense of victimhood, an assumption of deserving submission, deference, 

compliance, some convincing explanations based in “That’s just how it is,” and a few other 

specious components. It’s a seductive, entitled little story in which students’ compliance with our 

demands maintains order and comprises evidence of students learning what we think we’re 

teaching. It keeps students vulnerable and protects us. My experience suggests many — maybe 

even most — of us notice none of it because it so fundamentally defines what we think “normal” 

teaching and learning looks like. 

This study didn’t teach me any of that. I learned it by being a student and teacher for 

decades. This study taught me how omnipresent it is, how much more complicit I am than I 

thought I was in all of it, and how intent I am to keep using my own process of self-critique and 
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self-exposure to help fellow teachers find ways of looking at their own actions, beliefs, and 

intentions. 

Espoused Theory vs. Theory-in-Use	
Contradictions between “espoused theory” and “theory-in-use” don’t make me or anyone 

else a “bad” person or teacher. I don’t think any person or teacher is inherently “bad.” I also don’t 

think any of us is inherently “good.” Using abstractions to define human beings and our beliefs, 

intentions, and behaviors seems lazy. It’s definitely imprecise. I’ve done some awful things and a 

lot of crummy things. I carry deep regret about hurting fellow human beings and making teaching 

decisions because I consciously or unconsciously felt entitled to enforce compliance with 

dominance. 

And still, I often catch or fail to notice myself drawing entitlement to dominance, 

sometimes while trying to abdicate it. I often write or speak from a place of dominance — or 

obliviousness, denial, ignorance, or smugness — about how self-awareness has helped me learn 

to avoid that place. I’m writing this dissertation at the end of a process I began because I want a 

higher position in a professional hierarchy arranged to justify dominance. I understand a lot more 

about my entitlement to and embodiment of dominance as a white person, man, and teacher than I 

ever have; despite that enhanced knowledge and a tendency to think about it almost constantly, 

I’m always prone to consciously or unconsciously access it when it helps me get something I 

want or think I deserve.  

“Education is Never Neutral”	
Teacher preeminence entitles all teachers to pick and choose when we do and don’t assert 

our dominance, and when we behave according to that entitlement, whether we do it consciously 

or subconsciously, we embody the norm that “some people have the legitimate right to master 

others” (Pence & Paymar 2011, p. 17). We also teach that norm to students along with everything 

else we help them learn. “Education is never neutral” (Shaull, in Freire, 2005).  “The whole 
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process of education occurs within a social framework and is designed to perpetuate the aims of 

society” (Baldwin 1998b, p. 43), and among the aims of academic society is protecting teachers’ 

primacy, often at the expense of students humanity and learning. Most of us embody that aim in 

our own educational processes whether we mean to or not. We absorbed its edicts from most 

teachers we had and we exude those edicts onto students in classes we teach. Like white 

supremacy and patriarchy, teacher preeminence exists whether we want it to be or not. We can’t 

choose to shut it off. We can — and this is a big deal — choose what to do with our 

consciousness of it. 

“Children have never been very good at listening to their elders,” Baldwin (1998b) says, 

“but they have never failed to imitate them.” Baldwin said that to an auditorium full of New York 

City public-school teachers, but it applies to college teachers and students. Regardless of what 

college teachers say, we give students a lot to imitate, and some of how we present and conduct 

ourselves contradicts the words that come out of our mouths. I often tell students that courses I 

teach are intended to be empowering opportunities for them to develop personally relevant 

knowledge and skills, including autonomy, and explore their own perspectives. I tell them I want 

classes to be about more than just getting a grade — that I want to help them find ways to learn 

about and practice the writing they’ll actually do in the fields they’re preparing to enter. I say I 

want to have conversations about where their work does and doesn’t meet program outcomes, 

instead of just telling them where they and their work are deficient. It’s all very inspiring. And as 

all those words are billowing out of my mouth, I’m clueless to how every other aspect of my 

presence and the layers of context they and I share are confirming for them that, despite my 

earnest performance of Teacher Who Totally Gets It, this is another class in which “learning” 

really means figuring out what the teacher wants and either doing it or suffering the 

consequences. Experience tells me a lot of other teachers do their own versions of all that, and 
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most of us do it without realizing how deftly students are gauging the level of force we are 

willing to use to enforce their compliance and managing their interaction with us accordingly. 

Students and teachers experience ourselves and each other through perspectives 

conditioned by years of learning that teachers are supposed to enforce compliance, students are 

supposed to comply, and doing school any other way is wrong. Our job, they and we have been 

carefully taught, is to get them to do what we want them to do, then reward or punish them 

according to whether or not they’ve done it. Reward denotes “good student.” Punishment means 

“bad student.” Reward supposedly shows learning has occurred. Punishment supposedly shows it 

has not. Teacher preeminence allows us to justify punishing lack of compliance. Their job is to 

defer, submit, comply, and perform. 

I have been part of many conversations among teachers in which we collude with each 

other’s indignance about straining to contradict those dominate-and-comply lessons — working 

so hard to do what we saw as creating “opportunities” that would undoubtedly be met with 

unreserved declarations of gratitude and appreciation — then having students respond by begging 

us to just tell them what to do and how to do it. I felt indignant like that for many years. I no 

longer do. I’m also not surprised when students take advantage of chances to use their own 

experience and knowledge as excuses for dominating peers. And I feel like I understand why a lot 

of students build brilliant, hard-won strategies for complying with teachers’ dominance, even 

while being able to explain how and why compliance comes at the expense of learning. 

Students definitely can choose to resist everything they have internalized about our 

dominance and their compliance being a natural, necessary part of proper teaching and legitimate 

learning. So can teachers. But teacher preeminence makes those choices tough and, from certain 

perspectives, dangerous. Baldwin says, 

The paradox of education is precisely this — that as one begins to become conscious one 

begins to examine the society in which he is being educated.  The purpose of education, finally, is 
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to create in a person the ability to look at the world for himself, to make his own decisions, to say 

to himself this is black or this is white, to decide for himself whether there is a God in heaven or 

not.  To ask questions of the universe, and then learn to live with those questions, is the way he 

achieves his own identity.  But no society is really anxious to have that kind of person 

around.  What societies really, ideally, want is a citizenry which will simply obey the rules of 

society. (1998b) 

Whether or not you want to admit it, we all know what happens to teachers or students 

who don’t simply obey the rules of a teacher-preeminent academic society that depends on 

punishing non-compliance. Dominance responds to disobedience with whatever level of force is 

necessary for maintaining itself. Teachers who refuse to dominate get punished. Students who 

refuse to comply get punished. 

I have experienced all that as a student and teacher. I’ve participated in it. I’ve watched it 

happen. I didn’t start building a vocabulary adequate for describing it until learning about how 

Pence and Paymar (2011) used Paulo Freire’s work as the basis for much of their critical-

dialogue approach to working with men arrested for using violence against women. I first heard 

of Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed (2005) in the late 1990s. I didn’t deeply consider its ideas 

until 2010, during a Creating a Process of Change for Men Who Batter (CPC) co-facilitation 

training. The CPC curriculum relies heavily on Freire’s critical-dialogue process as a tool for 

helping men identify and problematize their reasons for using violence against women. Pedagogy 

of the Oppressed describes how Freire used dialogue to help illiterate peasant farmers learn to 

read, write, and name the dominance-based systems subordinating them. Over and over again he 

says his intention was not to tell the farmers they had deficiencies and he knew how to fix them, 

but to facilitate conversations in which he and the famers all gained knowledge by learning from 

and about each other. 
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That type of dialogue is not a touchy-feely process. It’s about posing problems and 

identifying contradictions. Freire says it demands vulnerability and rigorous self-examination of 

all participants and perhaps especially of facilitators, who must problematize the entitlement to 

primacy teachers usually can ignore and certainly seldom have to question. He says:    

Dialogue cannot exist without humility. The naming of the world … cannot be an act of 

arrogance. Dialogue, as the encounter of those addressed to the common task of learning 

and acting, is broken if the parties (or one of them) lack humility. How can I dialogue if I 

always project ignorance onto others and never perceive my own? How can I dialogue if 

I regard myself as a case apart from others—mere "its" in whom I cannot recognize other 

"I"s? How can I dialogue if I consider myself a member of the in-group of "pure" men, 

the owners of truth and knowledge, for whom all non-members are "these people" or "the 

great unwashed"? How can I dialogue if I start from the premise that naming the world is 

the task of an elite and that the presence of the people in history is a sign of deterioration, 

thus to be avoided? How can I dialogue if I am closed to — and even offended by — the 

contribution of others? How can I dialogue if I am afraid of being displaced, the mere 

possibility causing me torment and weakness? Self-sufficiency is incompatible with 

dialogue. Men and women who lack humility (or have lost it) cannot come to the people, 

cannot be their partners in naming the world. Someone who cannot acknowledge himself 

to be as mortal as everyone else still has a long way to go before he can reach the point of 

encounter. At the point of encounter there are neither utter ignoramuses nor perfect sages; 

there are only people who are attempting, together, to learn more than they now know. (p. 

90). 

Learning how to facilitate that curious, vulnerable type of dialogue with men who have 

been arrested for using violence against women has taken me a long time. Before I could even do 

more than try to mimic the way I’d seen experienced co-facilitators do it, I spent at least a year 
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doing something like lecturing with questions I thought were sincerely inquisitive but were 

actually accusatory. I had no idea how much I was trying to teach the men, and I was using a 

version of teaching that depended on controlling every aspect of the “conversation,” including 

what the men said and how they said it.  

The difficult, ego-crushing process of learning to really facilitate instead of manipulate 

has required developing unsparing self-awareness and taking destabilizing, tough-to-hear notes 

from the woman I co-facilitated with. It has transformed the beliefs and intentions that dictate 

how I co-facilitate, and it keeps changing how I teach first-year and advanced-writing courses. It 

perpetually exposes obliviousness, denial, ignorance, and smugness I’ve been embodying and 

failing to notice as a white person and as a boy-then-man since childhood, and as a teacher since 

the late 1990s. Even now, while doing the best I can to examine myself and correct habits of mind 

and behaviors that contradict who I want to be, I embody white supremacy, patriarchy, and 

teacher preeminence. I always will. 

But I can try not to. We all can. As teachers that can mean interrogating dominance and 

refuse to collude with or use it as a teaching too. It can mean helping students find opportunities 

for autonomy, even when habitual compliance feels most comfortable to them and to us. It will 

require maintaining our responsibilities but ceding control. My experience – which includes 

getting passively fired and actively blocked from jobs, threatened, mocked, dismissed, used as an 

example of what not to do, and accused – suggests it may mean courting vulnerability and 

punishment. Ostracization. Dismissiveness. I’ve been punished for speaking up against white 

supremacy, patriarchy, and teacher preeminence. I’ve lost relationships with family members and 

what I thought were real friendships. I’ve been threatened. I feel nervous writing this dissertation. 

Dominance protects itself at the expense of anyone who challenges it.    

This entire process of naming and undermining my own entitlements to dominance in order to 

undermine them among all other white people, men, and teachers has not been comfortable. Nor 
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should it be. It’s not about proving what a “good” person or teacher I am or finding ways to 

comfort other people whose dominance comes at the expense of our fellow human beings. It’s 

about calling out my peers by way of calling out myself and identifying opportunities to 

challenge our ugly habits of mind. Self-examination intended to identify faults shouldn’t be 

comfortable among teachers. It shouldn’t damage us simply for the sake of causing harm, but if 

all it does is protect us from culpability or prove students (or administrators) really are the 

problem, we’re not doing it right. 

Conclusion	
This dissertation tells a story about how teacher resembles white supremacy and 

patriarchy as they’re defined in Chapter 2. The first time I tried to tell a version of that story, a 

colleague told me I was “making a big deal out of nothing.” I’ve been told the same thing many 

times since then. I’ve also been told, after short conversations in which fellow teachers ask what 

my dissertation I about, I’m onto something important.  

“Our limited but poignant conversations about your research,” one colleague and friend 

said in a text-message a couple days after a chat, “have me re-examining everything I do in the 

classroom. It's daunting, embarrassing, and inspiring all at the same time.” There are others 

feeling and saying and doing the same things. There are also a lot of white people, men, and 

teachers don’t care or know how to acknowledge the cultural systems – white supremacy, 

patriarchy, and teacher preeminence – that entitle us to cheerfully, indifferently, and violently 

impose ourselves upon fellow human beings, including students, based on the seductive story 

that we have things they need to be more completely human.  

We have no idea how deeply we assume our experiences and values as universal, 

representative, and aspirational (Baldwin, 1998a; Freire, 2005; Yancy, 2014). Without noticing 

it, we believe our skin color, gender, or institutional position represents what Ahmed (2004, 

quoting Audre Lorde) calls a “mythical norm” that authorizes and impels us to enforce 
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compliance, deference, and submission from fellow human beings, then to patronize or punish 

any person courageous enough to accurately name our unjustified dominance. Instead of feeling 

grateful for opportunities to problematize dominant beliefs, intentions, and behavior, they 

support, we feel indignant when people in subordinated positions question our and their places in 

dominant orders. We can often only omfortably deal with people of color and indigenous people, 

women, and students as symbols, but not as people as human as we are (Baldwin 1998c, p. 320). 

We don’t mean to do most of that. We do it anyway. 

We’ll keep doing it unless we pay attention to how much of a problem we are for people 

we’re entitled to dominate. That’s tough stuff to focus on. It feels threatening. Because it is — it 

threatens our primacy. Some teachers may always want us to dominate and students to comply. 

Those of us who want for teaching-and-learning settings in which “the subordination of students 

to teachers becomes impossible” (Freire, 2005, p. 77) will have to be vigilant about our habitual 

entitlements. Those stories are so seductive. But they’re not the only ones.  
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